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At the appointed hour the convention was
called to order by the president, Willis S.

A

hearty address of welcome was given
l»y W. G. Hatch, to which Rev. R. G. Harbutt responded as heartily.
The minutes of the last meeting were
read by the secretary, Dr. A. O. Stoddard.

si.I-sequent insertion.

of To Day’s Journal.

report of the treasurer showed a balance
last year of $5.55; collection at Searsmont
>1.50; expense 82.10; balance in treasury
$1.95. The reports of the schools were as
The
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sung

by

two young

girls—Emily Gilbreth

and Caro Hatch.
The committee

on

following report-,

nominations made the

which

was

accepted

and

i adopted :
j
Officers

j

■

'jdiam, Saturday morning,
1>\ the police in Lewiston
_ut, and sent hack to l’opham

The afternoon session began with a deservice led by Rev. Sherman Goodwin of Freedom.
Rev. John S. Blair of
Monroe offered prayer. A duett was prettily

votional

maue

•'■riant! National Bank which
per cent, semi-annual divit ,t
1-l' per cent., the first
Years.Dr. A. K. Farn; l’itisfield, and one of the
v^ieiau'* of Maine, died at
t short illness.
The de> ai> '*1(1 and a widower.
leliau. Joseph Antinomy
ml Fred Dyer, four niemMaiue Battery who deserted

was

vicinity.

week and shorten the
ike period.All the Portbanks declared dividends,
if

lunch

served in Good Will
baked beaus, brown
Hall, supplemented
bread, coffee and tea. provided by The Sunday school ami friends of North Beifast and

change the name of the inf olby University to Colby
was
voted to lengthen the

a

for dinner.
bv

tii

■

E. Boulter.

A basket

• no

i

ap-

:

Adjourned

:

for
ensuing
year—President,
Hatch: Vice President, Chas. F.
and
Gmn; Secretary
Treasurer, A. O. Stoddard; Executive Committet—W. S. Hatch,
C, F. Giim, A. O. Stoddard, O. G. Hussey,
NVillis

S.

Gilman Roberts.

The topic, "Fraternity among Sunday
:
.-'.ie was discovered in Dunn's sTh.‘.
workers," was ably discussed by
It j G. G. Winslow. He said:
villa Juiy 4th at 4 a. m.
Sunday schools
Turi, Farm and Home” should not teach creeds : but should teach the
r.biishment some slbOO, the
should have fraternal co-operation
hotel kitchen and furniture 1 Bible;
churches. Denominations should not
build.ug several hundred among
h insured.
The lire originated encroach upon each other, should labor to
retain all who legitimately belong to them.
a- in the publishing cum: -diluent.
Omar G. Hussey discussed the topic, "Relation of Sunday school to the church.” He
.rites.
The Democratic •'aid: The influence of the Sunday school
"U.
held in Bangor June: must ■cun ter act the influence of the ungodly
Mayor Samuel L. L >rd oi j h oms. Tin* Sunday school is the exercise
ernor.
The platform en- I
ground for the church.
hicauo platform, opposes i
A solo, "The Holy City,” by Miss Sadie A.
1 calls for the repeal of the
| Russ was then sung ami was finely rendered.
amendn ent, demands a
The topic, ‘‘The Library,” was discussed
mil rates on all railroads
iavors the war with
Spain. by Rev. Geo. S. Mills, in which he said: I believe in the Sunday School Library ; it is nee.
Dmn. Convention, Bangor,
-minated Andrew J. ('base of cssary to the success off the school. It is valcress, turning down George
uable for moral and
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religious training.

vote of 7b to
by
Great care should be taken in selecting the
of tlie bd district, in
books. Don’t buy books because they are
uated Freder.ck \V. Flaisted
cheap. Teachers can do much in overseeing
no congress and endorsed the
the reading. Teachers and superintendent
.••rni of 1 S'.'0.The IToliibi.-mention, held in Waterville ; should give more attention to the Sunday
minuted Kev. A. S. Ladd of ; school Library.
Governor.
A platform of
In the. absence of Mr. C. F. Ginn, Rev. R.
was
adopted. Jt favored G. Harbutt briefly considered the topic "Are
Spain, straddled the money Sunday school concerts beneficial ?” Harm
••s and repudiated the use of
may come from them. They may bring our
in regimental camps...In the
children too prominently before the public.
nty Democratic convention
.' c both there were contests,
j It might make them self-conscious. If so,
1 bey are beneficial
l.angor. 31. b. rmkham,
they are not beneficial.
A. J. Knowles >f Bradford
in promoting the musical talents in our chilled for Senators.
The resodren.
led the Chicago platform
Rev. R G. Harbutt. read a paper written
•i van.The 'Prohibitionists
by Miss Emily F. Miller of Searsmont upon
apparently by authority, I the subject of “The Triple Pledge.”
it*
active campaign in this |
A very able aud eloquent address was
»
than for a .ong time.
given by Geo. H. Archibald, Secretary of the
date, Rev. Dr. Ladd, will State Sunday School Association, from the
topic, “Child Study,” in which he set forth
ii as possible, and
they expect the
duties of parents and teachers to the
other speakers.
Kev. S. F.
children. The self-conscious spirit should
rtland will be one of their not be
cultivated. Drive out the
imuu.
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Sec y Alger estimates
either in field, en route

Philippines, or thoroughly
leady to be sent to the front
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••ral thousand will be taken
r<> aid in
clearing the entire
Spanish soldiers, and JO,000
tble for the invasion of Porto
advices received at Vaucouin Hong Kong say that it is
•’
tin* levolt against Spanish
dial to the Caroline islands.
have only a small garrison
they are unable to send rev that
the rebels will soon
..It is stated at the war
mu
the United States has
! live vessels of the Wilsons
laud Line, as announced
tiom London.
The prc11at t he ships have beeu purAtlantic Transport Line,
■>
-old seven steamers to the
.The steamer Alameda,
reports that on June
lighted the second Manila
Forty-five miles this side of
spoke the China under a
>m.
The next day, when
a
Honolulu, she sighted the
'i,u and Colon, all in a
bunch,
dterwards the Belgic, also
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Whisperings. Inquiries
•1 y
department elicit the inli;‘t the total
proposals for the
nt loan of $200,000,000 ag"«»,()()b. Of this amount
1
received and absolutely
'd.sri jptions of amounts of $500
>40,too,000. Subscriptions in
■,-i
>500, subject to future allot''•■'’•000,000. A proposal for a
a premium of 1
per cent.,
^
Two syndicate propositions
! i: t
or all of the bonds offered
/'
,; ’’ ‘H);1 each 400,000,000.The
signed the Indian, bauk,ID<1
sundry civil bills.
b'X

t

was

J'd'lay,

by

putting virtue in its place. We need more
self control, rather than parental control.
Never test 3 our child more than he is able to
bear.

Singing by
Worthley an

a
quartette—Messrs. H. O.
1 E. C. Mirriam and Misses
Edith M. Ladd and Sadie A. Russ.
The Committee on credentials reported as

follows:

Whole number 111 attendance, 150; whole
number of delegates, 00. Number of towns
reported, as follows:
Belfast. 1!': North Belfast, 20; Waldo, 5;
Monroe, 5; Monroe Center, 3; Freedom, 20;
Searsport, 4: Searsport Harbor, 16; Morrill,
2; Northport 1: Poor's Mills,]; Waldo Station, 1; Swanville Centre, 3.

There were 07 congregationalist, 11 Methodists, 0 Baptists, 2 Adventists, 1 Cniversalist,
1 Friend, 8 Free Will Baptists.
A rising vote of tliauks was given to the
people at North Belfast for their generous

hospitality.

Voted to adjourn.

Troops

Arrive

at

Manila.

Hoxti Rung, July 4.
The T. S. despatch
boat Zafiro winch left Cavite, Manila harbor,
*'ii July 1st has arrived here.
She reports
that the American troops in the transports
City of Sidney, City of Peking aud Australia, convoyed b\’ the Charleston, arrived
at. Cavite 011 June 30, having taken the Ladrone islands on the way and having left
men
there. The Spanish governor aud
other officials captured were brought to

Cavite.
The U. S. troops commenced to disembark

at Cavite

on

July

first.

The Ladrones, or Mariana islands, are a
group of twenty small islands in the Pacific,
mostly between latitude 13 and 21 north, and

longitude

144

and

146

degress

east.

Only

them are inhabited. They are of
origin,
densely wooded and
very; tfertile.
They were discovered by
five

of

mometers

was

in

cracker or horn was heard before
that hour. While there was plenty of noise

midnight to morning, but very little
damage to property was done. The boys
from

confined their bonlire material to such loose
boxes and barrels as they found in the rear
of the stores. A few panes of glass were
broken by concussion of the cannon crack
ers, but nothing has been reported that
could be charged to malicious mischief save
the burning of a camp owned by some small

volcanic

Magellan in 1521 and their name means “the
islands of the thieves,” having reference, to
the thievish disposition of the natives. They
were also named the Mariana islands, in
honor of the queen of Philip IV. of Spain.
The principal islands of the group are:
Guahan, Rota and Tinian, on the first of
which is the capital town San Ignacio de

Agana. Their aggregate population, according to statistics published twenty years ago,
is about 8,000.

to

went

Bangor got there by

various conveyances: the Boston steamer,
the M. & M., via Buoksport branch, and by

direct. They went Saturday and Sunday
and returned at various times after the
celebration.
rail

The

greatest attraction was at Showhegan,
where the Belfast Band was engaged. The
Band and other excursionists left

by the rego’clock, with two extra cars,
and returned by a special train. Conductor
Sullivan ran back to Burnham after he got
train at 7

with the regular evening train and met
the special from Skowhegan, arriving here
at 11.45.
The Band had two Drum Majors,
Wm.
H. Sanborn, weight 293, and Don
Orman Robbins, weight 43. Major Robbins
was dressed in a blue navy suit, with the
word “Maine” on his cap. He presented
in

nobby

attracted a great
deal of attention. He is without doubt the
smallest adult in the United States, while
Major Sanborn is one of the largest who ata

appearance and

on a

pies the whole of the lower floor, 2,700
square feet, and one half the second floor,
The cream is receivover 1,200 square feet.
ed on the second floor, where the separating
and pasteurizing appliances are located.
These consist of a De la Val separator of a
eapacity of 1,500 pounds per hour, and a
pasteurizing vat of 250 gallons. The Bab-

on

cock test

is

The

used.

cream

and

skim

piped

fo

cream

There

and

heating.
receiving 500 gallons
gallons of milk per day.

75

140

New patrons are being constantly added
and the demand keeps ahead of the supply.
There are five 2-horse collecting teams
which make two trips per week each and

bring their own product. The
brought from Belfast and all the
surrounding towns and from Monroe, Searsmont, Knox. Brooks, Jackson, Thorndike
and other places. The sales in Boston are
managed by F. C. Baker & Co., and the Belfast factory is in charge of Stephen W.
Lewis. The amount of money paid to the
many farmers
cream is

down

large
Searsport,

take account ,f stack. The past six months
business has been unusual iy large.

A

number visited

our

neighbors

at

grand celebration was
which is reported by our correspeudent in that village. The steamer Casr:ne took over two full loads, her capacity
being 11“ passengers. She also took the
Lincolnvil le Band and excursionists from
the Beach and Camden. They returned in
where

a

held and

large
by backboards, private teams or bi
cycles. All report that Searsport entertained the, crowd handsomely, and there was a
crowd for a small village to entertain. The
lireworks in the evening were very handsome.
Searsp >rc “did herself proud.”
the.

evening.

A

number

also

went

over

A

company of

Veterans,

a

hundred

or

more

Sons of

Corps and Grand Army
their friends spent the day at
Mt. Percival in Northport, going by buckboards and private teams. The tallies were
spread for a picnic dinner in tlie grove. At
Relief

members and

during

the day parties went to the sumobtained through lieid aud spyglasses the iiue views obtainable from that
point. It was a quiet and enjoyable way in
which to spend the day.
Se aside Grange had a flag raising at their
hall in the evening. The rlag was bought

times
mit

and

by subscription by the members, and staff
presented by J. \V. Wallace. The oration
was by Hugh D. McLellan, Esq., the Declaration of independence was read by Dr. A.
T. Stevens, patriotic songs were sung, etc
A picnic supper was served, followed by a
dance.

Kings Daughters
and Sons, spent the Fourth at the cottage of
Mr. and Mrs
W. J. Price at Northport
Campground. The cottage was dedicated
and named Armor Bearer cottage, a liag
was raised, and the circle was
presented
Armor

tsearer

Uircie,

with a handsome emblematic banner by
Miss Lora Maxcy and Tolman H. Fernald.
A picnic dinner was served, supplemented
by beans from Will’s ‘fhole in the ground.’’
In the evening fireworks were to be seen
on all sides.
Those who were far enough
down the shore had a fine view of the fireworks at Searsport.
Many cottagers along
the shore made handsome displays, as did
also a number of families from their city residences. The displays ranged from some

quite

elaborate and expensive ones to the
modest showing of Roman candies, pinwheels, rockets, etc. The use cf fireworks
was more general than usual, every street

more

having displays of greater
The School

or

less

magnitude.

Committee.

The regular meeting of the Belfast School
Committee was held June27th, and adjourned to complete the business in hand to July
1st. Mrs. Abbie L. Moody was elected
teacher of the Hay ford school. The reports
of the Ward committees showed some repairs on the outside school-houses; the roof
of the High school building has been repaired and the'seats changed in the Grammar
schools.

The

committees

recommended

that the Pitcher schoolhouse be painted;
that a platform be built at the Hayfor d
schoolhouse; new blackboards at Poor’s

Mills;

blackboards and other

repairs

at the

Head of the Tide; new sills, platform, blackboards, outside painting, etc at Citypoint.
It was voted to make the repairs as recommended, under the direction of the ward
committees. The committee to whom was
referred the matter of moving the Board
Lauding schoolhouse from its present location to the Upper Bridge settlement reported adversely on account of the cost. The
report was accepted. It was voted to suspend the Union school for the remainder of
the year and transport the scholars to the
Brick schoolhouse. Voted to divide the
Brick schoolhouse into two rooms and make
a graded school.
Voted to increase Miss
Wiggin’s salary SI per week. The Superintendent was granted leave of absence to
Aug. 10th. Adjourned to the next regular
meeting July 25th.
A little

life may be sacrificed to

an

delay. Cholera infantum, dysentery,
ru»a come suddenly. Only safe plan

hour’s
diaris to

haveDr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry always on hand.

Concerning
Tin*
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Mfg.

Condon

go to

ne onue is one oi

Industries.

new

mable

an

England.

Critchett, Sibley & Co.’s shoe factory shut
from Saturday to Thursday (to day) to

Hutchins

larger
in

ed
two

crew

tiros,
tlian

have

more

work

and

a

before since they startLast week they received

ever

business.

large orders

from

parties in Bucksport.

The lime manufacturing works of Messrs.
Timothy and James Sullivan of this city, at
Islesboro, were partially destroyed by tire
outlie night of June 17. The sheds, contain-

ing considerable stock, but no lime, were
totally destroyed, and tlie kiln and wharf
damaged. The amount of the loss is not yet
fu.lv ascertained, but we understand that, it
will probably be covered by insurance. The
kiln will be repaired and the sheds rebuilt
and work wil.

he resumed as soon
of the fire is not
known. The kiin had not been on tire for
some time, and no tire hail been used about
the premises.
The kiln had been filled
and all arrangements made for lighting it
n Saturday.
The tire broke out about midnight, an<l was so far advanced when discovered that nothing couid be done to save
Messrs. Sullivan opened the
any property.
quarry and built the kiln about a year ago,
and the enterprise proved very successful.
The lime is of excellent quality and found a
ready market. We are pleased to know
that the tire will not put a stop to operations,
though it wil.' of course be some time before
business
can
be
resumed.
[Rockland
at once,

as

possible. The origin

Opinion.

City

Government.

Arthur Reed
to

ami

L

nadilla

most

s

j

very

pretty

Win

H. Brown
a

presented a petition that
piece of sidewalk on Court

San Francisco, Cal., July 4. The steamer
Pennsylvania has brought to this city nine
gold seekers from Boston, who sailed on the
schooner Stowell Sherman and were stranded at Montevideo. Their vessel was
pronounced unseaworthy at that port. Capt.
M. F. Culbert and first officer Reese remained to look after the schooner. The
men who have reached here
report that the
Klondikers who left New York in February
in the schooner Antaea, under
Capt. MeArtliy, are at Buenos Ayres, without money
to pay for
to
their
craft.
necessary repairs
What’s the secret of happy, vigorous
health? Simply keeping the bowels, the
stomach, the liver and kidneys strong and
active. Burdock Blood Bitters does it.
Mrs, Walter B. Kelley and child of Minneapolis will arrived to-day to visit relatives
in this city. Mr.
Kelley will come later.

Lmcolnville spent the
from Portland

at home

was

Sarah R. Gardner returned Saturday
Portland.
a

days

few

Miller

Bert.

Mass.,

to

a

Xorth Brooksville
short visit.

was

spend

the Fourth.

Belfast

last/Friday on

Augusta was

of

in

business.

Helen M. Gower of Auburn, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. J. F. Churchill.
Miss

Mr. and Mrs. X. E. Daniels of Union
at the Revere House last Thursday.
Mrs. C, A. Brown
to

\

isit

Castine

went to

were

Monday

her daughter, Mrs. Leila Hale.

Henry W. Dunton arrived home from
Barre, Vt., Saturday for a short visit.
Gray of Brockton, Mass., visited
father, Henry C. Gray, the past week.

Lewis F.

Ingalls of Andover, Mass.,

Mrs. M. E.

is

visiting lier niece, Mrs. James F. Churchill.
C. S. Hall and wife of Auburn spent the
brother, W. L. Hall.

Fourth with Mr. Hall’s
Miss Lena

I.,

arrived

Buckminster of Providence, K.
to visit Mrs. H. E. Ellis.

Saturday

Going
days to her

Miss Annie E.
visit of

a

few

has returned from

a

mother in East

Union.

Fred and Harry Dyer of Brockton, Mass.,

visiting
Staples.

grandmother,

Mrs. Simeon

Lawrence Greer and

Geo. Babbridge of
Boston visited friends in Belfast the first of
the week

Lev. i>

Mrs.

Tuesday

f:

■

i» inii-m

u.

•.

•.

-•i

and
of

a

returned
few weeks m

chi hi

Hon lion.
Mr. and Mrs. Win. L.

Briggs
Perry

visited Mr. and Mrs. 1. L.
fast the

J

Piirkman

o:

East Bel-

past week.

South Bend, Ind.,
spend the summer with
mother, Mrs. J. S. Thombs.

Mrs. C. L. Millie>use of

Saturday

to

Mrs. W. C. Tuttle and grand-daughter
Miss Erma Tuttle,spent the Fourth in Bockand Mrs. J. F. Grindell, when their young- !
port with Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Tibbetts.

daughter, Mary Edith,

was

married

Edward M. Telian of Buffalo, N. Y.
The bride was charmingly attired in a dress
of white lamlsdowne, trimmed with lace,
white satin ribbon and passementerie. She
wore a veil of white illusion lace and carried
a
bouquet of white roses. The ceremony

performed

in

the

presence

of

about

seventy relatives ami friends, Rev. Geo. E.
Tufts, pastor of the Baptist church, officiating. The groom was attended hv the younger brother of the bride, and she by her older
sister. The rooms were most tastefully and

profusely

decorated,

largely

with

Mrs. Lois Goodwin and children visited, at

Capt.

Bramhall’s the past week.

E. F.

Hugh Crowley went to Riverside Saturday to spend the Fourth with his wife.
Mr. and Mrs. To 1 man

Saturday

ton

for

a

Sheldon

visit <>f

two

\\

cut to Bus-

weeks.

John P. Carter of Howard, R. 1., left for

Friday

to

after

visit in Moiitv.iie.

a

Albert Ilall and daughter Isa went;

Mrs.

Bangor Saturday

for

a

visit of

week

a

or

more.

Mrs. Miranda Billings returned luane
Norway Saturday after a visit to Mrs. F.

to
S.

Brick.

and Mrs. H. I>. Mali m-y

Mr.

Saturday

visit

to

went

their

to
son

Charles.
Mrs. A. S. Stoney and children went to
last Friday to visit her sister, Mrs.

Milo

Kennedy.
Master Charlie Webber arrived in Belfast
week from Boston to spend his school

last

vacation.
James

last

uinninguam went
to visit his

oover,

n

daughter,

Mrs.

to

Thursday

Minnie Lowe.
E. S. Pitcher and family and Mr. and Mrs
N, J. Pottle are occupying their cottages at
the Battery.
A. A.
ricane

Knight left last Thursday for HurIsland, where he has employment on

granite work.
Murch and children 'eft las:

Mrs. M. 0.

Thursday

for

visit

a

of

w- .-ks

Severn,

a

Waltham, Mass.
Isabel Towle
to attend the
the Normal school.
Miss

it

..

Saturday

Misses Nellie P
Monroe

were

erce

i

t

o;,.-;

,,{

nr,

and I. /zie

guests of Dr.

ugtou

r

a,.

Pattee of

ml Mrs. W. L

Thmsday

to

take

a

position

in the Western

Union telegraph office.
W ktcr

visited
left

at

Packard ami wife of L- wiston
Stoddard's last w---k,and

Dr. A. «).

Saturday

for

Bangor.

time the 1th.
Dorchester. Mass., had a
Capt. Bordman Hall commanded tic- military division of the grand parade.

John Strong and Mrs. H
children «>f Waterville v ;-11.< <i
Belfast and Waldo the past. '.v« -k.
Miss Jes*»:ca J. Haskell

i

n

•*:•!•<

in

t;

Mrs.

and

cane-

land last week and spent a few ! iy> w th
Mrs. Wethorbee of Boston, Mass., arrived
j her grandmother, Mrs. A. A I'ur:last week to spend the summer with her
?'-.F. F. Phillips of SoiuerviM iss
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Wentworth
! historian of the South Montv die C .I v..i,
of Knox.
i:; last
made The Journal otti-• a pV.isdi
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Locke and Mr. and
Friday.
Mrs. B. H. M'-ody went to Battery Point
\mos Poor, Mr. and Mrs. Tr o and Miss
cottage, east side, last Saturday to remain
Wyman >f Waltham, Mass., are v tiding
over the Fourth.
their vacation at the Poor cottage :n lvist
Fred J >hnson came from Augusta to spend
Belfast.
his
Sunday witu
parents, Dr. and Mrs. S.
U-.-ev.-rr. M ms
Melvin Gilmore returned t
W. Johnson. He went with the Baud t"
last Thursday, after a visit, of t vo v.a—ks in
Skowhegau the Fourth.
n-.v
wife will remain h o

to

Mr.

was

Mr. and Mrs. Calvin A. Hubbard spent
and tlie Fourth in Camden.

Mrs. Felix A. Fortier of Camden s ar her
; West tin- past week.
father’s in Swanville. Mr. Fortier spent the
Miss Ertie Clark went to Rockland last
Fourth there.
v.

arrived
| her

home |

their

are

Elmer O. Hall and children visited
Brooks the past week.

Mrs.

Farmington

Isaac Wilband came home from Portland
to spend the Fourth with his family.

his

Skowhegan SatFourth.

went to

aver the

reman

home last

Mrs. I. E. Archibald of Rockland visited
friends in Belfast, the past week.

Joseph Williamson, Jr.,

to

friends in

home from Taunton,

at

Wells,r..

B. t.

Mrs. J.G. Paul went to

wedding took place in Islesboro Wednesday
evening, June 2d, at the residence of Capt.

est-

Miss Rose Sin mons went to Littleton, N.
H., last Friday for a short visit.

Sunday

Geo. 1). Mahoney spent the Fourth
with friends in Rockland.
f«»r

spending the

is

Charles Welch went to Winterport Saturto remain over the Fourth.

in

Mrs.

Friday

Hodgkinson

Mrs. Samuel

urday

day

last

short

a

week with friends in Bangor.

Bickuell went to Boston Satur-

.Tliaddeus Pierce went to Augusta Tuesto visit his mother.

j

Mrs. C. H. Field left Saturday for
Manchester, Mass.

day

visit in

a

Alzada Austin arrived in Belfast last
from Boston.

Mrs.

visit in

Miss Annabel Walker spent
the past week.

esti-

His

Belfast.

wild

Major Herbert

Lord,

been asGen. Merritt's staff, sailed with

dowers

M.

who

has

signed to
other officers from Sau Francisco for Manila
June 27th on steamship Indiana.
Mr. George S. Chase and wife, Capt. Geo.
W. Chase and daughter, and Mr. and Mrs.
Geo. A. Quimby and children are at the
Pines, Quantabacook, for

a

week.

w.-.-ks

longer.

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. P*. Swan, Mrs. H. M
Gammans, Mrs. Albert Gammans and Miss
Gammans visited friends in Union and Rockland last. week.
L. C. Smith, who is spending the summer
with friends in Searsmont, was in Belfast
last

lliursilay.

lie

nas

sola

The Pitcher family had a reunion at the
cottage of Mr. E. S. Pitcher, at the Battery
July 4th. There was a large attendance of
big Pitchers and little Pitchers, and all were
filled to the brim with enjoyment.

Crystal, Aroostcok county.

Mrs. Margaret Vaughn, Miss Edith Vaughn
Walter Vaughn of Louisville, Ky.,
arrived here last Friday as guests of Mrs.
H. A. Starrett. Mr. Vaughn graduated at
Vale last week.

Chicago.

and Mr.

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Mears of Morrill arrived home last week from New Haven, Ct.,
where they attended the commencement of
Yale University. Their son, Carl A. Mears,
graduated from the Law School.

Miss Ella McDonald, who has been visitEndeavor, her splendid gifts were
ing in Belfast, received a telegram announcand
She
recognized
highly appreciated.
the serious illuess of her uncle. Wm
will be greatly missed, and the good wishes ing
Greeley, formerly of Belfast, at Hingham,
of many friends will follow her.
Mass., and left to visit him last Monday

Junior

street which lie buht a few years ago, or that
he be allowed to remove it. He whs granted permission to remove the walk.
M. P. Woodcock was given permission to
lay a granite crossing across High street opStevens-Ryder. A wedding party of
posite his residence.
The Committee on Sidewalks was instruct- I
twenty-six relatives and friends of the coned to build a sidewalk on Court street from
tracting parties met at the home of Otis R.
its present terminus to Elm street.
and Alma Ryder, 158 High street, Thursday
The Committee on Sewers was instructed
to advertise for sealed proposals for conevening, June 30th, to witness the marriage
struct,inn sewers in trie Miller street district, of Miss Viola
E., daughter of Mr. and
so-called, west of Church street, the conMr.
tractor to furnish all labor and material and
Ryder, and Mr. Ross L. Stevens
employ only our own citizens at $1.50 per of Portland. The decorations at the
day of 10 hours.
house were simple yet beautiful. The
M. C. Hiil, Tax Collector, reported that
he has collected and paid to the City Treasceremony was performed by Rev. C. H.
urer $5,880 00 since May 2, 1898.
Wells at 8 o’clock,'after which refreshments
Alderman Shales was authorized to reprewere served.
The young couple are well
sent. the city s stock at the annual meeting
and favorably known here, having .spent
of the stockholders of the Belfast & Moosehead Lake R. R. Co.
their school days in Belfast. They left by
Adjourned to the first Monday in August. the Boston steamer Friday for a short trip

Klondikers Stranded.

business the

Boston

and evergreens, the prevailing colors
being pink, white aud green. The grounds
The first Monday of July falling on a legal
were lighted with Japanese lanterns hangholiday Independence Day, the regular
meeting of the City Council was held Tues- ing from the branches of the trees. During
day evening, July 5th. All the members of i the ceremony the bridal party stood in the
the Board of Aldermen were present, but
corner of one of the parlors amid hanks of
there were three absentees from the Common )
floral decorations, while, suspended from
Council.
The roll of accounts was passed, the fol- the ceiling over their heads was a monster
owing being the footings under the various wedding bell made of white flowers upon a
appropriations
dark background. Many valuable presents
Contingent.$1,257 67 were in
sight in one of the rooms, and conHighways.
2,186 97
Fire-”..
3150 sisted chiefly of silver, china, glass, bank
Cemeteries.
28 25
notes, fancy and household articles in great
General school purposes.
153 70
variety, and a.l useful. Refreshments were
16 95
Repairs, etc., to 9chool buildings.
served late in the evening. The groom for
School contingent.
43 63
Free text books.
3 00
the past few years has been mate of one of
Grinder* s vessels, and during his short
T:tal.$3,727 67 Capt.
Tiir order reducing the number of men in visit to Islesboro has made quite a number
of friends among those who have had the
the iose company from 31 to 20, and in the
hook and ladder com pan}’ from 20 to 15,
privilege of his acquaintance. The bride is
whi' h was laid on the table in the Common
held in the highest esteem by a large circle
Council at the June meeting, was taken
of acquaintances. As a worker in the church
from the table and passed in concurrence.
The Committee on Finance was instruct- and in the Christian Endeavor Society and
ed to examine the hooks of the Collector of
in the Sunday school, and as a leader of the
Taxes with a view to a dual settlement.
the city accept

on

short visit.

a

Miss

from

I

A

for

Everett Hopkins went to Portland last
on business.

Thursday

Thursday

Fourth.

the

Arthur E.

accomplished

Tehan-G kin dell.

spend

day

young ladies,
possessing marked talent and musical attainments.
Mr. Alden is a descendant of John
Alden, lawyer, ami as stated is a member
of the faculty of the New York University
Law School, of which he is a graduate, in
LS*.'2, first in his class. He lias a law office at
22 Nassau street. Mr. Alden is regarded as
an
authority in pleading, and has forthcoming a hook on that branch which is now
in press. Mr. ami Mrs. Alden will reside in
New York.
An
interesting coincidence
might be mentioned in connection with Mr.
Ahieu’s little niece, who acted as flower g:rl,
in that she is a descendant from John Alden
on her mother’s side and on her father's side
fi'om Miles Stamlish.
The couple departed
the same evening and will tour through the
Lakes ami down the St. Lawrence, spending
several weeks in Nova Scotia and returning I
to New York via Halifax.

order
method rolls to

Co. received

last week for ->0 of the

James Heal of
Fourth in Belfast.

The foregoing paragraphs are from a long
of the wedding in the Unadilla, N.
Y., Times of July 1st. The groom is a grandson of the late H. O. Alden of this
city. The
Times says of the newly wedded pair:

marcn or uo

Bangor

Miss Stella Berry wentto Boston Saturday
for a short visit.

account

farmers for cream and milk for the mouth of
June will exceed $5,000.

PERSONAL.

friends in

F. S. Brick went to Boston
first of the week.

To the strains of Lohengrin’s wedding
march, the bridal procession entered from
the vestry room proceeding to the church
entrance.
It was composed of maid of
honor, Miss Marguerite Wiesmer, sister of
the bride, six bride’s maids, Miss Fannie K.
Fuller of Corning, N. Y., Gertrude F. Guion
of Elmira, N. Y., Dorelle E. Snooks of
Waverly, N. Y,, Maud L. Alden of Cambridge
Mass., Sara C. Clark, Mary E. A. Myers of
Unadilla. Maid of honor and bride’s maids
wore dresses of white organdie, bride’s maids
wearing colored sashes ami stocks, all carrying shower bouquets of white sweet peas.
The bridal party to the chancel was led by
the six ushers, followed by bride’s maids,
maid of honor, flower girl, Miss Priscilla
Standish Crosby, a little niece of the groom,
page, little Master Arthur Emory Gregory
of Savannah, Ga., a cousin of the bride,
flower girl carrying basket of flowers, page
bearing prayer book on silver tray, followed
by bride.
The bride’s dress was of white Satin, demitraiu, trimmed with pearls and chiffon, veil
fastened with orange blossoms; jewels,
diamonds aud pearls, bride carrying bouquet
of lilies of the valley.

now

cream patrons and 12 milk
patrons, furnishing the product of over
This cream and milk would
1,200 cows.
make 1,000 pounds of butter per day if
made into that product.
But very little
butter is made, however, as the Boston
branch has demands for more cream than
can be supplied.
The patronage at both
ends of the business is steadily increasing.
are

Frank Lord visited
the past week.

casions.

steam

Tiie creamery is

military duty, l he
quartered at the Hotel Heselton,
and the members speak in the highest
praise of their treatment by the people of
Skowhegan and their fare at the lioiel. Ail
who went report a good celebration and a
good time, except the discomforts fr .in the
heat.

tempts to
Band was

while waiting for the bridal
procession. The ushers were Captains .V.
H. Emory and J. P. Snook, cadet officers at
Mt. Pleasant Academy, Sing
Sing, N. Y..
cousins of the bride.
Each attired in the
full dress uniform of the
Academy, Messrs.
C. Ralph Corbin of Binghamton, Frederick
C. Valentine of New York, LeGraml Peck
and Joseph W. Curtis of Unadilla
The best
man was Arthur T.
Emory, Principal of Mt.
Pleasant Military Academy, Sing Sing, N.
Y
an uncle of the
bride, all attired iu
conventional evening dress.
The church was beautifully decorated
with roses and ferns, the altar font and
parts of the chancel being a veritable
bower.
At the chancel entrance was an
arcli of roses and buds. The white and gold
hangings were used as ou all festival oc-

through tubes to the lower floor,
where they are cooled and prepared for
shipment. The floors are water-tight, which
makes the washing down much easier. The
shipping and can-washing are in separate
rooms, and there is a special can-washer for
coilectors and patrons.
The heating and motive power are furnished by a 12-1 orse power horizontal tubular boiler and a b-liorse engine. The building is

PERSONAL.
Miss Ida Crowley of Augusta spent Sunday in Belfast.

entertained

milk pass

of

city.

west of the

Those who

now

steep side-bitt.and goods are received or discharged on both floors from teams at
The creamery aea level with the roadway.
built

Bells.

Alden-Wiesmer. One of the largest,
happiest and essentially high society June
weddings ever solemnized in Unadilla occurred at St. Matthew’s Episcopal church on
Wednesday evening at 9 o’clock when
Susan Louise, the eldest and estimable
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Atwell Wiesmer, was united in marriage with Carlos
Coolidge Alden, LL. M., of New York,
Professor in the New York University, of
the city of New York Law School.
The ceremony was performed by the Rev.
R. N. Parke, D. D, rector of St. Matthew’s
according to the ritual ring ordinance of the
faith.
Mr. George Cassou Van Dusen of
Waverly, N. Y., presided at the organ, and
with the violin Miss Edith Van Wagner of
Paris, Texas, a schoolmate of the bride,
talented musicians, by whom by the recital
of several classical selections the
guests were

fully
Tlie Belfast Farms Creamery
established in its new quarters in the Rodolf building on Common street. The building is conveniently located across the street
from the Maine Central depot, near the
wharf of the Portland steamers and within
a few rods of the Boston steamers’ wharf.
The building is two stories high, but is
is

NUMBER 27.

Wedding

no

shady places down town
were above 90° all the afternoon,
reaching
99° at 3 to 4 o’clock. At 1 o’clock
Monday
morning the thermometer stood at 79’, and
throughout the day it ranged about as it did
Sunday. There was, however, a brisk northwest wind, with slight squalls, a part of the
afternoon, which made it more comfortable,
especially on the water.
As usual Young America began his Fourth
promptly at midnight, Sunday night, and an

boys

Creamery in New Quarters.

Belfast

celebration in Belfast
this year many of our citizens spent the
Fourth elsewhere. The places to which the
greater number went were Skowhegan, Bangor,
Searsport and Mt. Percival. The
weather was decidedly hot, and as the
previous day was of the same nature
everything
was thoroughly heated when the Fourth
set
in. Sunday the mercury stood at
72°, 89°
71° at 7 a. m., 1 and (5 p. m., respectively, according to Mr. Murch’s record, but ther

ular

were

Nominations—E. A. Carpenter, R. G Harbiitt, A. O. Stoddard, Gilman Roberts,
Sherman Goodwin.

of

Hon.

Colby
week,
imtnoml, president of the
empowered to petition the
t

committees

Credentials—W. G. Hatch, H. O. Worth-

ley,

|

Average attendance
Five members add-

Attendance 20; home school in

following

pointed
s

books.

winter.

Births..
vs

Harbor.
new

ed to church.

County Correspondence..Ship
Marriages. .Deaths.

•i

I

con-

for new
prosperous.
Freedom. 00 members; average 25; attendance regular; 25 volumes added to li-

and
Boat'...
iinlVirgarten. .TheChurehtteai Estate.
PAGE 5.

i

healthy
attendance; average 80.
library. Three baptized and
In

tlie church.

Brooks.

.ary.. .Yachts

Hit

$25

there

As

occasional

increased

library.

to

PAGE 4.

i

attend-

Congregational church, Belfast. Average
attendance 85; attendance less than usual.
North Belfast. Average attendance 40;
good working condition ; 70 new books added

3.

.:

Average

ance

BAG E li

[

:

Methodist school, Bolfast.
90. Home dpt.., 75.

How Belfasters Spent the Fourth.

Convention.

Hatch. A short praise service led by the
moderator was followed by Scripture reading and prayer by Rev. II, O. Worth ley.

11- kms. In advance. $2.00a year;
.ths; nO cents lor three months,
km'.
For one square, one inch
7.".
lor one week, and

i■ s.

5.

annual convention of the Waldo
County Sunday School Association was held
in the Congregational church at North Belfast Friday, July 1st. The weather was delightful and large delegations attended from

BY THE

VORNIiNG

County
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jlican Journal Pub. Co.
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Fred L.

Mitchell of Boston went to Ban-

gor Tuesday
will visit in

on steamer

City

"f

Bangor.

He

Belfast later. Mrs. Mitchell and
father, J. G. Cook, Esq., will arrive this
week for a visit in Waldo county.
Mr.
Cook is in poor health.

ins

Man

n.

Walter U. Poor arrived fr.cn B«>st< n Satto spend the Fourth with Ins ; arents,

urday

Mr. and Mrs. C.

He has

O. Poor.

a

Boston branch of Armour

with tiie

i>• »si11«>n
Co. of

Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Wadsworth went to
Waterville Saturday to spend Sunday. Tin y
joined the Belfast Band excursion train
Monday and Mr. B. played with the baud at

Skowbegan.
Miss Mary Pond, Miss Sarah Blodgett,
Mrs. George Blodgett, Mr. and Mrs. 1*. B
Blodgett and Fred Blodgett of Bu. ksport
attended the reunion of the Pond family in
tins city June 29th.
Cottrell arrived last week from
the summer at her --ottage
at South Shore, Nortliport. Her mother,
Mrs. Hannah J. Cottrell, is to be with her
Miss Enna

Boston to

through

spend

the

season.

H. Welch of tlr.s city has been appointed one of the judges of tin* trial of
firemen's
hand tire engines at the State,
muster t< be held in Bath Aug. a l and Ith
Francis

He is also to be one of the romnutt-m *•> reCity Clerk L. H. Murch celebrated his 40th 1 spond to the Mayor’s address >1 we! cue
anniversary as a citizen of Belfast July 2d. I
He has always lived in the same house, on i At the Democratic State con vent i vi in
last week J. G. I.Hubert of Stockiim
Congress street, and the man who built the j Bangor
;

house 50 years ago, William
is, still living in this city.

A.

Swift, Sr.,

Springs

was

F. Hanson of

one

of the

Belfast

vice

w as

a

presidents,

uienE

.a

E

the

committee on resolutions, ami E I Wilson
the Saturday j of Belfast was placed on the St itcommitj morning train fur Burlington, Vt., to assume I tee.
his duties as head house surgeon in the Mary
Two of the graduates of Harv ml
ge
in Massachusetts. They will be at home at
Fletcher Hospital. Dr. Wilson is to be conthis year are known to Belfast people. RobNo. 143 Neal street, Portland, after Aug.
on
the
confidence
in
him
gratulated
placed
ert Palfrey Utter was Ivy Day orator, and
20tli. They were the recipients of many
by the people of the city of his alma mater.
his oration was published nearly m full in
handsome and useful presents. The conThe Boston Herald in its report of Har- the evening papers. His subject at the comgratulations and best wishes of a host of
vard's commencement gives portraits of mencement was
Browning's Gospel of
friends go with them to their new home.
those chosen for the commencement parts, Every-Day Life.” Richmond L. Clupman of
“supposed to represent the highest intellect- Dorchester, son of A. V. Chipuian, a former
Secret Societies.
ual ability of the different departments.” salesman of
Critchett, Sibley & Co., was a
Among them we find a representative of a
Silver Cross Lodge, Knights of Pythias,
family well known in Belfast, with the fol- graduate.
elected the following officers June 29th: C.
lowing sketch of his career:
Mrs. Lydia Ferguson of Belfast is 92 years
R. P. Utter, ’98, of Denver prepared at the
C., Sanford Howard; V. C., E. H. Haney;
school and entered Harvard old and in good health and strength. She
Cambridge
high
Prel., Duncan McAndless; M. at A., F. H. in 1894. His work in college has been mostly has seen four wars and done sewing for the
Stephenson; M. of W., J. K. Dennett; K. of devoted to the study of English. At school soldiers of eai h. She was from (> to 9 years
R. and S., F. M. Wood; M. of E., G. R. Poor; he edited the Review, and wrote for the
Youth’s Companion. He is one of the edi- old during the war of 1812, and in those (lays
M. of F., B. F. Wells, Jr.; I. G., Fred Jones ; tors of the
Harvard Advocate and Monthly, children of that age did considerable work.
O. G., F. W. Prescott.
and a member of the Signet, D. K., Arnphi- She was active in her work for the soldiers
Institute
of 1770, and Hasty Pudding
on,
Diphtheria relieved in twenty minutes. Club. He wrote the lyrics in the recent in the Mexican war and the Rebellion, and is
Almost miraculous, Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
Pudding show. His oration will be upon able to do quite an amount of work for the
Oil. At any drug store.
“Browning.”
men who are now at the front.

j

Dr.

E.

A.

Wilson

left

on

Lake and Surroundings.

Swan

Hon.

E.

A.

Swauville I

of

Nickerson

equipped

and well

very neat

a

owns

The

Captain

who Loses a Ship.

County Correspondence.

cot-

It is the custom with some ship owners
never to give a new berth to a captain who
tage called the “Hillside.”
F. E. Whitcomb of Searsport has the has lost a ship. It seems cold-blooded,
beauty of scenery, ease of access and
He lets but the rule is based on reason, as it is
Grove and >wau Lake cottages.
healt hfub e>s, would look far and wide to
claimed that a shipmaster who has lost a
wanted
in the
boats
or
anything
vessel is liable to have his nerve affected
find "lie whit h excels om neighboring cottages,
tishing line, provides fishermen with bait, ever after, and it such is the case he is
Swan Lake in these particulars.
The
aud looks carefully aftei the wants of his unlit to exercise the promptness and decial
it f<
lake
r miles long by one mile
sion required in moments of emergency.
patrons.
But it is indeed remarkable how luck, or
wide at its northeasterly end, tapering
Ed. Ma:i;«*n of Swauville owns a cosy
fate, or chance, plays with the careers
gradually t<> h ss than a founli of a mile !
others
which
like
the
and experienced naviabove,
even of the tried
cottage jus:
at
the opposite extremity
It has no
Some years ago Capt. Jefferson
iratois.
is well provided with needed appliances.
had grown gray in the sernge bays <<i long pn»j» .-ting points, but
The last cottage of the west-side row is Maui)—who
i> ue.ti’y p* ;u shaped, the nariuw end to- ;
vice of the Pacific Mail Steamship Co. and
There who was the commodore of their lleet—
of Belfast.
wards the S" uthwest.
Here is situated! that of F. H Francis
a good
stable lost his fine steamer, the City of Tokio,
the bu\v little village of tsw anville, hut is a comfortable cottage,
w hen entering the haibor of Yokohama.
and boat-house, a safe boat and every•in mihs iii-taut hy
an
easy road from
He had sailed across the Pacific seas
Iht view from this load is ex- j thing ready foi immediate use at ali for a third of a century without havLfiia.-i
He was making his
times.
Mi. Francis is an ardent fisher- ing an accident.
■
juisii*. slewing Belfast city, and the
last voyage preparatory to an honorable
si
s.-utiiwftrd to theNorthport bluffs, ; man and takes great interest iu the work
Yet on that last passage he
retirement.
\i h lslesboi*. on the opposite side of the ! of the association in stocking the Lake lost his ship.
Not long after Capt. Dearit
as
a
resort.
fishing
and
improving
born, another Pacific Mail commander,
blue expanse of the bay, and the Camden
his
was
ship, the City of Peking,
One of the attractions of the western
taking
mount:.:us
.] the lesser hills in LiucolnShe was under
into the same harbor.
is
a wonderful echo, which can be
shore
vi’h
iii»'
IL-pe in the distance, fu the
half speed and in charge of a pilot, the
a boat a few rods oft the
fiom
obtained
-mtbcaRt can he seen uu a fair day the
Bearing
captain being on the bridge.
j
The echo down upon them was a Chinese junk, and
lead 1 ands "f The eastern bay. at ( astine. 1 shore of Wentworth's cottage.
the Saghalien, a large
near at hand lay
is remarkably clear and comes so quickly
ci and othei
points. A g«»ud
ape KAs
Messageries Maritimes steamship.
that it surprises one.
load
u-1 ioti ly encircles the Lake near I
tlie junk approached, the Chinese crew,
There is but one cottage on the north with then awkward seamanship, got into
the
That <>u the western side was
At the head of the Lake is Car- such a position that it was impossible to
: i: 1><
aiid extends for nearly a mile shore.
The Peking would not answer
1
clear her.
a thtof piecipit"iis cliffs which rise ter's grove, which tor many years has been
her helm quickly, being under half speed.
for
the
excura
favorite
rendezvous
i
larger
cliffs
are
;•*
feet
The
n
lm.
above.
The pilot was evidently about to run down
There is a the junk, but Capt. Dearborn, a most
in M.tdal
with spruce, pine and sion parties visiting tin* Lake.
j
man. resumed charge of the
a
:
lit
ha d- wood growth at j good landing-place used by the steamers kind-heaited
ship, took her away from the pilot and |
is
here.
the
which
boats
and
tl.*A
hue
ply
Nearby
tie
i-nund
cottages.
attempted to «lear tin* junk. As a result
had 11. ui the tip' of the handsome cottage lately built by Hr. J.
lie ian hi- steamer into the Saghalien, !
Ham and A. T. Condon of Belfast, which was at anchor, knocked an enormous j
v
i-c icached by a sharp 1 (
h n
?:-.
hole in hoi hull, ami with uu> she was!
which is well located in .1 grove and
-ad c; by a more circuitbeached in
sinkiiiti condition. She was
!;!.'■ view of the entire Lake.
p;r ii : -m the rear, a good ! to nur.; 1

Any one in search of a pleasure result
combining in the highest degree comfort,
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air
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neat

Belfast L:-ls a cotby v.lilt 1. be sometimes rents
Cl aries \\
k.gm of Belfast has a neat
cottage wi; 1! «: .! ire birch grove in front,

t*

few sarnA beaches.
tlie "Va elld

a
a

general

lid

sent

are

l
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h

:
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ground*. sandy beaches,
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ings

s
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it is
w. A. Clark of Belfast,
The\w o. with their
ady>i'b*.

i

tin Lake.

uead;

blli.g Suhryside in other respects,

n.'sen

j

the short at the

near

mid the stable. boat-house. etc.,
eonvenieiit. and handsomely

linished and painted.
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is brought to its conclusion in August
Julian Hawthorne. John Kendrick Bangs.
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boat, houses, a wooden ice-fishing camp,
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some of tlie appliances, and keeps a
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beast,and everything
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visiting fishermen and pleasure seekers.
From the Matthews place to die foot of

tackle here.
He re- the Lake there are severali pretty sites,
granite wall along the fake but none have yet been utilized by cottage
front and made other improvements.
builders. Spruce Point is an attractive
The Dickey cottage, owned by Monroe spot and there is excellent fishing off the
parties.
also well provided with everymouth of the Black Brook. This is the
liing that goes to make life at a lakeside favo: ite tisliing ground of Fish Commisesort or. joy able.
sioner Manley, in his visits to the Lake,
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Searsport
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parties. He has good
beds, sets a good table, has a large stable,
good boats and all things necessary to
supply picnickers or fishermen for a day’s
or a month’s outing.
His post office ad-

during

the

season

is

Swanville,

Me.

The second oldest cottage on the Lake
fffiore is the “Pioneer,” owned by A. J.
The owner is an
Clement of Searsport.
has lished here
years, and probably
taken out more fisli, than any other man.
Two pretty cottages called “Lakeside”
more

the private property of
Searsport parties. They are well kept
and supplied with all necessary out-builded kind.

besides numerous

Belfast, Me.
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ings, appliances, etc., of the

by Massachusetts parties,
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boats and

Relief In Six Hours.
Distressing Kidney and Bladder disease
relieved iu six hours by “New Great South
American Cure.” It is a great surprise ou
account of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain iu bladder, kidneys and back,
in male or female.
Relieves retention of
water almost immediately. If you wan]
relief
and cure this is the remedy.
quick
Sold by A. A. Howes and Co., Druggists,

expert and enthusiastic fisherman and

and “Union”

steamer,

The Art Amateur for June presents
many attractive features. Iu addition to
the usual art gossip and miscellany, the
following instructive articles are noted:
“The Salons,” “The National Sculpture
Society,” “A Carver of Ivory,” “Mannerism in Pen Drawing,” “The Making of
War Pictures,” “Painting of Animals—
The Horse,” “Glass Mosaic,” “Open Air
Paintings,” Notes on Portrait Painting,”
“How to Paint on Tapestry Canvas,”
“A’rt in the Schools,” “Landscapes in
Mineral Colors,” and “How to Correct
Errors of Firing.” The illustrations and
studies are excellent.

rec-

commodation of

dress

one

beautiful spot than .Swan Lake.

of

season,

oe

wishing to spend half a day to a
month pleasantly, and whether or not they
care
particularly about fishing, cannot
find a more healthful, comfortable and

reation.
Melvin

win
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mere

voracious,

more
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soon

seasou

most

approv-
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Itch on human, mange on horses, dogs and
all stock, cured in 30 minutes by Woolford’s
Sanitary Lotion. This never fails. Sold by
A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
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1930, BOSTON, MASS,

Bargain.

Fine farm in Xnrthport, two miles from Camp
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bbls. apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold very low and on
40tf
easy terms.

»1. <J. HILL,
39 Miller St., Belfast

•

tne

at Liberty. The
be found between the

ousmess
to

Penobscot and Kennebec rivers, from the cheap.
est wood casket to the finest broadcloth and vel
vet, white and black. Terms reasonable and sat
isfaction guaranteed.
L. C. MOUSE.

Liberty, Me., Jan. 10, 1898.—6m2

PILES!

PILES!

likewise®

TRUE’S
efficacy

ft rts
ft —has
ft lt» o

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will

in such troubles—and likewise fora!' stwmirl; trout, b-s of adults
been equalled.
It Ims !***«*n n household renictb for A
Purely vegetable and hurmb -s. Price :{.% coil-. As* your

never
urs.

5

cure

Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio,
for sale by R. H. Moody.
vly38
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Pin Worm

1 ,r

%

DR. J. K. TRUE &

Anlmrii, Mr.

(«>.

Opening the Conversation. Young Mr.
Rash by and Miss Spritely were at dinner
Two courses bail been finished,
toge Hit r.
and still the bashful youth bad not said
a
word.
Suddenh the young lad> spoke.
“I’ll tell you what let's do." she said;
/I.et's talk/’
[dinige.

|
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to an end the day you
vapor stove. You can
boil your clothes, heat your
irons and cook the dinner
without muss or confusion.
You can do anything and
everything on a vapor stove,
from broiling a steak to
roasting a turkey. The dirt
it saves, the labor it saves,
the money it saves, makes a
come

get

a

MANY THINGS BELOW THE COE

VAPOR
STOVE
an

indispensable requisite

If you avail yourselves of the chai ee
j
vourseli'. Till stoak must be r.T.
^

fore stated, the business i< for sale Many -udiv
inf to puivhas, the same.

to

There
household comfort.
is no fuel equal to stove
gasoline in point of effieiencv. economy, and cleanliness.
Over 2.000.000 women are
using it to-day.
If your dealer d< >es nnt sel! Vapor
Stoves arid stove Oasoluu.-, write to
the standard Oil Company, New
York City.

\o :

8®“l

kindly

solicit

and go

patronage

your

you satisfaction and will save you

m

j

with

improved.

Lake Bennett.

Maine on a
written at
Camp Milo, Lake Bennett, May ‘Jbtli, had
this to say of the Maine folks in Alaska
One of the very pleasant features of our

uionials. Atrial will convince you oftheir intrinsic valuo
in case of suppression. Send ten ceils for sample and
book. aB lirufjeisis or by mail Sl-.v.i box.

grades

Briggs

H.

Jeffrey,

who

is now
a

m

letter

1 if«-* here has been the surprisingly
large number of Maine people that have
railed upon us. Those that I call to mind
at this time are Lieut. E. A. Robertson, Albert B. Fogg and L. I*. Moore, all of Hampden, James Wilson of Watorville, Joseph
Sanford of Bowdoinhaui. Mr. Sanford was
one of those who attempted the trip last fall
over the Skagway trail and White pass; he
was forced to abandon his trip.
Postmaster
W. S
Burrill of Corinth was a frequent
caller as was Gordon MeTaggart of Pittstield, John 1‘. Ryan, M. C. Farrar and 1). E.
Huteliins of Augusta are camped on Bell
river, a mile south of us. A. S. Craig of
Farmington and Ernest Toothaker of New
Vineyard are “parduers.” Peter Anuauce,
wife and brother, Charles, from Mooseliead
were camped near us; they have started
down the lake. A few days ago I was on a
trip down the lake in our boat, “The Gov.
Powers,” when 1 heard a hearty “Hooray for
Lew.”
It was John Stevens of Bangor with
an Indian
outfit I had come
across. A
Searsport party consisting of Capt. F. A.
Curtis, Capt. Clifton Curtis and Alvali
Treat—sou of his father of State fair fame—
are nearly ready for their start for Dawson.
Col. H. E. McDonald, E. S. McDonald and
C. O’Connell of Belfast made me a pleasaut
camp

|n:y.i.in"

ft Hundreds of children have worms, but their parents doctor them for
The best Worm Kemedv made, and
3 nearly everything else
ft the best Remedy n»r all the complaints of children, such as Feverisha aess, Costivenees, Indigestion, '•our Stomach, etc is

of his

Maine at

PENNYROYAL PILLS..

Thirty years in
finest stock of all

Geo. E

has gone to Monroe for a short vacation-Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Davis had a
pleasant ride Monday up to their old farm
home in Palmyra.
Sirs. Davis' health has

Star Crown Brand

limit

Mvn

this town

DR.

jox

>n

Mrs. Sarah Gurney Monday-Miss Mary
Gurney went to Bar Harbor Monday to
spend the summer in the capacity of table
girl at one of the hotels.. ..Ernest Mauk of

I AniCQ Who Have Used Them
LHU1LO Rpcommend as the BEST

KING MEDICINE CO..

house

week's visit in

W

danger,

the founda-

the

brief business trip, in

years uy icau.M”

WORMS IN CHILDREN..A

“The Associate Hermits.’’ It is a story of
vacation life in the Adirondack woods,
and in this subject Mr. Stockton has
found an excellent opportunity of giving
full play to his characteristics and fanciful humor.
The general tone of this tale
is the same as that of the author's famous
“Rudder Orange," and it will continue
through thirteen numbers of the Weekly,
beginning with the issue of duly Und.

college cliums have gone to Lake
George for a few days fishing_Wilbur
Mills and his 10-year-old brother rode up
from Camden one day last week on their
wheels. They made the distance of 50 miles
in eight hours-Mrs. Peter Barrows and
Mrs. Howard Snow of Burnham visited

|

ueti uni

on

Lurch.... Perlev Noble lias

<

foundation for

near

of

some

I

no

STOCKTOX.

R.

....

met

some

If you do not obtain all the
benefits you expected from I
the Vigor, write the doctor
about it. He may be able to
suggest something of value
to you.
Address, Dr. J. C. I
I Ayer Co., Lowell, Mass.
;

no

FRANK

oi

started with their team last week
the towns of Dixumrt
and Etna, where Mr. Kimball spent his boyhood days, and where he expected to enj o

Write usl

Immediate relief,

*

,s-

Kimball

j

0\jST

r^WdSf! r2 r"*

iaiaraMm

Mr. a ml Mrs Frank Tyler
Freedom and Mr. ami Mrs.
.1 i-in s .n (b.noui of Searsiuont are visit im.
relatives here this week_The S. B. l.S
s.ni

for

increases the cir:ulation in
the scalp, gives more power
the nerves, supplies miss- I
ing elements to the hair
l bulbs.
|
Used according to direc- [
tions, gray hair begins to
show color in a few days. I
Soon it has all the softness :
and richness of youth and
the color of early life returns. I
I
Would you like our book
j
on the Hair? We will gladly |
send it to you.
1
®

“
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small sail boats.
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makes

the Melissa M.. owned by Emery
Cunning« 1
Swauville, and one electric launch
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manner—uo

lienee the fish are never
anil the number taken is much
i’ would otherw ise be.
The As-
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and

jusi

fish
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the natural food for the trout
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which

some
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of

In

generally

here.

'■'puls

onerous

lie

Vigor

Largest package—greatest economy.
THE N. K. FAIKBANK COMPANY,
si. Louis.
New York.
Boston.
Philadelphia.

The many

bridge. There is considerable
building going on notwithstanding the dull-

I

Chicago,

will

valescent.... Mrs. lCoa

itiug

hud the

to

Powder

Mrs.

street

carried away when
t lo hotel
as
burned, and at last found a
( 'ling place over the door of this humble
Op}" site is the hospitable farmcottage.

tlie House to clean.

keep

mother, Mrs. M L. Madge*t
H. B. Litt o field, win-has ln-eii reported as very sick with rheumatism, is con....

versaiist

was

in

to

with lies-

mer

tion

The sign ouce
of the entrances of Belfast's

*•»;«

iueipa.

i'

Village.

Partridge

ring of the county hoard oi [ ', S.
pension » xarniuing surgeons, of which he is
a member, in Skow'began, June J'Jd... .The
students ! M.
1. have dis; ersed t" their
numerous homes or to other places for 111• *ir
summer vacate-u, and the graduating class
have separated to continue their studies at
college or elsewhere to lit themselves for
their various vocations in life. ..The Lui-

is

POWDER.

Washing

friends of
be pained ti lean
.*1 liis illness in Cuba, caused by vaccina! ion.
....Mr. M. H. Haley, who has been m v«t
moot a month, will return next week very
much improved in health... Mrs. M. Keen
"f Lynn, Mass., expects to spend the sumProspect

Mr. Charles

.Dr.

few

“<

...

w

rods, on
small house bearing the
a

JoIju Ayer and bought one of John Black.
M i>. Herbert Baehelder went to Augusta
June '-'1st.... Sunnier Bolton of G< >rhaui, Me
has moved into the Joseph Young house on
the Branch Mills road-l’eriey Downer returned last week, having been discharged
from the l.\ S. Am y.
He- enlisted in Massachusetts.
to

relatives

the Waldo

tors
in-

is starved hair.
The hair bulbs have been
depri\ ed of proper food or

WASHING

Most
clean. Most unpleasant
when not cleaned. Are made clean and kept clean
easily with that enemy of oil and grease and dirt—
tilings

contrary things

>

thirty.
Gray hair

.ed.

oi

s'...i lam'diai to Belfasters.
'i e house is unoccupied.

<»cksKnee

began

:>t

substantial granite
*1 idge
tin hatchery

at

Here, at the proper seasons, the
; v. oik of hatching the tu-nt and salmon is
c ;o ii.di a
and cin h good done to t he llsh-

next.
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which there
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Pittsfield. Mr. Shepherd Speariu has
bought the stage line between this town
and Canaan, formerly run by Harry Aunts,
and now carries the the mail between the
t\\
places.William Dobson shipped
a
large framed picture of "The Maine' to

Perhaps sleepless nights

caused it, or grief, or sickness, or perhaps it was care.
No matter what the cause,
you cannot wish to look old

math- for investigation,
A short walk up the stream under thewillows brings one to the highway which

built in

was

n os

Aik.
o-

:jast.

]•<

cottage nestles among the
*i< in the road on the

uw

here

side, is that of II. I*. ; hunt,'

si*-in

w•

Airs. 11.

...

Nute of
Whitman, Mass., will 3peml the month of
August wirh Mrs. M's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John F Libby... .The dance at the
Grange Hail last Thursday evening \\ as well
attendfd
.Mr. and Mrs. Willie Gillman
will go to Norridgewock next Monday where
Mr. G. has employment.

comes to

cottage on ttye shore of Swan
wed as the first one seen in going

sickly,

Edgar
Wood has promised us better weather for
July, but we have some fears as to the value
of his promise_Rev. Harry E. Hinckley
preached his farewell sermon at the First
Baptist church last Sunday-Harry Lishness and wife of Augusta visited her aunt,
But-l: Young, last Tuesday aud Wednesday.

i-hotographed.

all kept in nr.st-

The circumnavigator of swai; I. ukenext
willow grove at the mouth of a
small stream, and as there is a sandy

other crops are light and are looking
owing to the cold and wet weather.

many friends who are always glad
'> itli
them
Mr. and Mrs. W. H.

and its general appearance is

etc.,

.Hannah J. Cain went to Augusta
last week_Althea Perkins of Liberty visited at Samuel Warden's last week-Leslie
Sylvester and his wife are stopping at Frank
Woods' for a time_The grass is looking
hue aud the hay crop must be abundant, but

zing one it was. After refreshments they
ae; mined to tie front yard and sat in a
gi'o ;• .oi.the beautiful flowers to be

arranged in the most

Hardest

DUST

summer...

t

elass yepaii.
In a bircli grove a few rods below is a
handsome cottage owned by <»c \V. Cottrell of 1 a I fast.
It lias all the outbuild-

util they met.
Owing to the
of the shores the whole

...

Ido g

GOLD

Palermo. At the ladies’ sewing circle
June 21st at Mr. James Knowles' >4.10 were
received.. .Mrs. Abbie Arnold, May Hatch
and John Hatch went to Brunswick to attend the graduation of Bert Black at the
Bowdoin Medical School... Lemuel Grant
has gone to Wallace Dyer's to board this

.lining-room

..

as.

h

[Deferred from last week.J
Centre Montville. Mr. Isaiah Cross
and wife of Lincolnville have been visiting
the past week at Mr. George Frye’s-Miss
Miriam G. Bartlett, who has been teaching
the past year in Adams, Mass., has returned
to spend the summer vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James O. Bartlett-Mr.
and Mrs. William Waters of East Boston,
Mass., have been visiting relatives in town
during the past week... Mr. John Carter, a
former well known resident of this town, but
now of Howard, U. I., has been spending a
few days with relatives and friends-The
summer terms of school in this town close
July 1st. They have been very successful.

Mr. Frank R. Stockton’s new serial,
which will run in Harper's Weekly during the summer months, has been entitled

call; they were accompanied by O. L. Goodwin of Lubec.
The Maine boys are all well and in high
spirits and are determined to wiu.
Sunstroke.

“In case of sunstroke, where the head,
face and body are extremely hot, apply cold
water to the head. Cold water can often be

gotten from road-side springs. If possible
get ice water. If near a hotel put the
patient into a bath-tub of water about the
temperature of the body; then lower the
temperature until the patient is cooled off.
Such treatment i9 beneficial in case of sunstroke.”
[Outing for July.
--—--

HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver Ills, Bll"
lousness, Indigestion, Headache.
Easy to take, easy to operate. 2Sc.

——
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Forest and Stream L n beautifully illus- I
trated journal, denned t the spoils of the i
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field an 1th me
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of a healthy inteiest in utd )or tecreatiiill j
Weekly, 33 pam ; 1-r:ns, #1 per year; $2 for
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Samp e free.
six months, 1
American publishers -f
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uur tree illusworks on outduoi -p ir;s. Send :
trated catalogue of books.
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FOREST AND STREAM
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1
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52 Main Street,
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Notice of Foreclosure,

^yHKUKAS,

• « •

Sr.-.-kwn

Wald.
Sta e of \i;
iced
dated l Ybni:.' y 2". is:;., ami rir..i d.-d in Waldo
1 84. I’.mv !
C<.,ait\
Registry -d Deed-, i.
1 'd2, .mve\e;l
the tin i.-l'-dmird. Ib'ho.
Sniitli,
then .4 Prospect, in said
.>unn
Waldo, now
.'I Buckspori, County
Ilaneoek, in said State,
a certain
thereparcel of laud with the hinidiu
on, .situated in said Stock;.m Spriim- ami • muled as ii was when deeded to sain Allred Kidle> by j
•John R French, h-vimiim. at a
-w
mtvii
stump marked No 4,v 5, in the north.-a net
of land formerlN owned l.y ... W. Sand.a n
Iumhv
east., <>n tlie line of land of Otis ll.trrimau and
Alexander Black. Do rods to a spruce stump one
ro.l west from a white pine tree mark' .I bn a cor
tier of land <d
Black and Kneeland ; tlnmce n.n th
by lot No. 2.84 1-4 rods to a cedar stake marked
H: thence west, 95 rods t.« a stake and stones )
marked 11 ; thence south, 84 1-4 rods ;>• the place
of beginning, containing fifty acres; being same
premises conveyed t<» said Alfred Ridley b\ John ■:
It. French, by deed recorded in Volume 74, Page !
433. Waldo records, except a small piece sold for
j
the cheese factory, and whereas the conditions of
said mortgage have been and now remain broken, !
I claim to foreclose the same and give this notice
for that purpose.
REBECCA SMITH,
By T. H. Smith, her Attorney.
Bucksport, Maine, June 28, 1898.—3w2«»

WARn SPA]
Reliable War

■

1 ■.

<

IN THE CREA

NATIONAL

\.

Messenger’s
Office of
State

'

Notice.
Waldo County,)

the Sheriff of
of Maine, Waldo

County ss.
Belfast, June 28, A. D. 1898. )
This is to give notice that on the 28tli day of
June, A. D. 1898, a Warrant in Insolvency was
issued by Geo. E. Johnson, Judge of the Court of
Insolvency for said County of Waldo, against the
estate of FRANK L. DAN FORTH of Montville,
in said County, adjudged to he au Insolvent
Debtor, on petition of said Debtor, which petition
was filed on the 28th day of June, A. D. 1898,
to which date interest on claims is to be computed;
that the payment of any debt to or by said Debtor, and tlie transfer and delivery of any property
by him are forbidden by law; that a meeting of
the Creditors of said Debtor to prove their debts
and in case there are assets sufficient to authorize
the same to choose one or more assignees of his
estate will be held at a Court of Insolvency to he
holden at tlie Probate Office in said Belfast, on the
13tli day of July. A. D. 1898, at two o’clock in
the afternoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
S. G. NORTON,
Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency
for said County of Waldo.
2w26
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Notice of Dissolution,
copartnership of JACKSON & McINTOSH
hereby dissolved by mutual consent. The busiwill be'coutinued at the same place by Isaac
H. Jackson, and all bills due the firm are tube
paid to said Jackson.
The

is

ness

Belfast. June

20,

ISAAC H. JACKSON,
WM. H. McINTOSH
1898.-3w25
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4.' Knowledge is power.

Soldiers in Cuba.

our

^X

There is
tind of knowledge that
power ana prestige in
the hands of a woman.
It is the knowledge of
her own nature, her own
physical make up and
\ the home treatment
of diseases peculiar to her sex.

After all, the worst danger our
soldiers
will encounter in Spain’s islands will

one

is

Walketli in Darkness.”

imi

\peeled in Spanish Prisons.
udeuee of The Journal.]

I

Spanish
boys

bullets

not

are

in Cuba will

our

First, and

more

to

There is a great
home medical

be

guns of the enemy, is
it walketli in darkness.”

e

book that teaches
all this.
It is Dr.
Pierce’s Common
Sense Medical
Adviser.
Over
1,200.000 American nomes contain copies
of this work.
It used to cost $1.50: now it
is free
For a paper covered copy send 21
one-cent stamps, to cover mailing only, to
the World's Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.; French cloth binding,
31 stamps.
This great book tells all about a medicine
that is an unfailing cure for all weakness!
and disease of the delicate organs distinctly
feminine.
That medicine is Dr. Pierce’s
Favorite Prescription.
During the past
thirty years many thousands of women
have used it with marvelous results.
It

noted yellow fever cenIudies—even worse than
ago de C uba, its bottled-

dways

favorite abode

a

and these mid-sum-

xt-ase,

of his har-

heighth

cry

Yellow Jack, so much
e this war began, is by
disease which will as-

f

in

Doctor
Cuba.
:ary expert, who lately
;
having been several

uen
•I

by the U.

ie

of the

it

ast

imparts health, vigor, virility, strength and
elasticity to the organs that bear the burdens of maternity. It fits for wifehood and
motherhood. Taken during the period of
gestation, it makes the coming of baby easy
and almost painless.
It completely banishes the pain and misery that are "the result 01 a w 'man's neglecting her womanly

Dov-

Spanish

0U0
in

ye.ti

fever.

\\

s.

uba, only

(

Twelve thou-

carried off by dyseuM.ati »n of the intestines.
7,000 by malarial fever.

An honest medicine dealer will
give von what von ask for. and not try to
persuade you to take some inferior substitute for the little added
profit he may
make thereon.
Mi-. !
Sohaffher. o! Kr. niaii-Vv.ro NorthIt i- with pleasure
writes
a nipt ni .0.. I'a
that 1 von to lei you know the great good I
have roc. w. 1 from > our medicines and the local
1 was trmiM-.-d with
**elf-tr»-.Um« nt at h m
female wt ikness. h.i-t pains in my back all the
v- u that I could not lie in
.victim: s
timt
T t;io 1 different u
tors but they
bed at night
could not help me. Tnen my husband got Dr.
M
‘1 :! \
i-i 1
Common S-n1
I’ierc
induced me to try Dr Fierce’- medicines
Vftrr
Favorite l’r.-sc: iption
t iking -ix hot Ac- *f the
1 feel like a new woman
health.

particularly afflict the
d

in the order named

s-

dysentery, malarial
yellow fever, small-

are
r.

eminent

An

prosy.

.<

authority suggests that
extremely careful, our
result

may
li campaign in Mada-

1

The French soldiers
and

Dr. Fieri
G

Pleasant Pellets cure coiisti
u-tipation 1- Ah- c.tuse A many
Cute the caust and you cure the
< me
is
Pellet
gentle laxative. and two a mild catliartic. Druggists
sell them, and nothing is “just a- good."

cared foi
a.
surgeons in the world;
proportion of them died
•nen,

nation.

were

diseases.
disease.

who returned to

few

e

convalescents.

'■

Cuba

dredged

unlike Mauagasear

not

ing

loitilo, marshy soil.
and lying to the southland, surrounded by

"it-

p>
on

Everybody reiih!e mortality along the
the days of *47-' -H1, when

hood is

disease which

the hyphen

across

the two Americas,
week; but so many died

nmects

miasmas of the
and

tatal

became

..in

are

uo

the Isthmus of'

was

M course our army surMister 'juinine galore:—and I
it will take to get that !
1

anybody

can

a

good deal of it will have

be annihilated.

Hardly one-quarter of the entire population live r»(i feet above sea-level, and a
great many of the houses are built upon
lan-1 formed by the dumping of garbage
and street refuse in what is surely one of

er wei

spread of the lis- I f'-'ont. Nature, intended Matanzas for a
• dents.
Nearly every- healthful place, its beautiful harbor
being
Cuba is more or less i ■widest and
deepest at the entrance, thus
ed houses, public or
al’owing the sea totiow freely in and out;
rantined.
Thoi ougli an 1 it is also bushed
by three big rivers,
"nly safeguard tor the ; beta thorough scrubbing and disinfectt

Spanish prison

barbarous

more

in
or

system
than that of

For a thousand years
the Spaniards have made a congenial
study
of torture, and had ample practice in the

he

Buried Pirate Treasure.
Frank R.

Inquisition. The long accumulation of
evil knowledge has been handed down

put an end to such proceedings, batches
of Cuban suspects were every week forwarded to Spain.

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS

equivalent

is due not
only to the originality and
simplicity of the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to impress upon
ali the importance of purchasing the
true and original remedy. As the
genuiin1 Syrup of Figs is manufactured
b.v the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
assist one in avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured by other parties. The liiyh standing of the Cai.ISyrup Co with the medical profusion, and the satisfaction
v V:'h
the genuine Syrup of Figs has
given to in, nous of families, makes
*l,K' Game of tlie
Coiu|»any a guaranty
tlie excellen*- of i! remedy. It is
farm advance of all other laxatives,
as it ;u*t.> mi the
kidneys, liver and
bo we
..] vveakenGig them, and it dots not gripe nor
nauseate. In ordert > get its benefit dal
etlccts. pleast' remember the name of
the Company

to

never

To be a “suspect'’ is
being guilty and those who

returned.

nominally

been

While torture lias
by the Spanish

abolished

government, there is no doubt the punishment of political prisoners is made as seand

long-enduring as the ingenuity of
devise.
Inliuitely happier is he
who, proved guilty of treason, is garroted
at once.
Heaven knows that hanging,
that disgrace to our civilization is bad
enough; but the garrote is worse. Iu
■Spain such executions are always in pubvere

man can

lic. and the lower Spanish element look
upon them as excellent entertainment, a
trifle better than the bull tight.
The prisis brought to
donkey-back,

tlie scene of his death
where he mounts the
sealfold and is manacled to a cliair.
Then
oner

on

black handkerchief is tied
and the iron collar adjusted.

a

his face
At the lirst

over

of the thumb-screw, iu the hands of
executioner, you hear bones

turn

powerful

a

crack and see the wretch struggling horribly in his bonds. At the second turn,

—

CALIFORNIA

which is

generally delayed, the flesh is
crushed to jelly, the head nearly severed
from the body, and the scaffold is drench-

LUriSVIH

The Moors built it, about the I
and in no other one place on !

year 040,
earth are

so

centrated.
ancient and
are

many devices of torture conIt is surrounded by a chain of

decaying fortresses, and under
dungeons—hewn out of solid

the

nar-

openings in the stone floors and when
the horrible hole is uncovered,the tilth and
row

decomposition

of centuries sends up overWhen a man is to be

powering odors.

placed
cut
mit

in

solitary confinement, a hole is
in the masonry, large enough to adhis body, and be is dropped in it. A

blacksmith follows to weld his fetters.
Locks and keys are never used. A heavy
weight, with a chain, is welded to the
ankle, and an iron band is welded around
the waist.
is welded to

A chain attached to the latter

iron ring sunk in the wall
oi solid lock.
The hole in the masonry
is bricked up again, except a small space
a

an

few inches square.
Through this aperture

comes

the scant

air and such scraps »'i fund as may he allowed the victim until he dies, or is forgotten and left to end his misery by starvation.
No w aider that so mauy prisoners

commit suicide

the way to Ceuta.
Fannie Brio ham Waud.
on

1

ecti

is

gabo

hici.

gl md-

ing is necessary to make the dirty old city
habitable.
In Cienfuegos. the so-called

[■

country is
Philadelphia of < Tiba.im .ie than a third of
I >r. 1 luigess (another ;
the population are living only
feet above
ii
in
the United States
subsoil water.
Trinidad city, aloft on its
aicl many years), says
mountainside, is considered the healthiest
•: deaths last year from
place on the island, —thanks to the accie,a alone. As to leprosy,
dent of situation, not to the wisdom or
to
see
the
;iig
scaly hand work ot its builders, in
many Cuban
etched for alms, and a
towns the water is totally unlit to drink;
to
handle
riling
public and so scarce in others that were the enshin-piaster” currency, tire population to indulge in the
luxury
o.inmon use among the
of bathing and to agree on “taking turns,”
liven tlie aristocrats arc
each person would get no more than one
know a family of wealth
hath a y air.
In these hot, fever-infested
t. Havana, one of whose

I

i- a

s

f
?•

\

\

s

;

I

;u

our

leper. |The little suf-

six years old —a beautiful
whose face is yet untouchful disease; but her hands
oi

laws

a

bird and

the

•:ng from the fingers. She
'■•*}' and play with the other
mdle tlie same toys and

\

me

|

tub.

Nobody
taking the child

has the

from
<pon
d if he did, there is no law
The Lepers* Hospital in
s l'c of the eminent
pbysi-

I

de

possible and eat no fruit uutil it is
If a law to that effect were encooked.
forced in our army, it would save the
lives of many men.
as

The cities and
are even worse
we

villages of Porto Pico
than those of Cuba,—only

hear less about them.

Nine-tenths of

the inhabitants are lazy, dirty negroes,
and modern sanitary arrangements are
unknown.

The water supply is poor,
generally polluted; houses huddled together and densely crowded, and
smallpox and yellow fever continually
and

scant

Sotolongo y Linch, has stalk the streets. San Juan, the capital,
•uperiors in the world. I is as compactly built as Canton, China.
more than once, and seen
Fortunately our troops on their Cuban
bed poor creatures, male marches will find no
ferocious beasts or
k and white—all clean, venomous
with.
serpents to contend
s
!l cared for, looking posi- Snakes are
few, even in the jungles; but

s

j

Tieir affliction.

j

Yet there

mostly beggars, wandering
and the streets of Havana,
Spanish law to compel the
lepers, anil nobody whose

I

induce

to

|

them

to

take

mspital.

they include some freakish reptiles. Such
is the “maya”—from 12 to 15 feet long
and of proportionate cireumferance.
It
looks formidable

regiment
for his

for the society of a civilml the sanitary invasion

d

the

huge snakeship is
even to hug,

as

uj

the

war.

boon

as

put

a

whole

only a bluff,
harmless, and
like his

near

relations of the boa family.
One of the
greatest pests our soldiers will have to
encounter is the chigoe, or ‘‘jigger,” as
the wretched little insect is commonly
called.
It insinuates
itself
somehow

military; bur through the stoutest
eventually cost more under the toe-nail.

-ive

j

to

is

indolent

too

Sam has rescued the
ntilles from the clutch of
ivi> a harder task to make

enough
flight but it

to

dug

out

with

a

leather and burrows
Then it has to be

pen-knife;

for if left 24

ucd, our commerce will, hours the
insect has not only established
111 y stimulated,free
trade, a home, but raised a
family under the
o ial
anil
all
reciprocity
nail—and the result
be the loss of
Mg

being

!!• c

u

f

established with

Cuba.

But

work

•>f dollars should first be
the cities aud harbors.

unsanitary conditions in
relations with her would
*usands; and on the other

i.

tl
L

tir

'icementof necessary quarhe a serious drawback to

ii,

'•

k
<

1

o

!!

uPj
^r!Sl
,f

perfect hot-bed of disour back door, so to
say,
a

attended to.
Uncle Samwise to accomplish the work

!"r*‘

t'ti

of

turning

the rescued island
oans; because they are now
‘t
thoroughly, even if they

>eut

enterprise,

which

is

W’esent Havana harbor is an
in the form of a ditch

“-Pool,

eDd closed.

This end must be

may

the whole

preempted

toe

by amputation.

Sand flies and mosquitoes are not much
worse in the West Indies than in many of
our fashionable seaside
resorts; but we
have nothing in our country to match the

brown, hairy spiders

of Cuba, large as
the palm of your hand, whose bite is not
fatal but causes fevers. Nor have we
anything like the belligerent ants known

“vivajajaus,”

which go out of their
way to attack you and leave a mark
which will keep their memory green
through many a weary day. The Cuban
as

scorpions,

dangerous,

through
cannot

not

particularly
agreeable

be said to be

companions, for they have

a too sociable
into your shoes over
and nesting in your “back hair,”

habit of

night,

getting

and sometimes

even

darting

in search of a safe retreat.

into your ear

Literary

News and Notes.

In “New Words and Old,” in the .July 1
Professor Braudor Matthews!
Harpers,
discusses changes which are constantly
Taking place in the vocabulary of a living
lie show.- that many of the ;
language.
words in best standing with us to-day !
were at lirst greeted as baibarons and im- I
proper in the sense of the rhetorician, j
'I'he article is of a special value as showing that a language that has ceased to j
change has ceased to live, and that noth- 1
ing could be more fatal to our idiom than
obedience to the laws of the purists.

Outing for July i> a seasonable
altogether satisfying number in text

1

and
and !
illustrations.
Prominent among a wellchosen assortment of good things are—
Canals for bummer Cruises,” by E. W.
Foster; “Salmon of the Sou’west,” by
Frank 11. Bisteen; “A Day on Georgian
Bay,” by Ed. W. Sandys; “sport's Place!
in the Nation's Well-being,”
by Price i
Collier: “Vignettes from the Wheel,” by
|
Charles Turner: “Golf, the St Andrews
Club of America,” by John Reid, and |
“Yachting,” A. J. Kenealy. Canoeing, j
cycling, shooting, camping and fishing all
receive proper attention.
The editorial j
and record departments cover all the j
and
of
ladies
and gentle- i
pastimes
sports
men.

The

leading

S.T.

to

a

Beauty disappears

features of the July Harper's are “The People and their Government,'’ by Henry Loomis Nelson: “The1
Ethics of a Corrida,” the story of a I
rencontre with a
Spanish bull-fighter, i
by Lucia Purdy, illustrated by photo- !
graphs taken by the author," “Notes I
on Journalism,” by George W. Smalley;
“A Man and his Knife.
Passages from
the life of James Bowie,” by Martha Me- !
Culloch-Williams; “Eastern Siberia,” byStephen Bonsai, illustrated from photothe author;
“A ;
graphs taken
by
Colonial Dame. Neglected Records of
Life
of
the
Mistress Margaret Brent, the
earliest American Woman to demand the
of
Suffrage,”
Right
by Caroline Sherman
Bansemer; “New Era in the Middle
West,” by Charles Moreau llarger; and
“New Words and Old,” by Professor
Brander Matthews.

Conditions in Our

h

It has been said that the end of education is to permit each individual to
attain the most complete development of
his body, mind and heart.
In other
words there is a physical education, an
intellectual education and a moral education. each distinct from the other.
Though distinct, they complement and
arc
dependent upon each other and
should make one harmonious
whole.
In the words of Horace Maun “The greatest happiness and the greatest usefulness
can never be attained without that soundness of physical
organization which confers the power of endurance, and that
uninterrupted enjoyment of health which
ransoms the whole of our time from sick< m the broad and
ness.
firm foundation
of health alone can the loftiest and most
structures
of
intellect
be reared;
enduring
and it on these sublime heights the light
of duty and benevolence—of love to God
and love to man can be kindled, it will
send forth a radiance to illumine and bless
mankind.”
.>chool sanitation treats in the first place
of the different material conditions of the
school buildings, —location, construction,
lighting, heating, etc. We are all familiar
with these, and the evils arising.
School sanitation in the second place addresses itself directly to the student, caring for his w-anis and tracing for him a line
of conduct by which he may preserve a
Three of the
strong and vigorous health.
greatest needs of children are fresh air, exercise and cleanliness.
Some of the best
modes oi ventilating are the jacketed stove
and tire-place.
In our common schools a
very easy and inexpensive ventilator may
be made by fitting a strip of wood into the
top or bottom of the window, so as to allow a free passage of air upwards into the
roor 1 w ithout
exposing any to draughts.
At recess and noon the window s should be
thrown open so that an entire change of
air can be made.
An active child
will take a sufficient
amount of exercise outside of school and
for this reason some people say ohysical
culture in a school is a waste of time.
Uy
these exercises not only is the brain tasted,
but a correct position am. maunet of walking is taught which not only improves the
One of the
appearance but the health.
greatest benefits is that a correct manner
of breathing is taught. A large percentage of people breath through their mouths
and some have done so so long that their
nasal passages have be* ome dogged with
abnormal growths, very much like a v Halted country lane grown up.to weeds, and
their throats and lungs have become conuui.uise

ui

me

uniiereu

Without the magnetism of sound health,
and the vitality and good spirits that come
naturally from sound sleep and good digestion no woman is altogether charming.
A year of ill health will do more to
ruin beauty than ten years of healthful

solved
when soap, towels and sj onge were provided iu the kindergarten schools of New
York, but as it was proved that skin diseases were spread in this
way, it still remains a serious question.
Unless soap
leaves and separate towels can be provided, which is inexpensive, there seems to
be no other way than sending the children
home and remonstrating with the parents.
It would be well if children could be
taught that; not only the ex erior should
be clean but that the mouth should bo
cleansed and the teeth brushed. Since
the mouth is the receptacle of all manner
of bacteria all such practices vs chewing
pencils and exchanging gum should be
was

discouraged.

The pupils often require individual attention. A child may not be sick and
still not be well. A teacher in a school
of the poorest children in Boston got

thoroughly discouraged

;n

arating change.
“I could eat and sleep better than for

living.

a woman is watching with disthe growing pallor of her cheeks, the
coming of wrinkles, the thinness that be-

years.

j

Many

may

distressing

Sufferers from such afflictions will be
interested to read the story that is told by
Mrs. W. H. Ensign, of 419 South Freedom
Avenue, Alliance, Ohio.
For no particular reason that she could
discover, her health began to “run down,”
very much as a clock runs down when
the power in the spring is exhausted.
She steadily grew weaker, thinner, paler
every day, till she was hardly able to move
about the house.
She was wholly unfit for household
work, or any of the duties of life.
Her skin became dry and withered.
Her eyes were dull and her face constantly
wore a pinched, strained look, arising from
the unnatural condition of her nerves.
Such faces may be seen everywhere.
The unfortunite in this 44 run down”
condition cannot rest at night, cannot digest proper food.
The system is prepared to receive the

My interest in
began to improve

my work came back.
in feelings and in looks.
The gain continued steadily as long a;I took the pills ; and it was permanent.
“1 ceased taking them only when I felt
in perfect health.
‘'I cannot find words to expre.
my
admiration for this remedy."
As she told her story Mrs. Ensig
ap
peared to be a picture of perfect health.
The vegetable ingredients contaii >. J m
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for P. 's 1'e. pL
are mixed in accordance with the
prtc :rtp
tion discovered by Dr. Williams, the cele
brated physician.
Analysis shows them to contain, in ccr
tain fixed proportions, all the elements that
are required to
build up new, r:ch blood
and nerve cells.
This pow’er has touched the root of a
long list of nervous and blood diseases,
and made the pills an unfailing cure f
the most desperate cases.
All druggists sell Dr. William-' Pink
Pills for Pale People.
One box ter 50
cents, or six boxes for $2.50.

I

1

u

day.

every

Ensign

germs of any disease without resistance.
Mrs. Ensign tells of her escape in the
words :
following
**
I was persuaded to try Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills for Pale People by reading of
their wonderful cures in cases like mine.
After a few doses there was an exhil-

proportions.

comes more

Mrs.

appear.
by day.

looks return day

A woman’s beauty is more a matter of
health than of regular features or perfect

There is only one cure for Contagious
Blood Poison—the disease which has
completely baffled the doctors. They

|

j

teaching

one

How many people there are
who try to economize by either
going without or using an old
box in which to keep their food
during the hot summer months
instead of buying a good refrigerator. We can sell you a

totally unable to cure it, and direct
their efforts toward bottling the poison
up in the blood and concealing it from
view. y. S. S. cures the disease posi-

are

tively

and

permanently by forcing

every trace of the
I was afflicted with
Which was in spots

out

First class hard weed
Refrigerator for cnlv
S7.00,

taint.
terrible blood disease.
first, but afterwjrds
spread ail over my : ody.
These soon broke our into
sores, and it is easy to
imagine the suffering I
endured. B e fore
be- !
came convinced that the
<U*ct< irscould d<> in good,.,
I had spent a hundred
dollars, which was r< ally
thrown away.
I
tried various patent;
m< diciiies. ! w: they
oid
mu
reaeli the bis- as--./
Wlicn I had hii:s!( .i myj
first bottle of s. >.
i
was greatly
improved !
and was d< lighu 1 wilh

a
at

1

Warranted to give pcifect satisfaction.
it will pay for
itself in one season in pre-

!
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result.
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REMEKBER,--we deliver free, paying all
freight charges.
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eh.-st l-.:,iran to jrrow paler an
sin
ii -r. and
before l uur disappear.’ I on
"ly. ! ;v .rained
my 1 el weialit, lecunio sO'emaa-. and my a;>•.> 1/
el i-ntireiy
pet m
nnpr.-v. d. i w as
well, a
as a
II. I.. M vkus, PHI Mull- ••. y S!.. X w. k. N. I.
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UNDERTAKING

1

,

specialty. Funerals dilccted in t'beuint’y with
out extra charge.
A

Don’t destroy all possible chanee nf a
cure by taking the doet- >r’s treatment
of mercury and potash. These minerals
cause the hair to fall out. and will
wreck the entire system.

^
^

Spencer
AGENTS

the only
contain no
or
other
mineral.
potash, mercury,
B oks on the disease and its treatment mailed free by Swift Specific Comis purely vegetable, and

blood remedy guaranteed
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full year tor only $2.00.
Lack of space forbids ,t desi riptum : the contents of F arm and Homi:. win h arc urn*.pi.died
for variety and excellence.
Prominent am.mg its
the Farm
many departments may he mentmne
and harden. Market Deports, Fruit Culture, Plans
and Inventions, The Apiary, Talks with a Lawyer,

lilobe, Livestock and Dairy, The Pout*
Question Box, The Veterinary. Plants
and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, Household Features, eu.
Farm and Homk i* published semi-monthly,
thus giving you 24 numbers a year, I- whole
making a volume of over 500 pages, teeming
Around the

Vice President and (Jeneral Manager.
Boothhy, CJenT Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, June 16. 1808.

try Yard,

with all the latest and most rc'iald.* m
that experience and science can supp.y.

proof of
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popularity can bo ulored than its
circulation, whi. 1. extern;* -...to every
State and territory in the I'uioi:,
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Limited tickets for Bosom are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
!
Through tickets to all points West and NorthN. (Jeoroe,
west, via all routes, for sale by 1
dl'.d. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
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FOR THE BABY,

of he:; pupils and at last exclaimed in
desperation, “What makes you so dull.”
“I’m so hungry, I want something to eat,”
TRY THE NEW
was the reply.
Investigation showed that
the child really came nearly every day
hungry to school. Though this is an
extreme case it is often the case that in“Time is money, you know,” remarked
attention and dullness are caused by For Beautifyiug the Complexion,
the tailor.
“Well, 1 take notice you
physical defects. Examples have been
never seem to think so when I ask you to
found of children who were inattentive
wait two months for your bill,” said the
because they could not hear what was i
gilded youth. [Yonkers Statesman.
being said and were consequently thought j Bi ST EVER
KNOWN.
dull, 'lids deafness is often not noticed
at home because the child will draw
nearer if lie does not hear and then he is
accustomed to the home voices. Children’s
ears can be tested in a very easy
way.
Place a child in a chair and blindfold.
Have one the older pupils hold a ruler
BROOKS, MAINE,
horizontally to the ear. Place a watch
close to the ear and move along the ruler.
Would call attention to his nice line of
Have the child tell you when he ceases to
SHIRT WAISTS,
hear the ticking.
It will be necessary to
WRA PEERS,
explain that just before the ticking finally ceases, lie will lose it for a second,
CAPES and JACKETS.
hear it again distinctly, then lose it for
Small children are so easily He has a fresh assortment of both
good.
excited that it may be well to introduce
LADIES and
HI PirillCJID
GENTLEMEN’S BsUMItAn.
it as a play,
“Now let’s see how far
saying
in
away we can hear the watch tick.”
Agent for the WHITE BICYCLE and
Mistakes in copying from the board and
SEWING MACHINE.
in reading are not
Ladies and Misses’ FOOTWEAR a specialty.
always a fault of the
child but a defect in
Agent for Waterville Steam Dye House.
eyesight. Myopia or
Two milliners always ready for business. 2ml8
near-sight li as increased alarmingly in our
Positively cured by these
schools in the past few years. This is
I-ittle Pills.
largely due to poor lighting and arrange- TRYGRAIN-O!
TRY
!
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia, ment of seats and boards. Of course great
care should be taken that books are emAsk your Grocer to-day to show you a package
and
Too
A
Indigestion
Hearty Eating.
perployed which have plain print. Near- of GRAIN-O, the new food drink that takes the
fect remedy for Dizziness,
Nausea, Drowsisightedness is easily recognized but astig- place of coffee. The children may drink it withness, BadTasteinthe Mouth,Coated Tongue
matism, which is also prevalent, is not. To out injury as well as the adult. All who try it
Bain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
test for
They
astigmatism arrange strips of black like it. GRAIN-0 has that rich seal brown of
paper on a piece of card-board a foot Mocha or Java, but it is made from pure grains
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
square.
The strips are arranged about a and the most delicate stomach receives it without
Small Pill.
Small Dose
common center like the
spokes of awheel. distress. 1-4 the price of coffee-and 25 cents per
Have the child close one
Small Price.
eye and look at package. Sold by all grocers.

135
1 45
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Portland. lion

by physicians for sore
and tender feet, prickly heat, excessive perspiration, etc.
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anu Dis-

Cleanliness belongs chiefly in the family, but since some children come to school
dirty attention has to be given to it It

thoug-.it that this question

good

begin

dull, the skin is

are

Copper Colored
Splotches.

tempered air they have inhaled.

was

atched her

exes

to

Schools.

[Miss Jenn.f Simpson, at the Bridgtou W.
f P. I’. Mother's Meeting.]

yv&ieu

zvhen the

sallow and the wrinkles

treasure-seeking engineers.
Sanitary

The majority of offending Cubans have
been sent to Ceuta. Africa.
It is an old
Moorish seaport iu Morocco, opposite
ribralter.

FIG SYRUP CO.

FRANCISCO. Cal.
K. Ky.
M B VOI1K.
SAX

ed with blood.

(

in the July St.
conclusion his series
of articles on ‘‘The Buccaneers an 1 Pirates of Our Coast.” Mr. Stockton
says:
In almost any rural settlement along
the coast of New Jersey or Long Island,
some old resident would probably point
out to us the blackened and Weatherbeaten ribs of a great ship which had been
wrecked on the sand-bar off the coast
during a terrible storm long ago; he would
show us where the bathing was pleasant
and safe; he would tell us of the best
place for fishing, and and perhaps show
us the high bluff a little back from the
beach, from which the ludian maiden
leaped to escape the tomahawk of her
enemy, and then he would be almost sure
to tell us of the secluded spot where it
was said Captain Kidd and his
pirates
once buried a lot of treasure.
If we should ask why this treasure had
j
not been dug up, he would probably say
that if anybody did find it. they never said
anything about it; and it was his opinion
that if Captain Kidd ever put any gold or
silver, or precious stones under tlie
ground on that part of the coast that these
treasures were all there yet.
Many extensive excavations have been made along
the coasts of our nothern States: and even
in quiet woods lying miles from the sea,
to which it would have been necessary for
the pirates to carry their goods in wagons,
people have dug and hoped and have gone
away sadly to attend to more sensible business.
Far up some of our rivers—where
a pirate vessel never
floated—people have
dug with the same hopeful anxiety, and
have stopped digging in the same condition of disappointment. .Sometimes companies were organized, stock was issued
and subscribed for, and the excavations
were, conducted
under the direction of

Stockton,

Nicholas, brings

from generation to generation, and improved upon by each. Until our blockade

went

The Look in a
Woman's Face.

Russia.

10CK, in tiers, to a cieptn oi ou teet.
The approach to them is through

>

k

is to-day
Turkey or

1

The

prisoners.

as

not

treachery,

also provide Havana with a sewerage system.
Indeed, to render the city even tol-

the most densely populated localities of all
'lie system of the men!
the cities on the globe.
uban custom of drinking *
The othei ports are not much better.
•fee. unadulterated with \
Santiago, on its sloping hillside, has exi: and as
necessary as for cellent natural
drainage, but it :s to the
tss- -both being nature’s i
highest degree unsanitary. < ardenas—
:ain ailments,
the nourishing Chicago of the island,
pox—every town in the | which before the war numbered
among
•litinually ravaged by it: its business citizens a good
many Ameriwall;, the loathsome discans, is wholly devoid of sanitation. The
cs for his <‘wn and lov.
centre of its population
being only 4 feet
irk” if the Angio-baxoa.
above sea-ievcb the death-rate is high
•vpeeT it as we do mumps
d doubtless bt
go 1
higha lit.
time, and take

:

from the Spaniards
themselves;
open warfare, but through

these

to

malady.

and I’otto llieo

>a

but that

The menacing demons of
have been concentrating

I

themselves there for three centuries must
be exterminated.
The United States must

flowery erably healthy,

•Isthmian fever'"
>tinct

unhealthy,

live in it at all.

took that route to Cali-

iiney

out, to make the proposed Hushthe gulf stream possible.
For more

ot

than d<H) years the stagnant water has been
receiving all the sewerage of a great city,
and the wondei is not that the neighbor-

uireuts.

ni

-•

•«

disast-

as

-•

v

the card. If he has astigmatism the strips
will not all appear black but some gray.
Test both eyes.
The eyes may be tested
for near-sightedness by placing letters and
figures of different sizes on a card and seeing at what distance they can be read by
the child.
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both papers
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Sundays
a full year, including book, at ilm very low price
For Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor, daily
of $2.1<>.
except Monday, at about 7.45 a. si.
For Searspo'rt and Hampden, Tuesdays, ThursAddress all orders to
days and Sundays at about 7.45 A. si.
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RETURNING :
From Boston, daily except Sunday at 5.00 r. si.
From Rockland, via Camden and Northport.
daily except Monday at 5.00 a. si.
From Bangor, via Winterport and Bucksport,
Mondays at 12 00 noon, other days, except Sundays, at 2.00 i*. si.
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen l. Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen l Manager, Boston.

H. H. LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
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cal books.

Free.
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TO LET.
The store in Johnson Block

by H. H. Johnson & Co.

formerly occupied
Apply to
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much respected citizen of Saudypoiut, died June 26tli of hemorrhage and heart failure, aged about 48 years.
In early life he followed the sea, first comiug
here in schr. Sandy Point with Capt. Grant.
More than twenty years ago he left the sea
Chas. F. Snow,

Mr.

BELFAST, THURSDAY, .11 LY 7. 18W8.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican
CHARLES A

| Busin^Manager

FILSBURY,

REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS.

LLEWELLYN POWERS
OF HOULTON.
FOR MEMBER ol CONGRESS,

BURLEIGH

and went into the grocery business in Saudypoiut with S. F. Ellis, under the name of
Ellis & Snow. A short time after Mr. Ellis
left and Mr. Snow bought the building, continuing the business alone. Later he bought
the Stowers’ building and made a cold storHe also owned half the. steam*
age for eggs.
boat wharf, and a year ago put up a grain
shed and has had an extensive grain trade.
He had been in poor health for several years,
but was able to attend to business most of
the time until two weeks before his death.
He was takeu with a hemorrhage at the store
and carried home and gradually failed each
day until the end. He was born in North
Bncksport and had no relatives living. Soon
after he settled in Saudypoiut he made
his home with Mr. and Mrs. Owen Ward well,
and after their death still lived there, Mrs.
Meralda Black being housekeeper for the

were
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Lodge, Now England Order of Protection,
of which she was a member, and a number
beam !e!

Higgins

left

with his

son

puces from relatives. Mr.
Mol d;.y t
make his home

James.

Eben Thomv>sou died at his home in Unity
June 30th.aged SI years. He was wi*il known
all through Eastern Maine, where lie was
in

buying sheep

ami vatth-

for

a

number of years. For the past two years he
''a'iw! cd.ui
has had stomach trouble, but kept about
"•
ft
until a few weeks before his death. He
ti
place, the peuple, and of tlie many leaves an aged wife and five daughters,
three of whom live in Unity—Mrs. Helen
<■ •.4111• s;us extended to them.
Rack 1 iff, Mrs Fr d Hum and Mrs. Fred
i>i Mon .iourual. Maine continues her
Whittier : Mrs S Young who lives in Liberty,
policy <’f re-electing tried and true rep- and Mrs. Bartlett Rack 1 iff in Minnesota.
He suffered much hut was very patient. HY
resent ati\ es, who?-e :• bility and experience
e've the Mate exceptional intluence in was a kind husband and father. The services were conducted by Rev. J. Lamb of
( ou-1 ess.
The m auimous renominations
Troy at the house. The remains were
(■f < oiigiessnu-n Dingley, Boutelle and
taken to Montv die for burial.
Bin h-igh at »• .be lat js. instances in point.
■

Tin* A me ..;.n navy again distinguished
itself on .'nly 4tL, at Santiago, by dethe las: vessel the (.'ape Verde
and taking prisoner Admiral
with abnui 17<>0 oilmens am! men.
: o of tie
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.Santiago has not yet fallen,
but that is only a •, testion of time, and a
short time.
The 'European papers gen-

erally tell Spain tin t

it is time to

sue

for

peace.

speaking of the recent accident on
Nort lport avenue, but not with direct,
reference to it, a gentleman of this city
who drives a good deal says that most of
-ollisions result from teams

the

keeping

the wrong side of the road.
Five out
of ten, he said, with au equally good track
to

each side will

on

keep

to

the left instead

of the right. Then as to bicycles and
vehicles there is mutual complain t. The
wheelmen and women complain that they
while drivers

been receiv-d of tin; death at
of Calvin Patten of
Mr Patten was mate of the Searslb
lb
Thomas, and a thorough
port ship
1;:tvigati«r, having followed the sea nearly
all his life. He was 43 years ol age anil
b aves a wife and three children residing in
O •; uai. He was a member of Bueksport
LodgA. 0. lb W. The funeral of tlie de
ceased was
irgelj attended \ tin ( hi ;ers
am! erevxs f the American vessels in port.
A iarg»- sin was raised and a
4 pun-has- i,
irn-anded b;. a gran ie coping and a handWord

has

ll"iig lvoug, April 28,

Orland.

some

tablet suitably inscribed placed upon

the grave

A telegram wan received Saturday by Mr.
aud Mrs. Noah F Higgins
i R.-ckport tnnounemg the death of their s..n, Ralph Higgins, which occurred Saturday ai 3 o'clock
p. in., on board the U. S. training s lip
Waabash. at Charlestown navy yard. No
particulars given.
Young Higgins left
about a month ago for Boston, having enlist*
ed in t ie navy.
His parents received a
letter from him dated July 1st, at which
time he was all right.
He was a good industrious boy and bis parents have the
sympathy of all.

Yachts and

Boats.

have taken their steam
launch Urea, yacht Glide, and row boats, to
Northport Camp Ground for the season’s
business.

While the

rules of the roads should be observed

by

bo th parties there are occasions when they
m;.y be departed from, as when a light
team gives way for a heavily loaded one.
But it certainly is not tight to turn a public

avenue,

diivc,

into

a

a

much frequented pleasure
for the gratifica-

race course

season.

The

On the best authority,
1T.i:i.i n. July 2.
the correspondent here of the Associated
is
informed
that
Germany, Trance
(Tress
and Russia have reported an understanding relative to the Philippine islands. It
is stated that these three powers do not
intend to actively interfere until hostilities
cease, after which they will combine to
prevent the United States or Great Britain
gaining possession of the whole of the
Philippine islands. When the war is over,
an international congress will be proposed,
similar to the Berlin Congress of 1878, to
settle all questions connected with the
All the great powers will be invited
war.
to join, including the United States and
Spain. It appears that Germany will then
demand a slice of the Philippine islands or
other compensation in the far east.
The correspondent of the Associated
Tress has received corroboration of the
above facts from authentic sources.
to

What has Germany, France and Russia
do with this country? Let them and

their
to

proposed

brought

to

international

a

Congress

go

present war is
successful close, as it will be,
When

blazes.

the

shall be in good condition to defend
what we have fought for, and greedy Gerwe

many will be told she must do her own
fighting. If she wants to take anything
from

us

she must

fight

for it.

Decrows

Dexter Tiffany of St. Louis, Mo., has
his naphtha launch Sunbeam in commission
a’ Dark Harbor. Her machinery was overhauled by Fred Coombs of Islesboro.
Mr.

Dr. C. G. Weld

tion *>f

tut* very few while
endangering
the lives and property of the many.

at

i'lrs.

mines

P-

ing,

I »rinK watt r

aim

cm.ureu

visiting Mrs. I>
Mr. am! Mrs. Joseph Lane.

E

tl’.ri.|
spend

George Whitney of
Mass, arrived Saturday and
Mrs.

most of tire

William

s|tending

summer

of

Lawrey

his vacation

aunt, Mr. aud Mrs.

New

at

during the

uume

is

a

union

meet-j

meeting Thursday

;

j

■

at 7 ..M

Keai

m

Estate.

ks,

to

lh-se

A.

Ciliey,

|

do.; laud

i

home
line

new

summer

Point, North Haven, in his
steam yacht Malay, built at ChesIron

The Journal gave
full description of the yacht a few weeks

ter.
a

ou

has arrived at his

Pa., the past, winter.

splendid

touch
all
Saturday
parts of our nation, as June 28th the N. £.
N:
T.
T. Co. placed at the residence of Capt.
A. F. El well's a telephone for public use. I t
is a convenience that will be bailed with de-

The sloop yacht Kabeyun of New York
arrived June 29th with her owner, Mr. W,
P. Draper, and friend on board. They were
cruising from Bar Harbor westward, visiting the points of interest as far as Penobscot
Bay. The yacht has a “bicycle” steering
gear, but it is not popular with those accustomed to the wheel or tiller. She sailed

phosphites does just
much good in summer

s
<

1

\
<

Success to the

Marjorie and

her

new

owners,

and though she may have a new name, may
he same luck attend her as under the old.
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CAPITAL STOCK

HOTEL MAINE
Freedom and the
1

horoiiuI;!y

with

new

same
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reroute

DKI'OO
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5 if

The traveling nub1;,

as
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and
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ill tind here
everything whie!) can mnrri! u:e to tl.eir «•#.TiTTT.n
ami happiness. '1 ose ulm iU
re ;• take a ».mmer vaeattoti will tim! tins pi;
.,t the n
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pleasant and del tehtful vill; a > ii tin inti [
|
Waldo oia;r\
'11 ere is m
!
on be lake
a short di>t;a
11» m the viI!aim ami
pel haps t he
best trout ti-buie ill id. aravdo docks ubnli
abound in
this section that can be found any
where tins side of Ai
,,i ..am,
\ w let me Si\ to the
t ?! s H o:
|
come and s* e it Hotel .Maine d* es m t -’Ll
\.
flood table, haw ■•ran b< ds am
Urte
on- treatment.
Come at d see
tmi lists

a

>

l-;i

w

■

in winter.
It makes flesh ►
in August as well as April. [
You certainly need as \
strong nerves in July as in *
January. And your weak

All I'ruggists, 50«\ and Ji
SCOTT A Di'W.NE, Clumbsts. JS.-w York

j$J3,o

n

!
11.1 c■ l
ivaVd, aim i:
be-'*'t
tnrniT'ire, and he fed- onii lent the
ivi’i

past will be maintained in the fmiire.
>

$150.0

SURPLUS,

+

a,,'i

i NnxcEu.i'i)

mill

Inircl.irv in the

mm-tri

••

r

e

throat and lungs should j
be healed and strengthj
1 ened without delay.
>

i

$
I

>

perfect complexion and a clear,
healthy skin, use CoSMo Btttehmilk Soac.
Soid by A. A. Howes & Co.

FORKS,
FORKS,

BLOCKS, GRAPPLE 5

*

J

a

RAKES,

i

>

WILLARD

\

W

RICH

|

t

Proprietor.

Opera

Cosmo Ri ttkioiii.k Ton
the skin soft-, white ami I.

t
C

A. A. Howes & Co.

light, not only by the citizens, but by the increasing summer visitors here aud at Temple
Heights. The office will he open at all times,

Swr makes
v.
Sold by

Sj'i'i
I

ial

House l

atiun;mu

_ivom

tliroat.

and all patrons will receive the most courte.
attention from the fair attendant.
No
doubt that when the fact he mines more generally known the patronage of the instruons

ment will
fur

prove

a

very

prolitable venture

the company.

A very pretty llag raising occurred on the
lawn before the residence of Capt. Alonzo

^

Batehelder Tuesday afternoon, June 2Sth<
about three o’clock. Quite a gathering assembled around the pole, and when all was
ready Capt. Batehelder pulled the line, and
as Mr. F. P. Reed sang the Star
Spangled

the

youngest one present, was brim full of
patriotism for the Stars and Stripes. It was
a very pretty spectacle and all present en-

joyed

it

immensely.

BECrINS

j

A Sharp, Clean Cut to Enable

Mr. aud Mrs.

Follow the Prices below

Men’s Suits

press.

managers of the I'nitariau Whist Club, to
the Children’s Aid Society, and to various

individuals aud friends for very substantial
aid rendered. The association are working
to make this a free kindergarten and will
not be satisfied until it becomes such in real-

we

have marked

down

to

S3.85.

How’s

fabrics, nobby plaids,

blue and black smooth finish chev-

iot, nice dress up suits, marked
down from ss.00 to

S5.90

LANGUAGEi s too feeble to describe the beauty, and elegance of
make-up of our

Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken

internally, acting

50 cents.

Spring

they

These Pants

and Fall Overcoats, most-

ly small sizes;

coats

that sold from

$7.00 to $10.00,

now

$4.90

having two

sizes of each style left,
them to the quick at

or

eaunot

goods

mark down: they are from titty
be bought elsewhere

•.

ei,t>

:

can

,irsr A 1 SO I T IIA I K TIIKli: V A I.l K

k\ kuv i■ aii; wui: i ii

age 4 to 10, among them the GIL-

10 doz. Men's
body,

Fancy

with two collars ami p"

regular *1.0u

goods,

«

1

Shirts,

f

ot

w.*

■.

j

m i.o

i

now

Men’s Black Shirts, 17c.,

BERT ALL WOOL SUITS,

three

have cut

$8.

sold less than $2.50.
to

close will be

sold from $3.00 to $5.00,

shall

close them at

The

$195

WE have ten snits left that sold at lO SUITS, age 4 to 10, that
we

represented:

Men’s 'Mackintoshes, $2.90 and $3

.>omc

price

$15.00 each, fine worsted,

we

same

worth nearly DOUBLE these figures.

never
we

as

Men's Cotton Pants, 59c.

$5 90 and S7.9Q

have sold like hot cakes all

the season, but

will find them all just

than the

Fine All Wool
Covert (Jloili Overcoats,

we

uow

have

If there are any of these goods left after tnis salclose them out at auction sale early in August.
These goods will be sold for
mark down prices.

CASH ONLY

BSp-Monev will be returned if purchases

are

not

S2.85 satisfactory.

EACH

MY CLOTHIER,
"

Hives are terrible torment to little folks,
and to some older ones. Easily cured.
Doan’s Ointment never fails. Instant relief, permanent cure. At any drug store,

t

25 Styles of Men’s Pants, $1.98.

33 Children’s Suits,

This!

for the past 15 years, and believe him perfectly
honorable in all business transactions and finau
cially able to carry out any obligations made by
their firm.
West Nr Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.

you

Overcoats.

150 Men’s Suits

ity.

We offer One Hundred Dollars reward for any
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s
Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney

carefully,

that have sold all the season for

$5.00,

in all wool

The Kindergarten association of Belfast,
under whose management the work is being
carried on, wish to acknowledge their obligation to the Non-Partisan Alliance, to the
North Congl. church sewing circle, to the

to Close out every Garment Bought this S

Spring and Fall

Kindergarten.

The present term will close on Friday,July
8, but opens again in September, notice of
which will be given through the public

us

COHE AT ONCE, DON’T PUT IT OFF, EVEN IF YOU DON’T
NEED A SUIT UNTIL ANOTHER SUflMER.

united life.
The

TO-DA^Ji^

*ii Pries tot RBjiBiti I Bn Cl si PnliiEtit"

Banner, the summer breeze caught the folds
glory as it gracefully floated in The
air and was greeted hv a cheer aud another
song by Mr. Ambrose Elweil, a gentleman
of nearly 80 years of age, whose soul, like
of old

Friday.
directl) upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
The Marjorie has been sold to the Roberts the system. Testimonials sent free. Price 75cBros, of Reading, Mass., who have a sum- per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
4w26
mer home on the North Shore, Nortliport,
and will be used by them in pleasure sailing
The Selectmen will meet
Searsmont.
about the bay. For the past seven years her
.late owner had cruised in her all over Penob- July 22d at 1 p. m. to bid off the building of
scot Bay, without accident and always maka piece of road
recently laid out by them
ing the home port when returning from an
extended cruise on schedule time.
The from a point near M. R. Heal’s to the road
“Marjorie’s Log Book” will no longer ap- near D. B. Young’s. The meeting will be at
pear in the columns of The Journal; and the the location of the proposed road.
not from inclination but because of
writer,
other demands upon his time, feels that his
Yachting career, which extends over more
than half a century, has come to an end.

suncir

TOOLS,

SCYTHES and SNATH, HAY

►

of cod liver oil Tvith kypo-

terport.
For

HAYING

DRAG RAKES, HAND

\

f-

j

Poland, do., land in Moutville. F. K.
Prescott, Northport, to Joel F. Prescott, do.:
land ami buildings in Northport.
C. llaie
Thtirluugh, Monroe, to S. P. Stevens, do.;
land in Monroe. Joanna W. Hardy, Winterport, t<> Frank Hardy, do.; hand in Win-

with

LARGE LINE OF

\

I
[

<

!

ago.

The sloop yacht Quero of New York arrived last Tuesday from Islesboro, the summer home of her owner, Mr. Richard Derby,
to have some work done preparatory to
starting on a cruise to the coast of LabradorCapt. E. E. Dodge of Islesboro is the
sailing master.

]

*}“bicycles;[ OVERLAND.

\

i

ner

in

f PENNANT,

visit

\

Wither-]
Hopkins,]

term.

now

fortnight’s

■

!
J

even-

ham ; land in Burnham. Alden D
Ity, I-veiitt. Mass., to Clara
Northport, land and buildings in North pur l
Rachael A. Mi Ciintock, Bedfast, to Sarah
J Neal Ity, do.. laud and
buildings in Belfast
James F. Ramsey, Moutville, to Sum-

and

John S. Pendleton, who has just graduated
the Lewis grammar school at Boston,
is at home until fall, when he will enter the
English high school of that city.
is

as

buildings in Brooks. Helen M. Tower, ]
Belmont, o Daniel- Ingalls, Belfast; land'
and buiid.ngs m Belmont
Eiias Milliken !
et ah. Aio_;i -ta,
Hiram McAllister, Burn- !

will

Y'ork c:r>

have made

a

OME persons say
it is natural for
them to lose fit a
during summer,
But losing flesh is losing
J
ground. Can you afford
to approach another win1 ter in this weakened conj dition ?
Coughs and colds,weak
; throats and lungs, core..
L t to those whi > a
tf
in flesh, to those easily chilled, to those who
have poor circulation and
feeble digestion.

and

Win-

from

Cove

-j

Hall, Bn

William Driukwater.

the scholars

from

m.;

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Wai-i.. ('minty Registry <»i Deeds
for the week ending July *i, lt>i»>s. John

schools in town closetl last Friday.
The teachers have ail given perfect satisfacamt

7

Transfers

All the

tion

held

i!. be

a.

comint

oi

here.

with his

Saturday

Mower?

Screen Cloth,
Screen Doors,
Window Screens.

A

parents,

Grace Wilson of Cambridge, Mass
is enjoying her first visit here and :• the
guest of Mrs. 1'. T. Herrick.
anti

v\

10 45

Mitchell,

ing
ing

Miss

Mr.

service

at

ncing at7.15; leader, Miss Myrtle
agisted by the pastor; topic,
“The Ramin \v
Christian Character,” 2nd
Peter, 1:5-7 Prayer meeting Tuesday even-

from

warm sea-

arc

Lawn

last week

j

baptism |
the close of the sermon; Sunday school j
12 m.: uoetiiigof Junior League at 5.50;
in.
the Epworth League, song and I

prayer

Lucy Oreut.t of Roekport has returned home from a very pleasant visit i" relatives and friends.
Saugus. Mass.,

town

^

Garden Hose,
Garden Tools,

j

15

public roads, but

more.

at

Mrs.

a

Schooner yacht Rusalka, Com. Stetson of
the Scuth Boston Yacht Club, was at Pulpit
Harbor last week, her second visit there this

no

at home

the

George P. Riley of Somerville, Mass., have been enjoying their honeymoon siuce last Thursday as the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Cummings, the grand parents
of Mrs. Riley, who was raised and spent the
greater part of her life here, being the second
daughter of Otis and Elizabeth Cummings,
Died in Franklin, Mass., June 21, 181)8, who a few
years ago moved to Cambridge,
53
Ashbury Pendleton, aged
years, 2 months
Mass
Her many friends and old acquaintand ti days.
Mr. Pendleton moved from
Camden about 25 years ago.
He was a ances v. ere glad to meet her again aud all
good man and highly respected by all who extend to her and her husband their most
knew him. The funeral took place at the
heart}’ good wishes. They are a very estimhome <f K. W. Pendleton of High street,
conducted by Rev. T. S. Ross. [Camden able young couple and their legions of friends
Herald.
will always feel elated to hear of their
prosperity and success in their new departure of

endangered by teams,
say that the cyclers want to monopolize the
whole road. As a matter of fact bicycles
have the same rights as vehicles on the
are

Services at the Methodist Episcopal church
will be as follows:
Ser-

Sunday, July loth,
mon by tin
pastor

son.

il services

E. Tufts The
ted ".v Ke\. (to.
in Waldo. The l!oral offering

1 tsk»d

a

Fum

her late home

.i*

visiting

■

ar<*

of Belfast

t

interment

included

hiVlreu

Mo

'ii. co’.

5

■

ami Mrs

!»',(_'<!

Winstui

:

ms, tw<

=

laurels at
outlie 4th, aud its members
me with pleasant memories of

>!

Miss Martha-Pendleton is

in

OF

LARGE LINE

A

—

Mrs.

B -ston for The remainder of

was

1

-• • •---—

New Haven, Conn_I I). White, Oscar
The topic of the prayer meeting at the
Meader, Wesley Achorn and their families
North church this, Thursday, evening will
spent last Saturday aud Sunday at Washbe “The American Patriot in the Year of Our
ington camp grouud_Elbridge Achorn
Lord 1898.” Next Sunday forenoon Rev. L.
aud wife visited in Camden last Sunday....
D. Evans <>f Camden will preach in exchange
Herman M- rriam and wife spent a few days
with the pastor.
The bi-monthly meeting of in Sears
port last week.
the Christian Endeavor Society will be held
at 0.15 o'clock, at which reports of the variA bath with Comio Buktf.kmjlk Soak, ex- !
ous committees will be made.
The Sunday
quisiteiv scented, n soothing and beneficial.
school ami other services will be as usual.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.

the

are

Bucksport

CHEA[>__

EVERYTHING AT THE LOWEST PRICES

in

guests of Mrs. R. T. Herrick.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hill of Union spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Otis Cummings.

sister,

daughters ami
Leroy lliggius
1 i!.,, .Mr- Angi
"i S ’. ] >;• ;
a SfOtt of
CheyW\ n.mg: James Higgins of
her 1

1'iir .-.si*-r

engaged

fresh

won

Mass.,

«

member

and Mrs. .7

Mr.

of

turned last

pastor.

Mary Sprague’s.
O Fail lard of Cambridge,

rusticatiug_at

are

is

man

tion, “What shall I do, Lord?” Rev. George
C. Lorimer, D. D., of Boston, in an unsolicited letter to the church clerk, commended
Mr. Capen most highly and congratulated
the church on obtaining so promising a

NEWS.

of Brockton, Mass.,
Henry Pendleton.

T

aud called on Rev. A. L>. Thibodeau....
Norward Grover aud wife from Buffalo, N.
Y., and V. Grover anti wife from Boston,
Mass., are visiting their brother, Mr. Claude
Grover.... Mrs. J. W. Pearson and Master
Keith from Camden have been visiting relatives in town... Master Golden Morse from
Rockland is visiting bis grandfather, Rev.
Geo. S. Hill-J R. Mears ami wife re-

Rev. Randall T Capen occupied the Bap.
tist pulpit very acceptably on the first Sunday of his pastorate, July 3d, preaching an
able and spiritual sermon on Paul’s ques-

Boot-hby ami Miss Litchfield of Bos-

V. M.
ton

progress

hc.tn

he Bellas: Baud

married

about, twenty years ago they
Belfast, which has siuce been their
lionnMrs
Higgins was industrious, t
d' im xim tastes, and greatly devoted to her
family Sue was f r twelve years a faithful

of

siuiiuinn at. .Manila is

e

She

»•

ini,.'

E. Brads!r

The dug It- screamed

Nason.

Higgins, and

v

••

died at her

of

r

<

1

:-p
l'oi I.rd.

i

home
Higgins
High and Spiing streets,
Friday im ruing, July 1st. She was a nail*’f Km \, a daughter of the late John

4

11 6
in session at the
at 1'
non the »iay of the
v
.ii ials, and tit Isi
:>’• -s
l'i"ii 1 -iiv prest nt tlit same,
f the (Vo mete.
.\. I. BBOYY .N. Chairman.
i;tr• w
oVj. ei

Gray

Low is

Mr. ami Mrs.
Mrs. 1:

o’clock. At the morning servestry
vice the choir will sing “Recessional,” by
DeKoven, and Miss Dinsmore will sing a
solo.

Buy
JONES’
to

—

race—all of which were well contested and
afforded amusement to the crowd.
The
afternoon was devoted to a game of base
ball between the Morrill and North Belfast
teams, aud a dance at the old cheese factory.
In the evening a large crowd witnessed the
fireworks, which were exhibited from the
hill back of the church. Take it all in all
the day was fully celebrated_Prof. Harri-

at six

Philadelphia.
NOR I MPORT

Now is the time

race, climbing a greased pole, catching a
greased pig, a tug of war and a bicycle

The services at the Universalist church
Sunday will be as follows: Morning
worship with sermon at 10 45, followed by
Sunday school. Devotional meeting in the

P.ofessor Munyon says that good health
U essential to the accomplishment of good
No mutter how ambitious or how
work.
pure op lofty one’s Ideas may be, if disease is sapping our vitality and attracting
the thoughts to bodily ailments, we shall
not be able to reuder our loved ones and
society that great sympathy and assistance
they have a right to expect of us. If you
arc ailing your first duty is to get well.
1 believe there is a cure for every disease.
I have fifty-seven different cures for fiftyseven different ailments. Science will some
day discover the others.
Munyon guarantees that his Rheumatism
Cure will cure nearly all cases of rheumatism in a few hours; that his Dyspepsia
Cure will cure indigestion and all stomach
troubles; that his Kidney Cure will cure
90 per cent of all cases of kidney trouble;
that his Catarrh Cure will cure catarrh, no
matter low long standing; that his Headache ( ure will cure any kind of headache
in a few minutes; that his Cold Cure will
quickly break up any form of cold, and
so on through 'lie entire list of his remedies.
Guide to I lead h and medical advice absolutely fr-a*. Prof. Munyon. 1505 Arch st.,

friends.

Fuel

..

■

Next Sunday will be observed as Rose
The
Sunday at the Unitarian church.
church will then he closed until Sept. 18th.
Rev. S. M. Wales of St. George will hold
meetings at the Peoples’ Mission until further
notice every Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday
and Sunday evenings. All are welcome.

next

pansies ami an abundance of cat flow"
He was a man who will
t-rs from friends.
be greatlv missed 'u the place and had many

at the

INdR at 10 A.M.,

4.

He Claims There is a Cure for Every
Disease).

Morrill. The Nation’s birthday was duly
celebrated at this village, and an elaborate
programme carried out under the direction
of Trafton Hatch and Orris
Vickery. In
the early morning there was the usual noise
of guns and fire-crackers. At i)a. m. several
hundred people had assembled from this
and adjoining towns to witness the sports of
the day. The fantastical parade at. p.dO, led
by the Morrill Band, was admired by all.
This was followed by a potato race, a tub

Mrs. G. G. Winslow and Fred Tucker are
the New England Convention of
the Epworth
League in Bangor, this week
as representatives of George Pratt League of
this city.

roses,

The
ed 11.

The Churches.

attending

family and caring for Mr. Snow with others
of the family during his illness. He succeeded Mr. Wardwell as postmaster and
held the office until last fall. In politics he
was a Democrat and lived true to his belief
The funeral was held at the house Tuesday
afternoon, Rev. J. G. Fisher conducting the
service, with two selections by the choir led
by Mr A. B. French. The floral offerings
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Stevens are making a handsome
gilt sign for Chase & Doak.
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Thursday.
Ida B. Roberts will open a private
school in the Grammar school building next
Miss

Crocker had sweet peas in

M.

They
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were
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11th.

Journal acknowledges the receipt of
some fine strawberries from A. B. Stantial
of Brooks. They were large and luscious.
The

Commissioners are having
d the jailor’s residence painted
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Hoyt
Sibley
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& Co.
have placed a
their office, by which a deliis created even in the hottest
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stated to a Journal representathat Mrs. Ward’s letters
of those islands and their in-
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only very interesting to
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remarkably
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accurate

Thomas H Marshall Relief Corps presented Mrs. M. C. Dilworth with a President’s badge of gold on her birthday, July
4th
Mrs. Dilworth is a Past President and
is now serving as Vice President of the

detail.

number of enthusiastic
several of whom have fine colleclady who does not claim to be a
ranist collected
>3 varieties of
has

photographic tent. They will
principal places on the coast.

Weather permitting there will be a large
turn-out at the bicycle parade this, Thursday, evening. The procession will form at
the school common at 7.30 o’clock.
All
wheelmen and wheelwomen are invited to

the

utly

■

a

One of Belfast’s grocerymen had a novel
experience in seasickness recently. He get on
one of the wooden horses of the
merry-goround, and was soon enjoying? all the effects
of a genuine case of deep sea nausea.

of

a

like to hear of
man

with

all the

Waldo recently
3-years-old Jersey-

Wentworth
hat he

t-s

C. Tuttle and son started Saturday for
Hancock county where they are to travel
W.

^

a

corps.

last year. She also has a good
-f the flora of Massachusetts,

.ms

large rose-bush

the home of John
was in full bloom
the Fourth. The bush nearly covers the
end of the house and when in bloom is very
Hall was before the Police i
brilliant. The variety is the Queen of the
afternoon
on
asrsuay
charge of
Prairie.
ittery and threatening to kill a
Thk First. Hiram Chase reports eating
with wlmm he was boarding.
new potatoes from his garden July 1st....
: !i;m of threats and displaying a
.bulge Rogers found probable Cyrus Hubbard hauled his tirst load of hay
in his regular operations Friday_S. G
i",,irtd him over to the September
Norton marketed the tirst home-raised new
J. Court.
He procured bail.
potatoes July 2d.
';.k.
Dr. W. L. West sold two
Mrs. James F M Keen and Mrs. Franklin
orses last week—to Fred Rackliff
t la.ss.... A Lin«' horse belonging H. Black will be tile delegates from Thomas
H. Marshall Relief corps to the State conI» n bar rev. ive.l ,i Severe fiesh
and i‘flier

States

sent

her

The

Milliken

by

|

on

at

Federal street

There have been

jail

The tirst Matinicus mackerel of the season
received at BramhalPs market last

Hags

full set for steamer

a

Belfast Band has received
Old Orchard July 24th.

Plauk has been received for a new covering for the B. & B. S. S. Co’s, wharf in Belfast.

be held Tuesday, July

vency court the
•ril has

at

since

July

no

1st.
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in

Belfast

TERRIBLE
BREAKING OUT

The Belfast Light & Power Co.
have about
2,400 tons of ice unsold in the houses
in
East Belfast.
Jas. H. Cunningham
shipped three milch
cows and calves to Boston
Tuesday. He has
18 head on hand.

13th.

List of unclaimed letters
remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week

ending July

Ladies—Mrs. Ellen Howard.
Gentlemen
-Mr. H. L. Caldwell, Jr., to
Windsor Hotel, P. M. Studley.
2:

BY

afflicted with a terrible breaking out.
I was treated by the very best physicians, who
pronounced it l lood poison, but it got worse.
I was suffering untold agony, and finally had
to give up work. Ccticcra Remedies were
suggested, which I immediately procured.
From the first, I experienced a soothing relief,
notwithstanding my intense pain. I improved
right along till at last I teas entirely cured, and
not a siyn on my body anywhere indicating that
I

The Cardiff laud cases are now all
settled
except one. The Maine courts rendered decisions against the local defendants for
much
less amounts than the Southern
courts, and
the cases are beiug settled at a discount,
even
from the Maine decisions.

AB.

unknown

manner

vention at

Vickery,

s.

s.5

Berry, 1. f. 5

Patterson, p. 5
Shute, c. f. 5
Dickey, 3b. 5
W. Johnson, r. f.5

anythingjiad ever been the matter with me.
M. B. BASHES’, 156 W.Hunter st.,Atlanta,Ga.

SpkbdtCub*Tbb \tmewt fob E>krt Blood axd Sept
Warm baths with CunHumor, with Loss of II OR
cora Soap, gentle anointing:* with Cuticuba. purest of
emollient skin cures, and mild doses of Cuticuba Kbsolvest, greatest of blood puriflera and humor cures.
Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug awdChek.
Cobp Props-. Boston. How to cure Blood Humors,free.
—
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way of saying it. It will be presented at
the Belfast Opera House Saturday
evening,
July 9th, by Mr. Harry La Marr, supported

rived

Truudy,

Snow,

s. s.

f.
T Trundy, 2b.
McIntyre, lb.
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Mrs Helen A Taylor of East Boston ar-esterday to visit relatives in Belfast
and North port

!

strong company.

Mi. srs Grace A. Lord aud Bertha I. Bird
know that Hobson lias his double 1 weut to North C
nway yesterday to attend
in Lawrence ? Principal Chase of the Rooms'
School is a perfect picture of the Hero ..f a teacher’s institute.
the Merrimuc and parts his hair a-la-D-w.v.
Mrs C S Webber went to Salem yesterday
Ilf is also the same height and age.
<you-'
to attend the funeral of her husband's niece,
coincidence.
[Lawrence, Mass., \V, mw
Miss Katherine Webber
Journal.
The above refers to F. Wallace Chase,
Dr. S W Jidiuson went to Camden the
formerly of this city, an 1 his friends here hud Fourth to assist Dr. Gordon of Portland in a
remarked the striking likeness,
partieuiurly urit- .il surgical < pperation.
oi the picture ou the front cover of tin
J. S. Williams of Guilford, Deputy ColYouth's Companion. We think there s a
iectoref Interna! Reveuue, was in town the
Do you
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WHEN OUR HEARTS

a
secret l.»r years in a
g.i
The neighbors all k:..-w alum: w. \
and n.any a rime had reason to lie thankful for it.- i
existence. Its fame-spread, and strangers w in
heard about it wrote bn ml- n at h n
coneeriimg
it; sometime- tried its virtues and sometimes put
a trial oil- fora more emu mient season.
To
how it wa-dragged ti..m an d.-cure
country village and placed before the general public would
be interesting- reading, bur lack ol
space compels
us to withhold the particulars.
I: is suHicieip to
know that over a year
it went to Lewiston, Me.,

Are so much larger ti-a-i mi purses.
indeed a perplexing oieasur>\ nut u.
wilt it we want and waul. w e»n a1''ments
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like is had gone to every city and town in the
north: unpretentious and unassuming, it said: *T
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try them." Just such emphatic endorsement
be had right here in Belfast. ( all at Kilgore
a: \\ ilsoii s drug .-!< re and ask what is
reported.
Doan
Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents a box,
tor sale by all dealers; sent l.y mail of
eeipt of
price b\ Foster .Millmrn Co., Buffalo, N. Y.. sole
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them alone is worth the
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Palmer,11

I Dwight P.

Mrs. Dr. Francis H. Drew,
over

twenty
years of her life to the medical work, and has
gained a national reputation, as a skilled specialist and lecturer
I)r. Drew’s lectures will be fully
illustrated from life size charts which were painted especially for her aud are the finest before the
public. She lias lectured in nearly every city
throughout the United States and abroad,'where
she has been most highly endorsed by the press
and prominent people.
These lectures are both instructive and entertaining, and every wife, mother and daughter in
Beliast and vicinity should embrace the opportunity of attending.
Dr. Drew has justly earned the title bestowed
upon her as the practical educator of women.

tice that all children

the

Human

names

they will !»e law-

The house on Congress street, known
J. Harriman house. Stable connected.
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WANTED/
Pupils

wa-

PAUL, Belfast,
HARRIMAN, Waterville.

to attend the classes in

physi-

culture and elocution, beginning
the last of July.
MISS LU LITTLEFIELD.
Belfast, July 6, 181)8.—4w27
cal

Grass for Sale
East Belfast.
1 vv27*

in

For terms enquire of
K. A. SHERMAN.

SWIFT &
3w2t>

Or F. A.

3 o’clock,
,

Subject, “Woman, the Human Creator.”

ing.

llesidono*

Office hours until <) a.
!:rom 12.30 to 3 ami 7

the A.

City

TUESDAY AFTERNOON, JULY 12th,

There will be no admission fee, no collection.
One of Dr. Drew’s revisedjtreatises on the Laws of
Health, will be given FREE to every lady attend-

S J

Fitting of Gasses and Diseases of
the [ye a1 d Esr a Specialty.

a/e known

TO REST

Second Lecture,

at

o.

Hospital 17 Congress street.

Telephone

E. H.

Cemetery hereby give noforbidden to play or

Belfast, June 20,1898.—25

7.45 o’clock

Subject, “Building

Office

are

trespass iu said cemetery; their
and if the practice is continued
fully dealt with.

First Lecture,

at

Pliarmucj at Belfast Livery t

Office ami

Residence and

Brick house, known as tin* Tlmrlow ii• •:i-o•, on
Co n u-ress street.
\\ M. C. MARSHALL.
Belfast. June 1, 1808. 22tf

NOTICE.
The trustees of Grove

MONDAY EVENING, JULY 11th,

Surgeon.◄s-

Masonic Temple, (Self ,st, Me.
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the latest
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the famous French contortion lancer, first time
outside of Paris and New York.
Baud concert and street parace at noon on day
[)f performance
Seats now on sale at Kilgore A: Wilson’s.

hair work of all kinds.
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Women notice a man’s way
of dressing, and are quick to
appreciate good taste. That’s
what makes so many of our
customers successful wooers.
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CONCERT OUCHKSTKA.
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under the personal direction of FRANK \V. MASON, supported by a strong company of actors
imi vaudeville artists, accompanied by our own
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the only equal of Neil Burgess, presenting ('has.
Bernard’s refreshing comedy of Yankee Life,

dfc
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If you want to make a good
impression WIIEX YOU GO
TO SEE HER.
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THAT Ol VINT
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Boon after I would lie down 1
shift my position, looking for

stopped 1 have done lots of heavy work,
but my hack has stood the strain. 1 give Doan's
Kidnc' Pills all the credit for it, ami 1 advise
others wh. have anything wrong with their backs

...

in

genuine pleasure.

a

Since 1

1

Inexpensive Articles

that the troubled mind is set at rest and the task become'

J
J

comfort, and. as this continued all night 1 arose
ott-n in tlu morning to begin another day’s work
more tired than when I went to bed.
I read an
account about Doan's Kidney Pills timing a back
like mine, and l went to a drug store ami got a
box A\ el!, I kept taking them tint i! the
left.

•
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Beautiful, Artistic
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on the Babbattus road.
Mr. Watsm
says “For the past eight years l had trouble with
my back. 1 have been wrenched so many times
across the loins that may have been the cause of
it. When suffering at intervals from attacks. 1
was

tetd

«:

be disappointed.” One of the
many citiin Lewiston, who had helped to
push the
work along is Mr. John Watson,

good
blacksmith,
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will remain one day and night, in response to au invitation from the Board of
Trade, through its president, Mr. <J. S.
Nixon.
Wednesday the party leave for Halifax,
arriving The same evening, remaining two
nights. Friday the party will return to St.
-John, starting oil the home trip from there
Saturday morning, reaching Portland at 5.3*0
p. 111. The committee are C
W. Robbins,
Old town : M
N Rich, Portland; Henry L'.
Mrs.

♦

excur-

they

and

♦

ALOE CLOTH, worth 12 l-2c., now 6c.
MOQUETTE RUGS 2-3 VALUE,

by the Maine Press Association to the
Maritime Provinces are being made by a
committee of the association, the
trip to" be
rnadr during the week of July 11.
The itinerary, so far as arranged, is as follows: The
party will start from Portland Monday,
July 11, at 11.05 a. in., Bangor, 1.20 p. m., arriving same night at St. John.
Tuesday morning they will board the
steamer Prince Rupert of the Dominion Atlantic line for a sail across the Bay of Fundy
to Digby, Nova
Scotia, and from thence to
Kentville, a beautifully situated town,where

Mr.

if

at >Oc. and 62c.

DIMITIES Marked Down to 5c. per yard.
ALSATIA MUSLINS reduced to 8c.

Annual Press Excursion.
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McLellau, 2b. 5

Waterville, July 13th and 14th.
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was
in this vicinity
the past
to
at
mice
when an alarm is
Oliver Wendell Holmes last week with lish gaged
report
The highest temperature barrels for
iking iiov connections. The late years past, 04 52
Gloucester. .Sch. Annie R. Le wis sounded to haul apparatus. The Hook &
j
was h.G on the 25th and 20th
* to the service include
days. The towed to Bangor J ane 30 to load lumber for Ladder Co. will soon be re-organized in acpay stations
I
Lord's ship handlcry store, and the coldest day was the 4th, when the mercury
cordance with at: order passed Tuesday by
New York.
The little steamer Laurena
|
Lain fell on 10 days and the
the City Council.
Hotel, Be'fast: E. B. El well’s store, reached 52
took her out into the harbor, and showed retotal
rainfall
was
G.OP
.IP
inches, 2.20 inches of markable power for so small a craft_Sch.
|
Bragg’s store, Ryder's
Law Cases Decided
Tilestoi: Wadlin,
which
fell
in
the
storm of the 10th.
•■sboro. I-'. S. Peudleto.i & Co.’s
Fannie c'v Edith leaded hay from t ie F. G.
Esq., lias received certificates of opinion in
wk- Point:
Last week we reported the number of dogs White Co. and leather-board from
and the Isleshoro Inn,
|
Sherman several Waldo county cases which were en'.rhor.
Mathews Bros, are connected licensed and the amount of revenue derived M Co. for Boston last week_Soli. R M|
tered at the Law Court held at Bangor the
therefrom. The police inform us that 10 dogs Bonney
!
ng-ilistauee < iivi.it.
parted her jibstay and port fore- past week. The only civil ease in the lot
have been killed this year—Shy the owners
ur.
topmast backstay while coming into the har- was H. F, Mason, collector, vs Belfast,
Till-following Waldo county and 2
by the police. They will continue the bor Sunday. Luckily the foretopmast stays Hotel Co. The
re urgued in
he Law Court at Banj
case was decided in
nisi
work of destruction of unlicensed dogs if any and a “fresh
i.- :50th:
I
water’’stay held the mast until prius at Belfast m favor of the plaintiff and
are found.
Owners of vicious dogs should a tackle could be
!
in
vs.
The
vessel
A.
came
went up on exceptions.
Ressej
rigged.
equity,
Mary
The exceptions
u
Dunton; Thompson and Mc- remember that the payment of the license
to anchor below the steamboat wharf, and are overruled for want of
|
prosecution. In
gives the dog no privileges except that of was afterwards towed into Dyer’s dock
the M2 liquor cases which were sent
N
Auderson, assignee, vs. The
up on
|
living. The animal is subject to the same Barkentine Doris, built in Belfast by McDramte Co.
Brown; Dunton.
j
demurrer, the exceptions are overruled for
laws
as
v
attacks
on
vs.
Ciub
C.
or
i
regards
animals Donald & Brown, arrived at Baltimore June want of
people
Hervey Howes. Dunprosecution; judgment for the
i .d lan.
as before the license law was
passed.
-7tli. She made the run from Rio Janeiro to State.
eFf. Wellman vs. Fred Churchill.
1 he hearing in the Brown murder case
Rape Henry in 28 days.
Tliompson.
1 lie sanitary bands’ made in Belfast durWater Co. vs. City of Belfast. Dun- was continued Friday in Lynn to July 7.
The War Tax. Our business men were
ing the past week, 200 in number, have been
District Attorney White was in Court, and
I
,n sou.
Ernest Brown, who is charged with murder- all ready and willing to
owing case was irgued Friday:
|
comply with the forwarded to Augusta in care of Adjt. Gen
ing his mother, was present with counsel. new inueiUfii revenue
Central R. R. Co. Aplts., from the
iavv
which w en
Richards, who will at once send them South.
Prof. Wood of Harvard, who lias examined
Railroad Commissioners upon the
Hie cost cf material, express bills, etc.,
into effect July 1st, but up to this writing,
f the Wise asset & Quebec R. R. the clothing of Brown, which bore stains,
|
he matter of crossing at Burnham ; had not been notified to attend court to-day.
Wednesday afternoon, July (5th, no stamps iinouuted t;, about §22. The willingness of
|
■odard and E. F. Webh, for appel- Brown's counsel refused to go on with the
Che citizens to contribute to this work lias
an he procured here.
The Boston & BanE Littlefield and W.C. Philbrook case unless the Government would admit
made it easy aud pleasaut for those who did
?or S. S. Co. sent agent Johnson a limited
examination ot the clothing had not shown
oners.
anything which to connect his client with number for use in the company’s business Lhe soliciting. A large percentage of our
V KM ENTS
AND
REPAIRS.
AlODZO the murder. This the Government refused
July 2d, and the Belfast Savings Bank re- people were not asked for contributions
to admit, and Brown was taken back to the
is to build the foundations after
ceived enough for its owe use, but aside ♦imply because they were uot seeu before
Salem Jail. [Boston Globe.
\>r new buildings on the farm of Geo.
the amount had been given. Wiuterport is
from these none have been received here.
Tell on the back road to Searsport.
Accidents. Roscoe Rolerson had his left Business men who should
ugaged in the same work and the patterns
have used them
with general directions have been sent there.
large building on Washington street leg broken while at work on the highway
had they
been procurable have written
1 by Jackson & Morrill, painters, P. Saturday. A mass of earth fell
against the across the face of the document, "No stamps
Railroad Meeting. The annual meeting
h, carriage wood worker and Ira limb breaking the large bone about midway
procurable in Belfast,’’ and signed their [)f the stockholders of the Belfast & Mooseicksmith. has been newly painted,
between the knee and ankle_B. F. Wells
initials.
The stamps will be attached and
head Lake R. R. Co. was held at the Court
residences of Frank B. Mathews and had his right hand quite badly
jammed re- tax paid later. The government itself has EL use Wednesday forenoon,
July 0th. The
on
uchett
High street are receiving cently at Windermere Park by a tree which not yet received a supply of revenue stamps, old board of directors was
re-elected, as
its of paint-C. V. Cottrell has he was cutting falling
upon the hand_
but is using postage stamps with the letters
follows: Chas. B. Hazeltiue, Geo. E. Johnnew foundation to his house and
A horse stepped on the right foot of W. C.
Wm.
M.
J.
M.
son,
‘T R.” printed in letter press across the
Woods,
Fletcher, C. O.
Last Belfast.... J. C. Durham Tuttle last Friday and crushed the bone of
Poor, F. B. Mathews, IN. F. Houston, C. E.
faceKnowlton, C. W. Frederick. The reports of
built an addition to his mill to ac- the great toe. The wound is
very painful
the Trustees and Treasurer were read aud
Steamer Notes. The Salacia is row
'<■ the
office.Mrs. Sarah J. but the physicians hope to save the toe_
accepted.
established
on the Bangor & Port'and
s
fully
and
Paul
Carnes
was
otherwise
thrown from his horse on
painting
improvThe Trustees report is as follows:
and
is
a
line,
business.
She
• else
doing
good
(formerly the Stephenson North port avenue Tuesday ami broke both
July 1897, Bonds redeemed to date. .§ 10,000
makes
at
North
landings
port Campground
1* Spring St-New sills are be- bones of his left ankle.
He was attended
when desired. The roster of her officers is
Ba 1 ance outstanding.§134.000
anil other repairs made at the by Dr. John Stevens.
as
follows: Captain, O. C. Oliver; mate, S. May 1838, Bonds redeemed.§ 3,500
store at the corner of Main and
|
A Visit to the Kindergarten. Oue has
F. McKown; Pilot, M. F. Weed; Purser, M.
Ts....C. 1> Jlarrimau has begun
Ou tstaud i ug.§130,500 I
only to visit the pleasant Kindergarten F. Tufts; Steward, H. M. McKown;
s house on Waldo avenue. Alonzo
j
July 1897, Funds on hand .§
220
room iu Belfast to become convinced of the
Engineer, Fred 11. Hutchins; Steward Mcis building the foundation, and
Deposited for redemption.
3,040
work being
good
Miss
accomplished
Kown’s
by
is
to
that
of
department
is
any
ttrell
to
build
equal
the
house.
|
Bonds redeemed.
Weeks, the Kindergartener. It is conced- steamer on the coast ami his prices are de3,500
k's Circts. Of this circus, mu|
ed by those who know whereof they
had
the
speak,
cidedly
reasonable.Many people
May 1898, balance unexpended.
:m»0
trained animals, the Lynn, Mass
that the effects of this training upon child- idea that the Manhatten
Fuuds f >r 1898.
Steamship Co. had
3,780
"\s of June 18th said :
life are little short of marvelous, morally,
v
a
Which
ill
boat from New York to
given up running
provide for the redemption of
te the m mv attractions present in
and physically. Children brought under the
to reduce the bonded indebtedness to
Bangor, hut the Rockland Courier-Gazette 84,000
•■st-erday, Sig. Sautelle’s circus was cheerful
§120,500.
influence
of
a
trained
kindergarten- hears on good authority that arrangements
many thousands of people, ami at
The Treasurer’s report is as follows:
er quickly respond to what is
(••nuances the huge tents were paekgood and best are still going forward and the two boats
‘•tie mass of highly pleased and loudJuly 1897, balance ou baud.§
35 50
around them. The nicety of touch and the will be
two trips per week...
on,running
put
ting humanity. Sig. Sautelle fully
May 1898, rental to date. 36,000 00
quickness of apprehension acquired in the The steamer Lewiston, formerly of the Bosated the many advantages of a onef-s, not least among which is that kindergarten are qualities that will not for- ton & Bangor fleet and now plying between
§146,035 56
Tson present was in a position to see
sake them in later years. It is surprising to
Boston and Newburyport, ran down two July 1898, Bonds redeemed, divit everything that
transpired.and the know how quickly a wee one will learn
dends aud expenses paid. 35,994 86
small boats while leaving that harbor Wed- Balance ou
hi always attendant upon a tlireebaud.
40 70
formance of not being able to see “color” and point with delight to the bright nesday evening, June 29th, and seriously inThe by-laws were amended reducing the
going on in the other two was en- paper being woven into mats. Geometrical
jured several men. One boat was smashed amount of the Treasurer’s bond from §50,ihseut. For the money it is safe to
This is the best show that has ever designs also become familiar to the infant and all the occupants were thrown into the 000 to §20,000.
mind
until
At a subsequent meeting of the Directors
it is amazing to hear these “little
!
this city.”
water. The Lewiston, it is said, proceeded
the officers were re-elected, as follows:
>’’
angements have been made for the folk” talking intelligently of squares and without stopping to enquire about damages.
President, C. B. Hazeltine; clerk, John H.
vv to give an afternoon and eventriangles, of cubes and circles! Singing is a ....The steamer Catharine has been char- Quirnby; Treasurer,
Frank R. Wiggin.
b.nuance at Belfast July 12 on the delightful feature of this work, which with tered to make an excursion from Bangor to
Burnham.
The
heat
was very oppressive
founds. Notwithstanding that the
lead
the
children
such
games
along
pleasant Northport July 10. The Catharine is a very here
Suuday. The young American made
mnent to be provided will be the paths that they scarcely realize they are
popular boat with the excursionists at Bau- the usual 4th of July pandemonium.Mrs.
amusement treat of the season, and
learning some of life’s greatest lessons; les- gor-The travel on the Boston boats is ex- E. J. Morgan sprained her knee last Saturand had to be carried to the bouse. She
sons in patience, good order, thrift and
worth a 50 cent admission, one 25
good ceedingly heavy.
Saturday morning the day,
was
ket will admit the holder to the en- manners—to say nothing of the intellectual steamer City of Bangor was crowded to her that out in her field. It was at first thought
her leg was broken. Dr. Griffin of
4 show. In the afternoon there will quickening that comes through this charac- utmost
capacity with passengers eu route Pittsfield was called aud pronounced it a
‘Vnal rate of ten cents for children un- ter-building system, so carefully thought for Bar Harbor... .The Castiue went to bad sprain.Miss Annie Murray is homo
from Massachusetts for a few weeks.
out by that wise teacher and friend of chil- Rockland Tuesday to take the place of the
years of age. Don’t forget the day
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Purington of
5
Augusta
date.
dren—Her Froebel.
are
Vinalhaven for a short time.
visiting at Rufus Gilmore’s.
some

K.

Darby, lb.

visiting her mother, Mrs. Mary Waterman.
Mrs. George A. Gilchrest. of Rockland is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Margaret Frost.

a

14
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BELFAST.

been awarded the play by the newspapers in
every place where it has been presented, the
only difference beiug that they varied the

by

WILL OFFER THIS WEEK

Total

w

|

has

GEO. W. BURKETT

INNINGS.

1.23456789
Belfast.0 0 7 3 2 0 1 1
Frankfort. ..0 13103003

was

The Maine papers are generally
reporting
that some local mouhler has cast a chain. !
Miss Brown of Boston is a guest of Miss
but they apparently overlook the most diffiMcLellau of thiscity.
cult part of the performance. The trick as !
Mr. ami Mrs. Percy R. Follett spent the
performed by the Englishman and bv the Fourth in Rockland
Belfast moulders, and recently reported in
Prof. FI E. Cobb and wife of Chicago are
The Journal, is to cast three links without
visiting his parents in Searsmout.
using a “cope.”
Stover went to Aurora
Mrs Carrie M
“The Best Rural Comedy.” This is
to visit her mother.
what the Boston Herald says of “A New Monday
Mrs. M. V. B. lvuowlton of Rockland is
England Home.” The same

distinction

♦
'

An interesting game of base ball was
played Saturday, July 2, between the Belfast Juniors and Frankforts, The visitors
drove to town by buckboard. The game resulted in a victory for the home team by a
score of 14 to 11.
Following is the score:

CURED BY CUTICURA

James A. Spalding,oculist, of
Portland
will be in Belfast at the
Revere House ou
Dr.

Wednesday, July

Base Ball.

FOR SALE.

Fire-proof safe; also a pair or irou doors with
safety-vault, at a great bargain. Apply

frame for

I

to

CALVIN HERVEY.

Belfast, June 22, 1898.—3w25

Belfast Savings Bank
Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank Books
Nos. 0204, 7730. 8407, issued by this Bat,£
hvae been lost and that application has been made
for duplicate books, to bo issued under the laws
of this State.
JOHN H. til JIM B V, Treasurer.
Belfast, June 2, 1808.—3w25

‘•During Mr. Severance’s residence of

ANNEXATION OF HAWAII.

Ma
W
re.-

0.

Burleigh of
.11 ti c Hi use
Representatives,
.i:»• ->cifty, June la. Iv-s. vn the joint
11. lies *-T»H) r«» provide for
.ur.cu

[Speech

H

it

Edwuu

n

f

Hawa:

annexing th~
States

Islands

an

to

the

I ic.ted

Mr. Burleigh said:
Mr Speakei I am heartily iu favor of
1 have long
tlo annexation of Hawaii,
Teen convinced ct the a visibility of this
It is one, in my judgment, in
move
which this Government lias much to gain
It is not to be
md nothing to lose.
wondered at that foreign nations look with
iu this
tmar.enicut at the opposition
ountry to the securing of a vantage point
at such immense strateg'!- importance in
protecting^ the vast inteiests of our I’acific coast.
There is not the slightest doubt as to
what the course u au> -me of them would
be under simiiai circumstances, and it is
not suipiUiiig ’hat they should view our
-ii ci v tii-1 IicsiuiTion in securing this rich
j i f. whirl, is u-a-iv and anxious to come
to :s without money and. with-mt price.as
American shorta i-umiusi'. c evidence
si.-W to ColilE". ••i-ea.Us
bigliti ■ILC'S.

i

j
,

I
i

j

;

I

j
!

j
j

j1

■■

01

like ours, to blind peoions demands of self-interest
,c
:l.cin to jgm-te the vt.iy laws of
na ;ionu! life.
•Wcstwaid the
ii.nse ->f empire takes
its wav," and events are already demons’, i.o ug *),.• ;
"jdict ic wisdom of decre•'
tal \
ii-i v. b-n in* declared that “the
[’a :
s si
nds, and
destined
the r.s: r--L.il.ns cy-uni"
t*» Tec- nu the world*- “great theatre of
! hid
he spim w hich to-dav
events.
f}-i— :he annexation or Hawaii prevailhave
ed wh
.-ur Uitiieis.
we should not
mo-..ujdi'<i our territory, and
ins'ec of ;lie
no.imii square miles that
now constitute our
magnificent domain
we shi-uid to-'iay be limited to the >00,000
squaic miles secured Ir.-m ‘Teat Britain
:e.
Sin<
tLu i-iith "t the EepubKc we have added
-\suo,“oo square miles to out :« rritory.
ho .i'len.t. bl-uida. Texas, the territory
i tii'in Mexico in >4> and 1
and
Alaska, have ui turn extended the area of
< »u: ,.f the great domain thus
the nati-ui.
•ii
red
avt- come twenty States of tire
’hnion. and yet no additions have ever
been made r-* our territory that were not
the
asi-.n "f severe criticism, ami the
most -»f them 'nave called forth bitter denunciation of *he Administration then iu
The greatest of ill o ir a< uisiI wet
:ions of territory was tire purchase of
auiisiana in l>Ud.
'hr
!
the country thus seer mu have
•a;.
'.u whole or-iu part. twelve prosper> >tate> «>f the Union,
represented in
this
uegiess by eighty-loin senators and
Kep:' M i.- r : ws. The purchase of -Louisian. N «*.:si y the greatest single achievement
a A
1 an statesmanship, and yet
it was the
vision f bitter protest from
many citizens of the country whose range
of vision ubi let extend beyond the narrow limits
:
their own nay and generation.
.Mr. IUaii:v. :n his Twenty Years of (Congress. says:
••it seems scarcely credible that the acquisition •>:' Louisiana by .Jefferson was
den :ne..-d with a bitterness s irpassing
tin- n: irisan rancor with which later geu"i
v.-a.'
been familiar.
N
abuse
was t
iigmmt, no epithet too coarse,
Liria
to be employed
i" t i.c
--a iants
a
tin- gnot \ lib- >si>]»hie
v• a•
m
io laid so
.-d are! deep the
t"‘V i.
•:
bis country’s gtowlli and
ii.-

••

j

-T\

t a
I’li'-i-pali i >tic « iti/eu of the
Ui;i*i '••••.t'.s '"-‘la who would i'a\ >r the
rehijo ilsli ‘i'■ i:t o] a single foul of the Ln! it
is b.
added to 1 he original
ry v ni b
are...
die
p bile, not one who Won hi
scrams,•oie-fIon io-day tin- wisdom and
f.uvmghi "t
u< st.it.-smen who seized the
*»!*]*«»11 mt ms p: ( s. !it ed for budding up
our present, great
country, with its immense extent of ten:
ory ami enormous
wealth oi resuuiees.
In the light of events the dire disasters
to tile nation whi-T have been predicted
by the \ iii i* ns 'ppoueii! s >f ten itorutl exise who thought,
pan.'. n.U-giuning w i* 1, t
the a I
,gii:a.i\ Mvnrt d from (.iv.it
Li i ur n amp
for all possible needs oft he
Kepnihle, present aim future. nd coming down to those who oppi.se>! the ]m.
has. u Alaska as fra ighr w»
porte i:v

■

••

tous

iatig.-i's

amusing.
those win
o

io*

is-,

1

A

x

been

y

s

con nr

y. are
si; »w w'na: po.
trained in this

Tb.-y
uve

rmitism ..ave

contim mb
count:

to oil!

their

was

futuI

*i.

pr> quiets
M-hool »»
been ami akso how
-omvp'ion of the

*-.

t

::e

eo

ip

mo.'i

certainly

sai'im
to

>,

■

x

ghosts have
duty in this
i

not

>e-

•am." any flight in
in the i ride < f its
•a.:strength, it- nobl.•> hopes and
a>j : album. ..ur country will still turn its
im
’he imure and head ts undeviatm<Mi:se in the way of
progress. 1 have
n«c 1.*. uni. thus far. an
argument against
iu -emiring of Hawaii that would not
iur e applied with greater fence to the seuring of Alaska.
I do not share in the fears expressed by
tne opponents of annexation.
My only
apprehensions are of evils which might
befall
us
if
our
shorteasily
through
sightedness we allowed our present opportunity to pass unimproved and permitted
the beautiful Hawaiian Islands, “the
key to the Pacific,” to pass into the possession oi some
Vv e can
loreign power.
■'

4

•'••-•

noi

cCY

pursue

yy

mr.

'■»

a

dog-in-the-manger policy

toward them. We must take them or
leave them for some nation that, with
vastly smaller interests at: stake, is possessed of more enterprise. The civilization of these islands is an American civilization.
At a great cost of money and labor,
American missionaries reclaimed their
natives from barbarism.
American capital lias developed their
rich
material resources, and more than bO per
cent.
of
their trade
is
with
the
l nite 1 States.
Far in the Pacific, they
constitute
an
of
American
outpost
tlioug.it and hope and aspiration, facing
on one side the vast and
lapidly developing resources of our long Pacific coast,
and on the far east where forces are already iit work whose results bid fair to be
world-wide in their interest and whose
ultimate scope no man can now foresee.
The best naval authorities of this country have repeatedly uiged the great
strategi importance of these islands, and
the events of the present war with Spain
have fully demonstrated the soundness of
their views.
I firmly believe that a failure on our part to secure these islands
would be a grave mistake and one which
in years to come might result in dangers
and complications vastly greater than any
that opponents of annexation have thus
far ventured to prophesy.
The people of my own city have longfelt a deep interest in this question of
Hawaiian annexation. Two of its former
distinguished residents, Hon. Luther
Severance and Hon. John L. Stevens,
served with conspicuous fidelity and ability as United States ministers to Hawaii
—Mr. Severance under the Administrations of Presidents Taylor and Fillmore,
and Mr. Stevens under the Administration of President Harrison.
Prior to his
selection for this position Mr. Severance
had served with distinguished success as
a member of the
Twenty-eight and TwenIt was the hope
ty-ninth Congresses.
that their salubrious climate might prove
beneficial to his health, which had become
somewhat impaired, that led him to
accept the appointment to the Hawaiian
Islands.
Of his service at Honolulu, Mr. Blaine,
in a memoir written after the death of
Mr. Severance, in January, 1855, says:
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From Mrs. Rank to Mrs. Pinkham.
The follow!-nr letter to Mrs. Pinkham from Mrs. M. Rank. No. 2.354
Last Susquehanna Ave.. Philadelphia,
I’a., is a remarkable statement of relief from utter discouragement. She

|
J

the

I

was

rate

|

I

|

!

says:
I never can find words with which
to thank you for what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has done
for me.
Some years ago I had womb trouble
and doctored for a long time, not seeing any improvement. At times I
would feel well enough, and other
times was miserable. So it went on
until last October, I felt
something
terrible creeping over me, I knew not
what, but kept getting worse. X run
han.ty explain my feelings at that
time.
I was so depressed in spirits
that I did not wi>h to live,
although I
had everything to live for.
Had liysteria, was very nervous: could not
and
was
not safe to be left
sleep
alone.
Indeed, X thought I w«>uld lose my
ni.n l.
No one knows what l endured.
1 continued this way until the Iasi
of X ebraary, when I saw in a
paper a
testimonial of a lady whose rase was
similar to mine, and who had been
Lydia E. 1 nl am‘s Vt taMe Compound. I determined to t v
it,
air. f.-lt better after tie- first
dose.
1
tinned taking it, and
to-day am a
"‘-*1 '‘v''u.an. and can
say from niv
lieart, ‘Thank Cod for such a medicine.”
Mrs. Pinkham invites all suffering
women
write to her at Lynn.
for advi.f. A'l such letters are seen
and -m-we red by women only.
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Comfort
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bahi* or gmwn folk?,” -ay-Sam- A. >ims.<>f
Youngstown, Ohio. It is a p- ru r; po-.v.l. !'•
toilet, nursery, or sick-room. I an- >i uur-*-s are
for

usiuc-it ulrnost univirsallv

Register

of

Deep

25c

at

Water

Bruggi-tj.

Vessels

SHIPS

Abner Cobnrn. M L Park, arrived at New
| York d une 1from Hong Kong.
A G Hopes, David Hi vers, cleared from
New York May 21* for San Francisco; spoken
June 5, lat :.x o N, ;,,n f>."> :>7 \V.
A
J Fuller, C M Nicluds, sailed from
; Honolulu June 2 for Delaware Breakwater.

|

Bangalore. A N Blanchard, c leared from
New York May
ior Yokohama,
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at ltoyal
Hoads
14
from
Yokohama.
A}*r11
I
Emily F Whitney. A S Pendleton, at
14 loading for New York
I Slianghae June
Emily Reed, D t Nichols, arrived at Zau/.ibar June 1 from New Y--rk.
Gov Ruble, If. i-. okk. '.'vd. sailed from New
York April 7 for Hong Kong.
Henry B Hyde. T P Cuicord, sailed, from
| Honolulu Mar h Yu for New York,
i
Josephus. J. Ii. Park, sailed from N-v.
Y uk April 10 hu IB mg Kong: sp< k«*n A; ni
j 27, lat a 2.5 N. Ion 4*’ 4S W.
Mary I. Cushing, J N Pendleton, trrived
a! 11 mg K u:g June s from New Y.*rk.
M .y Flint. E D P Nkch.mm p Ili,.,g" Ma; 15
j for New York.
Puritan, A N I*!-»:i> bard, saded fr i: Sau
Francis.-.-. >b v 2 f.>r Hull.
31 D Lie. yktrwiu ,-aib-d from New Yik
Fell. Id for Saii Frau is.
Reaper, 0 l Y.a.iig, arrived at Sau Fian! cisco AprF
from Philadelphia.
K H Tlic.iiii.v C G
Naiads, at. Hong
K ■•i.g .May 14 11 in Mair
N--w York.
S;c i cm. Srw a, .Nio.i is. sai .ed from Singi>st-d Sr IB.d»m
apore Apr;. 4- tor Ii« ss n;
! pi ii-r to .F-tic ].
s i> tku.ct-m, Amsbwry. arriveti at NVw
; York Apr:i In from Singapore.
5
St Finn, F \V Tr.-at, saiicd fr.mt Nh v* Y* k
extremely caretu! in his expression of March 2d for J :p ,ui.
F F Carver, arrived at San
st N •Icoas
cpini n.. lie was nevertheless ■' man of
FialiclS.
De. 17 fiotu Seat t le.
strong eou\ieiions ami was never
Statr of >F.,i:r H (i y urtis. an iv.-d ,p
in the c.mraue of them
1!• ni_ K ng M,.y 12
it. N- w Y- vk
He was a man of ,-ound
;i
T: die E Star bn. k, Eben t urns, cbart.-tl
tine tyjje of the ib-ai-headed, patriotic
from New York June .7 mr Poniand, O.. via
Ameiican.
: * t• nc ;
irtci years ot his
l'iuiadei pida.
ite it. was my gm*.
t -r’.une to sustain
Wu H M ac\ A i:. o .a; y, -.1. !o,i
;n
> w
■b *se l.msi:.--- a ml
iai : -hit ions with
York Nov 14 for \ okabam
passed Anjer
Mar.l
bors.
I
1.
Win II tenner, .1 T E.skiuc, .-a .. .! ;: 11.
•o.
his stay at
csjii>nd« d wit!. 1 m uai;
New York April 2d for shanghai.
1!*uitMula and was tbrowa: nardi in his
W ,) lioT.-i!, Sewail C Lancaster, saii.wl
I have no
return.
society aftei ids
from Scatto- June 1 for New York.
:
"siv at
tliis time to re-open that very
barks.
"doruu.s
i ia pier
of
and
Jiame which lias passe, into history
Alice Re.-tl, Alanson Ford, sailed from
under the late t liarles A. Dana's characProvidence June Is for Nova Scotia.
terization as “The
of infamy."
C P Dixon. N F Gilkey, sailed lroin New
Fortunately for the good name of our I Y..r k April 20 for Port Natal; spoken May
lat 5 N, l.m MO \V.
17,
country, the overwhelming sentiment of
Edward May, sailed fron, Honolulu Feb
the American people sufficed t> frustrate
14 for San Franeiseo.
its evil designs, and none of its authors
Ethel, Dodge, arrived at Monteviedo May
now have any share in the direction of
10 from Boston.
national affairs.
Evie Reeu, A T Whittier, sailed fr-mr
The assaults of these men upon MinisAuckland, N Z, May 2M for New York.
Harriet
S Jackson, cleared from Baltiter Stevens—as faithful and efficient a
Bay.
public servant as ever represented this more June 4 for Tarpon
W H Blanchard, arrived at
Herbert
country in a foreign land—were instituted at Buenos Black, June 10from
Ayres
Apalachicola.
purposes and partly to
partly for
lolani, MvCiure, sailed from New York
cover the
of their own
May 10 for Honolulu and Hong Kong.
The records of these assaults are of interMabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived at
est now simply as showing the length to
Buenos Ayres May 27 from Boston.
which reckless
Matanzas, arrived at New York June m
may go in an
:
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lacking

■

judgment,

>

<

-■

1

duplicity

j

policy

political
chagrin

uudoing.

mendacity

from Philadelphia.
effort to gain partisan ends.
Olive Tlmrlow. J O Hayes, arrived at Key
I should be false to the memory of a
West June 12 from Baltimore.
true friend and a true man if 1 did not take
Penobscot, E (4 Parker, arrived at Hong
this opportunity to say, and say emphat
Kong June 2b from Newcastle.
ically, that during the time John L. j Rebecca Crowell, M (4 Dow, sailed from
stevens served inis country as its minis- j
Rose Iunis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
ter to Hawaii he performed the exacting 1
New York June lo from Rio Janeiro.
duties of his position with conspicuous
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, cleared from
ability and scrupulous fidelity. He was,
Rajang March 28 for Shanghai.
as Mr. Blaine well said, one of the ablest
St Lucie, arrived at Rio Janeiro March 28
and most experienced diplomats in the
from New York.
service of the country.
During his stay
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grifhn. arrived
it Honolulu he performed no act or spoke
at Boston June Pth from Rosario.
ao woid incompatible with the strict proWillard Mudgett, A C Colcord, cleared
prieties of his official position. He did from New York June 24 for Barbadoes.
his duty promptly, fearlessly, and well.
8CHOONERB.
11 is record was a creditable one, and the
W R Gilkey, arrived at
Georgia
Gilkey,
American people will honor him for it.
Bangor June 22 from Philadelphia.
I believe, Mr. Speaker, that the annexGladys, H B Colson, arrived at Bangor
ation of the beautiful islands of the Pa- June 22 from Port Reading.
cific that he loved next to his native laud
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
will soon be an accomplished fact.
The Carrabelle, Fla, June 20 from Key West.
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at New
trend of events is irresistibly in that diYork June 10 from Brunswick, Ga.
rection.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at
1 shared in the general humiliation
Camden June 21 from New York.
when our ling was pulled down under the
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Bangor
Cleveland Administration, and 1 shall re- June 18 for New York.
to
it
in
see
then?
raised
joice
Mary A Hal!, Haskell, arrived at Boston
peragain
June 21 from Jacksonville.
manency and in pride.
R F Pettigrew. Morse,arrived at Portland
Such a move will establish an ocean
fortress for the proctectiou of the great June 2P from Philadelphia.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Baltiand growing interests of our Pacific coast
more June
from Port. Tampa.
and bring nothing but benefits to the
Sallie I'On, W H West, sailed from BarbaAmerican people.
does prior to June 7 for Ship Island.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at New York
June 21 from Sabine Pass.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
The Honeysuckle.
Bangor June 18 from New York.
“The clover,” said the humming-bird,
“Was fashioned for the bee;
But ne’er a dower, as I have h eard,
Was ever made for me.”

passing zephyr paused, and stirred
Some moonlit drops of dew
To earth; and for the humming-bird
The honeysuckle grew.
[Harper’s Weekly.
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For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the

Signature
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Cook,
Eat,

Digest.

ijj^uaker
At all grocers
'•in

2-lb.

Oats

pkgs. onl>

of
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MISTAKE.
I\

At School and at Home.

I

UTTER.

her father said that her mind was not absent; it was just lazy, and she would have
to

make it

keep

at

work.

-So

sugar, anti
soap; and tell him to send them right up
as soon as he
possibly eau. And mail this
letter as you go oy the corner, too,” she
added.
••Yes'm, I will: I won't forget,” answered Margery; and she ran down to the
g-ite. and went skipping down the street.
She seemed as much a part of the blight
May morning as any bird or buttenly, her
mother thought. ,t> she watched her n
moment before closing the door and resuming her work.
Margery had tlie money for her purchases in a pretty little alligator-skin
purse, which her Uncle Arthur had just
given her that moniin-e as a birthday present.
She was glad of an opportunity of
u.MUg it so soon, and held it tightly clasped in her hand, peeping at it occasionally,
as she ran along. >he felt
quite like a lady
going shopping, .suddenly she thought,
“1 mustn't uget," and began repeating
to herself, “liaisins, powdered sugar anil
>oap: raisins, powu* red sugar and soap.”
Before long she came to the mail-box on
the corner, and, still repeating her iisr,
stood upon tiptoe to reach the cover.
It
was a long stretch for a little
girl jus:
eight years old; but she reached it at last,
and then skipped along.

Margery—raisins, powdered

Newspaper.

Father reads the paper
When he comes home at night,
“To find out all the news,” he says,
And I suppose he’s right:
Yet when I asked, he hadn’t read
That Bob, our butcher’s cat, was dead.
[Annie B. Jones, in July St. Nicholas.
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AYcgetable Preparation for As

These who are swift with pity
On the belli where brave men fall.

A perfect Remedy for Cons tipation. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
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Ml

Worms.Convulsions,Feverish; aessandlossor Sleep.
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Ai >i so they follow the bugle,
A lid heed tile drum-beat’s all,
But their erratnl is one of pity
They sue. ..r the men who fall.

—

[Harper’s
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“While walking down the
the other evening a Spaniard asked
it l ruii'd tell him the quickest way to

liamsey.
me

Tac Simile

Bazar.

street

the nearest hospital."
Arthur.
“What did you tell him.''
liamsey. “1 told him to go on the
"tiler side of the street and yell three
diet is f.»i Spain.”

[
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Ili< FourteeuthQuesrion. Little Clarence
Mi. t_’al(with a rising inflection:)

li]»ers (wearily:) “I'gh” “LittleClarence
“Pa, (hurt you suppose that Spain feels
now a good deal like
those scoffers did
who kept telling Noah that it wasn't goiu'
lain'.'”
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fast,
ELIZABETH MILLIKEX, Administratrix
estate. 1 SETH B. .Ml LLI KEN :ate .*1 Be!ia-;.iu
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County, deceased. h.iving presented hi- lir-t and
final a.-count ot administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
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intaiested may attend at a Probate Court, to he
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Margery did not know who the collector
was, or what good it would do her to wait
for him; and so she extracted but small
comfort from his reply, and her teais

The postman locked the box, and, leaping into his cart, drove off. touching his
cap again at the courteous “Thank von"
of Margery's benefactor.
Then he took
her hand, and they went along towards

The Kind You Have

They too have heard the drum-beat,
They follow the bugle's call,

and looked at her right
hand; it still held the letter, and her left
hand was empty.
In her anxiety t<> remember her commission, she had mailed
her precious new purse!
Her lip quivered; and she turned quickly back to the mail-box, with big teais
rolling down her cheeks. Mie gazed in
despair at the placid, round padlock which
guarded Uncle Sam's mail from the public.
She could not even climb up and
look in through the slot where her purse
had disappeared.
She sat down on a
horse-block, and gave way to tears.
Soon a huge policeman approached; and
Margery plucked up sufficient courage to
lay the case before him, and implore his
aid in recovering the lost property.
He
pulled his mustache thoughtfully for a
moment, then, teliing her she “would
have to wait for the collector,” stalked

again.

For Infants and Childrr

He'll say, “Why, little Grace,
You'll have to teach our deestrict school,
S«mie one o’ these bright days!
Mother, you come and hear this child.”
That's what, my grandpa says.
[Elizabeth L. Gould in July St. Nicholas.

stopped suddenly,

burst forth afresh.
The officer was hardly out of sight,
however, before a man drew near, walking rapidly down lie street. Marg.ry
would not have appealed to him of her
own accord; but at the
sight of her little
tear stained lace lie
stopped, and kindly
the
cause
of
her grief.
inquired
Margery told him her troubles as well
as she could between her sobs.
“Well,
well,” he said; ••that certainly is a pity.
Let’s see how long we should have to
wait."
lie went to the box. and read
from a little card on the side which Marhad
not noticed: “Hours of colleegery
u ui, -1 v. m., Ij m., l and 4 i\ >i."
lie
looked it lii.s watch.
“It is ten o'clock,"
lie said; "Wo should have to wait two
hours.
You see," he explained, “ever)
onei iii a while a postman comes around
and opens th box, and takes out tin* let
ters people put in.
If we were her then,
lie would give us the purse.”
Maigery nodded; and her face brightened at the prospect of regaining her
propeity, even after waiting so long.
“.Perhaps you’d bettei run home now,"
he continued, “and come back here in
time to catch him."
Margery looked doubtful.
"d h ue
exclaimed her l; lend ; ‘thei U s
a collector now!
i’ll catch him."
And
ue started almost at a run towards a little
blue cart, which had stopped at another
mail-box a block away.
Margery saw him approach the postman
and speak to'him.
Then the postman
touched Ills cap; and both jumped into
tl
little blue wagon, which came rapidly
towards In r
When they came to where
she stood, they bo?ii got out: and the post
man produced a fiat
key on a brass chain.
Maigery watched him eagerly, her eyes
dancing with delight.
He opened tlie box.
Margery stood on
tiptoe to look in; but her friend lifted her
up. and there site saw her purse lying on
.'she
top of some letters and papers,
reached in and seized it, and held it as
though she never intended to let it go

I

But, when I'm at my grandpa's house,
He hands me out a book,
And lets me choose a place to read :
And then he ’ll sit and look
At me, and listeu, just as pleased!
I know it from his face.
And when I read a great, long word,

said to her that morning, as she started
out to do an errand:
“Now don't forget,

majestically

teacher

That's what my teacher says.

her mother

;
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next, ami show cause, if any they have, w ay the
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BLN.i AMIN S
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freely, as she ran along by his side.
said aceount should not be allowed.
ill I he (‘utility of \\ aldo iierrasi J..*
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, withii and for
“He knew you, didn’t he?” she said.
(.1 EO. E. JOHNS( >N, Judge.
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
as he law d'.iei ts
Al. pci
m- a.,
A true copy. Attest:
“He came light away when you asked
!
against the e-t.it t* •! sam •;••••»•.*- la
Cna>. P. Hazki.tim Register.
.Mine, A. l>. ISPS.
him, didn't lie? I guess he wouldn’t have
certain iiisirunient, purporting to be tiu* last ! present the same for -e : leu ent
come at all if I'd have asked him. Do
t a■
\ will and testa-men; of WILSON DICKEY, j hereto ate t«nju«>ste<iI ll\ make
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think he would?” She talked very fast
tt
fast, on tbt- second 'fuesday ->t Pane. IMPS. late of Swanville. in said County of Waldo, de- ately.
14. isos.
.lune
Lincoluville,
been
for
presented
ELLERY BOWDEN, Adminisirator with tl.o will ceased, having
probate.
in her excitement.
annexed on the estate <>i MARTIN « <»LS«*\. l:«*e i
Ordered. That notice be given to all persons
When they reached the store he parted of
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A h
Winterporc in said County, deceased. having interested by causing a copy of this order to
with her at the door, lilting his hat as presented his third account of administration ;
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.\ hereby
published three weeks successively hi the Re
allowance.
lie
though she were a lady. The grocer look- said estate for
publican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they app. anted Admim.-; .r :s
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three may appear at a Probate < min to he held at
ed after him as he went up the street; weeks
KLIN Y M.
n
B.
ONUS,
successively, in the Republican .lourna
Belfast within ami for said Comity, mi the ;
:lei e..s* d. an
and, as he took her order, lie said:
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all pet
second Tuesday ol July next, at ten .>t the | ill the ouiitl "t \Y..Id
as tlie law directs
All persons lur.
sons interested may attend at a Probate Court.
! clock before noon, and show uiisc, ii any they
“Do you know that gentleman?”
the estate of -aid It ea-rd
be held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of July : have,
why the same should no: be proved ap- against the same tot set t ietitent. an
“No,” answered Margery.
present
next, and show cause, it any they have, why the
and allowed.
proved
“That is the President.”
thereto are requested to make pa\i
said account should not be allowed
GKo E. JOHNSON, Judge.
l AN Nil
GEO. E. JOHNSON. .Judge.
ately
!
A true copy.
Attest
Margery opened her blue eyes very wide, !
Belta -t. lune 14. ! St'S.
(’has. p. Hazki ii.xk, Register.
and ran home quickly. She did nut think ; A true copy. Attest
(mas. P. II /. k i.
m ', Pegi-re!
the President was just a man. Her mother
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Margery! I was afraid you would forget testament
of JAMES T. POTTLE, late of Mel last,
be the last
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as the law direct
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final
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administration
of
>aid
late
Belfast, in said County ot Waldo, deceas[Christian Register.
mauds against the estate ■>! -an
estate tor allowance.
ed, h iv ing been presented for probate.
de-ited to ]■ resent '.lie tin.' J• -r:
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
Ordered, That notice be given to ail persons in- indebted ! Il.-reto
t.'-trd
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, terested
For Over Fifty 1 ears.
by causing a copy of this order to be immediately to I-.i.o- II la. kprinted in Belfast, in said. County that all per- published three weeks successively in tin Repub- aut
horized agent.
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An Old and Wkli.-Tiukd Remedy.—Mrs.
sons interested may attend at a Probate Court .to
lican Journal. printed at Belfast. that they may
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Winslow’s Soothing Syrup lias been used for he held at Belfast., on the i-ermui Tue-day ot July appear ai a Probate Court to be held at Belfast,
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have,
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said account should not be allowed.
their children wliiie teething, with perfect
ilay ol July next, at ten ot tlie el... k before no.m,
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V
GEO. E. Johnson. Judge.
and show cause it any they have, why the same
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
A true copy. Attest:
appointed \ diMini.-t al. it ill.-.
should
not be proved, approved and allowed.
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and |
('HAS. P. H vzketink, Register.
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GKO. K. .lull N'SUN. Judge.
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sure

ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
take no other kind.

Soothing Syrup,

“I understand that the United States
Commission to the Paris Exposition for
11)00 has asked for 20,000 more square
feet of space.”
“Indeed! What for?”
“We’ll need it to exhibit our contempt
for France's attitude toward us in this
war.

’'

said the elderly gentlethe saucy small boy, “gray hairs
“That ain’t what
should be respected.”
my sister says,” replied theS. S. B. “She
be
pulled out.” [Harsays they should
per’s Bazar.
to

THE HOMELIEST MAN INBELFAS T
As well as the handsomest, and others are invited
to call on any druggist and get free a trial bottle
of Kemp’s Balsam for the Throat and Lungs, a
remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all
Chronic and Acute
and

Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis

Consumption. Price 25c. and 50c.

t;

and ; ed Executrix of the hist will and testament ot
and ,
DANIEL MANSUR, late of Monroe,

“Young man,”

The

doesn’t think I read
So very special well.
She’s always saying, “What was that
Last word ?” and makes me spell
And then pronounce it after her,
As slow as slow can be.
“You’d better take a little care, ’—
Thats what she says to me,—
“Or else I'm really ’fraid you’ll find,
Some one of these bright days,
You’re ’way behind the Primer Class.”

My

I

Margery was a little girl who lived in
Washington Rot long ago, and this is what |
happened to her on the morning of j her
eighth birthday.
Margery was apt to be forgetful—absented-minded, her mother called it; but

man
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>ubject
prepared paper
extraordinarily minute and
in regard to the resoui’cs and
; apabi ities of the i>i mds in a o»inmeieial point of view, and at the same time
j auaivzed in the profouudest mannei the
politic ai effect of tin ir annexation. Although he retained a copy of this paper,
h’s M-n.se of propriety would not allow
him to make it public aftei it had become
the proptiix of the Stum Department of
this Gove 1 men!
Shoul
ever again ’-e agitated and tlds papei be
called for y GongreSS, ir w •.;.! doubt!e>S
i be found to convey more t pertinent and
valuable ivou-mation on the subject than
anything which has yet been published."
As •. result of M
Seveumee's J*sei vation. he returned to his native c untry
a firm believer in the great importance,
from manv points of view of the Hawanan islands to tins country, and with
the iii'iu conviction that they would some
day be annexed by us. It may be worth
noting here that Mr. Severance. Mr.
-sc perBlaine, and Mr. >tevens were
sonal friends. Each was at one time a
part owner in the State paper at Augusta,
the Kennebec Journal, and each in turn
served as its editor.
For three years Mr.
Blaine and Mr. si evens were associated in
the ownership and conduct of the paper,
and the friendship then formed, based
upon mutual confidence and esteem, continued unbroken through life.
The iirst issue of the paper under the
editorship of Mr. Blaine contained a vigj oious editorial from his pen urging the
| importance of annexing Hawaii, and I
will add that 1.* was to the day of his
death a firm believer in the wisdom of
this policy.
Mr. Stevens was appointed minister to
Hawaii by President Harrison upon the
In makrecommendation "f Mr. Blaine.
ing it the Secretary ••! state declared that
he regarded this as one of the most important diplomatic positions in the gift of
the Government, and that, owing to the
obvious trend of events iti the Hawaiian
Islands, it wars important that the place
should be tilled bv an able and experienced man. such a man was John L. Stevens.
He had already served hi- country with
signal ability and success, iirst as its minister to I’aiaguay. and latci ..-it.- minister to Sweden.
Xo man was ever better oualitied both
by nature and attainments for the delicate
aim. exacting duties of an important dipb'lnatic position. With uveat tact he combined an unusual decree c.f caution. He
ii• i<; i!.c instincts .f a scholar and was the
ia.-ter <•!
Kuulish style of rare strength
and grace.
_\
man in public life understood more* marly than lie the pi■■'piieties
f Jiis 'Ilicial position and m-ne was more

j

v

.be

pi.

years

and

SINGULAR STATEMENT.

months as the
diplomatic representative of the United
states Government at the Hawaiian Kingdom lie attained a reputation perhaps
never
excelled by any man on those
His urbanity of manner, his
islands.
readiness to do good to all who stood in
need ot his services, and the admirable
knowledge he exhibited on every topic of
political interest which came before the
people of that remote Government, made
him an especial personal friend and, so
tar as international proprieties would permit, the confidential adviser of the King
and his cabinet."
“The strongest mark of his esteem and
confidence was manifested by the King's
ottering Mr. Severance the highest official
position within his gift (that of secretary
of foreign affairs) if he would consent
to remain as a resident at Honolulu.
His
rapidly wasting health and his attachment
to his old home, in which he desired to
die, forbade Mr. Severance entertaining
veil foi a moment the honorable proposal,
It was during Mr. Severance's commissionership that the subject ol the annexation of the Sandwich Islands to this Government was tiist prominently agitated.’'
“In response to a communication from
the state Department at Washington, Mr.
two
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lid Dies.lay ol June, l-sps.
last,
the
('ll A RI.KS M III ASK. A liinim-t ii o mi the
late of P.KVIXMIN <
PENDLETON. late of
Searsport. in -aid (.oiinty, deceased. Iiav iim pie
seuted his tirst and final account id administration ot said estate lor allowance.

Y11 perr-ons
I in the County of Waldo, deceased.
ha\ ing demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same tor settlement,
and till indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediatelv.
EMMA B. .MANSER.
Monroe, June 14. 1808.

\ DMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE. The subscriber
A hereby gives notice that siie has been duly
appointed Administratrix of the estate of
SYLVANES T. EDGECOMB, late of Belfast,
in rite County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the Taw directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.

!

SARAH E. EDGECOMB.

Belfast, June

14, 1808.

hereby
EXECUTf)RS’
give notice that they have been duly appointed
of
Executors of the last will and
N<>T1CE.

Ordered, Thar notice thereof be given, three
successively, in the Bcpui.iiea.it Jouinai,
in Belfast, in said < ounry, that all peismis
interested may attend at a Prohate Court, to he
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of July
next, and show cause, it any they have, why the
said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
( has P. Ha/ki-tinp., Register.
weeks

The subscribers
testament

BOUNDS C. DINSMORE, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the Taw directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payWILSON A. WHITTEN.
ment immediately.
R. F. DUNTON.
;
Belfast, June 14, 1808.

|

printed

II’ A EDO SS. -In Court ol Probate, held at RelVf
fast,on the second Tuesdav ol June, DSPS.
SARAH M. WHITMORE, Administratrix on tinestate ot FRANCIS WHITMORE, late ot Belfast,
in said County, deceased, having presented her
tirst and final account of administration of said
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday ot Julynext, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:

Ciias. P.

Hazeltink, Register.
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Notice is hereby given that all
he paid before July I. 1898
after that date 1 shall sene in*;
n
the collection ot taxes due
serve warrants mi all persons mu
and taxes on personal estate. I
oltiee in Memorial Building mi Wt-d
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russian

and American colonization.

few years the Russians
the boundary of Eastvast colony of restless emibusy, energetic life is
.>i* keeping with the slugof sleeping Asia.
Along
: he Amur and the Sungaru
'iis districts which radiate
-t,>k come thousands of
subjugating the soil to
.Ming roads, making homes
entering wedge of bustling
the lethargic East. These
are not transient settlers;
go back to Russia, but
llussia to them in closer
;i race of men to the peowho will control this part
it of Asia as far south as it
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household work.
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Anglo->a\ou theory
the settler* of a new country to workout
their own salvation: they must find out
for themselves the natural advantage* and
disadvantages ot the new land, and ofteu
without assistance must come to an tin-

signs

effective

assistant
m r<» tin- settlers, ami it is
be t lie slid of t lie great ini*
Is an at ny of gOl^GOn men
1
w eeks upon
,v
1.5!i f w
tiii* frontier of China and
i> n »w the virtu il suzerain
<
an i. iml. ni ireover, there
'.he w '; ! i able to pi,tv on
a
A si
army th it could
v she is far-seeing enough
Military pow »r the tenacious
a
indus* rial and vigorous oe*h- lauds already under her
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•uresijue activity and toil of
lit-nists ilicrc is something
si
mgly t our American
lergv ami a Is umvm Jilt. X>
Cue description of their life
h Me]then l'> msal contribi'y Harper's without being
•;
th it determination which
•:ve the hioa i lands of our
i:: 1 *s. pierced the forbiddiug
h of national wealth, and
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cm ner dal prosperici
,: i'' const.
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>.T:.ety nf New York
•-.[ hist February, ha.- been

T.

RAi.ni

U.
with especial force at times like
these,
when the nerves of the country are keyed
to concert pitch by the existence of a national conlliet.
Any discussion of the matter is futile
without a correct understanding of tlieconditions and problems of modern journalism, its practical as well as its theoretical side, and no one can be better equip
ped iu the subject than an old and trained
journalist, who lias experienced all the
phases of his profession, and finally attained prominence as a critic and man of
letters.
For ’his reason it is worth while
calling attention to an article by Mr. Geo.
\V. Smalley in the July number of liar
s M igazine,
modestly entitled N. es
on
Journalism."
The fairness of Mr.
s
discussion
of the many sides of
Smalley
his subject is no 'css attractive than the
readable, intimate style of the paper,
which is pointed by a number of interesting and unhackneyed anecdotes.
Mr. Smalley has much of value to say
concerning the utiiiiy of newspaper work
a> a pi eparat ory school to the
higher literary professions, and it will seem to many
a curious coincidence that the same number of the magazine which contains
“Notes on Journalism’’ affords several
striking examples of the development and
woik of the best modern journalists.
Julian Ralph, for instance, has risen from
the reportorial ranks t<> a high position as
an author of
fascinating books of travel,
and a story from his pen, which intermingle- fact and fancy delightfully, called
A Prince of
Georgia,” is the opening
article of the July Harper’s. It is, of
idle
to
course,
conjecture how effective
Mr. Ralph’s earlv newspaper training has
been as a factor in his literary success.
Mr. Smalley, it seems, is inclined to find
some truth in the historic remark of M.
Thiers, who once observed that journalism was a very good profession if
you got
out of it soon enough. It would be interesting to have Mr. Ralph’s own views; in
the meantime, however, his work must
speak for itself, and it is sufficient here t
note how forcibly some of Mr.
Smalley’s
thoughts on modern journalism are illustrated by the peculiarly human and realistic qualities of Mr. Ralph’s story.
The
sharp and quick insight of character,
the keenness of wide awake observation,
and the tendency to write naturally and
concisely—merits which Mr. Ralph undoubtedly possesses—can reasonably be
set down as products of habits
uecessaiily
cultivated by thoughtful workers in the
newspaper profession.
zen
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president's
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during
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vention, I give some parts of it here:
Some "lit- says, we are ‘‘called to he not
only reformers, bur builders, oiiservers,"
ami in the

more

than

forty departments

of

organization are some, good building
blocks. The Loyal Temperance Region is
ill*- best foundation for our \V. (’ T. V
building, for the very reason that The ehildren of to-day are the men and women of
our

;

j

To-morrww.
If any union or town cannot
have a Leg: i.. pledge what cl: idren can be
reached, thus securing their interest: not
as paying members but as a reserve force.
They wiii be proud to be called ! ie “-Reserve," and t.' feel that you d. p.-nd upon
them for certain parts of your wort;'. Tile L.
T. L. and Y. Branch arc uot added burdens,
•o e>;,iblPh a Bird
Day in the ; l ilt helps all al ng the way, and will be i
inly embused by the State! ready r tin uj> the ranks, as older members I
■IIof Public Instruction. \ an- culled IT me. Miss L. M. Littiebeld of
Winterport was app-iuted Siij»t. <d Y. work
recognized day in the
and :s very much interested.
1 hope onions,
two
cities iu Pennsylvania,
•a
:ndivi,Inals, a. towns where there is no
pi iate exercises are
W i'. T L., w ’.secure her aid.
If no Y
the
with enthusiasm
cau be formed, her
"it will strengthen the j
Wt*rk and the Workers.
mu
es> of the New York
We need t<h
more work
among the
of the ‘who.L ve: one sending a child To school,
'Ay is the
visit
to
that
school
at
once every
least
ought
b\ (iovernor Black, last
been sent in the form of a term, to become acquainted with the teacher,
and the conditions surrounding the child
n
tic .sand postmasters in while
It will make the !
away from home.
teacher'." work easier and better, as well as i
lie
Let
neither
Pertain wild birds protected.
pupil’s.
pupil, teacher, nor
-ch').*; Supt. forget that there is a law reir caught at
issess.-d i;vmg or dead. Tics
Hiring the teaching of the nature and effects
c
,:
affect any birds the kill- of alcohol, and that you desire to see it cars
prohiliited between certain I ed ollt.
Social Parity is one of the very important
a
.visions of this act, nor does
Knghsh sparrow, crow, liawk, departments. A curfew uiw requiring
•row-blackbird, common black- dren to be at home at 8 p. m. would diminish i
-.giislier; and it does not apply ol ences of this nature. 1 recommend that I
t. K1UU3
i" 'mile sum itn uriuuauoe ai
hi iding a certificate under the
li.y
tin-* next town meeting.
This act.
Whoever shall vioW. C. T. U. Medal Contests is an excelnt to violate the provisions of
lent way to make sentiment (also to get
shall be deemed guilty of inissome money in the treasury, as well as a
i m addition thereto shall be
I hope many
•naltv of >25 for each bird killvery pleasant entertainment).
r
possessed contrary to the contests will be held with Mrs. E. P. Alexander,
at
the
this Seel loll.
appointed Supt.
convention, to
nests "f wild birds shall not
pusa the matter.
1 believe to set aside oae-teuth would
wilfully or needlessly destroyenable us to give far more freely. Suppose
n necessary to protect buildMt their defacement.
Wlio- you try it for six months. Then have a
.‘date or attempt to violate the
“Tithing Sociable; give your experiences,
aud a tenth of your tithe to some definite
this section shall be deemed
misdemeanor, and m addition object, like the Temple, our State work or
the Waldo Co. Home for aged Women.
to
>25
for
liable
a penalty of
bhed or destroyed contrary to The fund for that object grows slowly but
of this section.
surely.
We have promised to advance our cause
r further information coneernroteetiug wild birds and re- by all proper means, yet <>ne very simple 1
I do not always
al mu may be made to
way is often neglected.
see the white ribbon wheu I see the white
Morris K Jesit.
j
iiiuhon Society of the State of ribbon woman. But I wish to I look for it.
< >thers look for
oiericaii Museum of Natural
it, too. Please wear it all the {
time.
York City.
A few
years ago petitions were very
numerously signed, protesting against the
‘•Enchanted Islands, whose origin is
MODI »IN lil.AI T\
wearing of birds and bird-plumage on the f
whose period of usefulness to
hats of women.
Yet tips aud aigretts are : unknown,
man
cannot he
d f< i>d ami sunshine with
and whose
much worn, the procuring of the !
very
latter involving special cruelty. Is there complete cycle of romance will ever re'><• ;n the open air
Her form
no connection between the milliners' use of
main
thus Mrs. Aubertine Woodt:
ami and her face blooms
bird-plumage and the increase of the various ward Moore describes the Isles of Shoals
It
her system needs the
inserts and worms that inflict such damage
iu the opening pages of the
New
n <>f a laxative remedy, she
upon agriculture V
Magazine, in an excellent paper
Although Frances E. Willard is gone from devoted to the
aud pleasant Syurpof Figs
of these famous
our sight, we are none the less loyal to her
> tiiforuia Fig
Mrs. Moore
Syrup Co. only. work—our work—aud to the faithful woman islands.
many interestfacts
in
connection with the discovery
who is iloiiig the work dropped by her. ing
of
the
There
is
much
we
can
do
Shoals
and
to
Mrs
t.lieir
help
liuiiroud in Alaska.
early inhabitan s,
Steveus. Let us, in the twelve weeks be- dwells on the later
when Celia Tluixtween now and our State convention at Ban- ter was
A laska.
June 1”, via Seattle,
priestess there, and repeats
do
some
earnest
work
on
these
two
gor,
The lirst mile of track of
and traditions which are told in
lines, especially enforcement of the prohibity in Alaska was laid through
connection with many spots on the shores
lay. Grading is finished for a tory law and the increase of our member- of the islands. No annalist of the Shoals
ship. We have done well so far this year.
e miles beyond the city.
Let us work for a fjti 11 better showing in lias appreciated more
the
charm which surrounds
September. We can if we will, for “’tis God and
M'til<|n County Fairs.
that worketh in us."
these
wind and wave-swept rocks.
Your sincere co-worker,
Iler article is
illustrated with
Penobscot, Monroe, Sept. 13,
Emily F. Miller.
I
picturesque bits of the islands, many of
North Searsmont, June 25, 1898.
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"do, date not yet announced.

dhcial flag of the President of

w
,,
!

states is

printed,

for the first

the cover of the July
due
Journal.
The flag was
1
!oj)ted as the President’s emhenceforth will be employed to
^
official presence.
When he
^ hite House the
flag will be
1
here, and wherever he may go
‘‘"‘t of the United States
it will
ts publication in accurate
"ill be a matter of much
as it will acquaint the
Oje President’s emblem.

‘.1

».v,

Malaria Cured by Pe-ru-na.
I and my three children were subject to
Malaria.

We all took
Pe-ru-na, and got

od

1

Ij

a

U.,

!%;&•.

«j(fc.‘|,la|l
"jasmuch

in-,

through taking quinine.
It has done more for us
than anything else
m

free from that

11H

and

trouble.

Henify, Earlington, Ky.”

nra

ara

Mrs.

nnn

Anna

Pe-ru-na cures malaria in a manner
that is marvelous.
Druggists everywhere sell Pe-ru-na.

Oh

1 Mb

iv’v.iva

I'uuimi

itcmni

uuieih

In Demand.

that.

showing the crowd around the MOXIE Wagon at the
Worcester, Mass. State Fair in their eagerness to get
a glass of this delicious,
refreshing beverage after the
Druggists s.-ll it hv the glass.
fatigue of sight seeing. •A11
Grocers
the
title and ease. Get the Genuine.

There is a curious historical parallel in
the fact that the popular rallying-cry of
the Texas volunteers, when fighting a
Spanish race in the other half of this
century, was, “remember the Alamo!’’ A
stirring reminder of those days on our
Western frontier is contributed by Martha
McCulloch-Williams to the July number
of Harper’s Magazine.
It is entitled “A
Man and His Knife,** and consists of passages from the life of James Bowie, whose
exciting career is still remembered in I
Kentucky and on the Kio Grande, and
who died a hero's death at the Alamo,
where Texas has erected a monument to
him and his comrades with the famous in-
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-*TEAMS 8113 TURNOUTS ETERI DESCRIPTION.*FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIGHT OR DAY.
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1

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

DYES I

and

3-

.4 AT COLOR, i
«;

..

i2

The Cleanest. Fastest Dye for
*2 Soiled or Faded Shirt Waists,
;» Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains. Under:g linen, etc., whether Silk, Satin,
.£ Cotton or Wool.

•;

S:

The

-j* ■.<

Doctor
in

was

are

buy,

..

give

a.

«£ &

Bitters.

1

Still
cured. When I 4
ray mother used to
or

cured.

two doses

1

Our

drug-

1

Get

1

1

invariably

1

gists always keeps

1

a

1

all

1

They cost 35 cents only. See that he
L F."
gives you the right kind, the

them.

bottle, and I know
l

ight

Opera

House Block, Belfast, Me,

F.” Atwood’s

( me

when I

you'll

come

be

StakJHBOW YOURTRUSSW

Press,1

The Burgess

Of Men, Women and
children, cured by the
Fidelity Method.
No cutting operation,
no detention fr**iu daily

CARDS,
ROSTERS,
x'x
BILE HEADS,
LETTER HEADS, V.X*
PROGRAMS,
i
| PAMPHLETS,

x'x

1

duties.
We guarantee
ill every

again.”

no

And all kinds

Avoid imitations.

of Legal Printing

neatly and promptly done.

7tt

Physicians

They overcome Weakness, irreyularii.v and cmis.-ions, inj.ains
They are

’Life Savers"
r>ndv.
them.

FOli

SALK

H.

lit

II.

MOOIIT.

Duck, Contain

|

No. 13

From St

Belfast

of

Livery

Company

secontl-hanel car-

riages and harnesses at very low
prices, as they are to be replaced

by

new.

Also

one

it

passenger

by

a

geoTfTeames, m.d,d.d.s.
The Nose and Throat.
(Near

Newbury Street,

Corner of Fairfield Street)

MASS.

Hours, 12 to2. Others hoars
by appointment only.
| ly45*

October, 1897

c.

[

Ocfici Hours, I to

3m21

I

7 to N I*. M

Bellas!. Me.

special method.

33 HIGH STREET. BELFAST.

Mrs. E. A. Rhoades
(FORMERLY

D. B. SOUTHWORTH & SON.

BOSTON,

,

Taints. A

No plasters used.
(jentlemen treated Mondays.
Implements disinfected alter each patron.

coach.

INo. 940

Operating Surgeon,

RETURNED TROT BOSTON.

Feet treated

The

investiert.*

E. L.STEVENS. M.D.

Brokers,

riiY

mi
MAS

will sell a lot

ly

Belfat Office, Johnson Block,

Ivr38

FOR SALE.

and

ai;e

Tents, Awninys, Curt Cover*.

N.i known remedy fer women equals
Cannot do harm life become." a pleasSold b> druiririsls.

DR. MOTTS CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

i» cares

as

AM) DEALERS IS

womanhood, aiding

$1 per box by mail.

ure.

J. \V. Frederick *Sc Co.,

Ship Chandlers, Ship

crease vi^or and banish
| of
menstruation.”

at

to

invited t«- cal

<>ver l'.-'

Consultation and examination tree.

SAIL MAKERS.
And Successors

cure

ease we

plete.

Newton 8. Lord & Go.

DR. MOTTS

a

accept for treatment, -n-i
•mmoney is required until uuiv is

gate.

:.to trirls

v.

JOB PRINTERS.

-t

“1..

me

Assets.

jySTEAM BOILKR INSURANCE AND INSPECTION. %% s .unu B.unis ft Cash.,
ors, Administrators and I'rutseos.
Correspondence solicited. Real estate

by the profession.

use

Me.

FIRE, FIFE, ACCIDENT, Pi.ATE GLASS, TORNADO FNSLRANlE

1 have tried cal >mel and
all the remedies that are now
}'"U

Winterport.

ip

Representing Over Twenty Million

v

Says:

“

1

X~

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE.

5*

:
;
rg Sold in AH Colors by Grocers and*:
S’:
.£
Druggists, or mailed free
for 15 cents:
5:
ig Address, THE MA YPOLE SOAP DEPO T, ;i
127 Duane Street, New York.
;£
S;

1

Buckboards.

FRED ATWOOD

g-

2:

I
!
i

or

ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROMPTLY FILLED.

3-

OPERATION

—

PROPRIETORS.

ImaypoleI
i SOAP I

1 WASHES
1

I

scene,

JEWELRY,

j

defeat;

actual

an

WATCHES,

WE SELL

■■

I»i;i k l'.
The (An respondent ia of!
Madrid, June :!'»tli, imblished a report to
the effect that 'lie peace conditions sug- j
gested by the government or the United
States include the possession
by the
United States ot the island of Porto Rico;
the independence of the is,and of Cuba
under the protectorate of the United
States; the establishment of a naval
station for United States wart-hips in the
Philippine Islands, and a coa depot at
Canary Islands. ...The United States
army is equipped with three months'
supply of medicines, and of this quinine
forms a good share. In addition to the
supply already on the ships the hospital
vessel Relief will take to Santiago 1,000,000 quinine pills.Italy has privately
informed Spain that Admiral Camara’s
squadron will on nc acci unt be allowed
to coal at any Italiazi port on the Red Sea.
.Upon the application of the United
States Consul at For: Said orders have
been issued forbidding the coaling at that
port of Camara’s fleet until further
notice.Reliable news just
received
at Key West from Havana says a
reign of
terror exists there.
The police threaten
to revolt and are being watched by troops.
Famine is imminent.
The city is panicstricken.

Washington
WnisrEHixG.s.
The
President June 27th .sent two special
t<*
for
the
messages
Congress providing
recognition of the services of Hobson, the
lit ro of the Merrimac, L out. Newcomb
computed,
and crew «»f the cutter Hudson which
rescued Winslow at Cardenas, Capt.
untold,”
llodgdnu on despatch boat McCulloch at
the batta* of Manila and Naval Cadet
July
Joseph W. Powell, who held the steam
England
launch under the bluffs of Santiago Harhistory
bor, searching for the crew of the Merrigives
mac.
He promoted Powell to ensign.
The President says Hobson’s companions
have
already been promoted.The
days
Northern patrol squadron inder Comhigh
modore Howell, has been ordered to
legends
north Cuban waters to reinforce the blockading squadron. Commodore Howell will
probably succeed Commodore Watson as
fully
mysterious commander of the
blockading division.
delightful
Official orders announce that Commodore
jagged,
Watson’s squadron, to make an immediate
beautifully
dash to Spanish coast, will consist of the
Newark as hagship, battleships Iowa and
the views giving interior and exterior
cruisers Yosemite, Yankee and
glimpses of the Appledore Cottage, while Oregon,
Dixie, and three colliers. This squadron
portraits of Mrs. Thaxterare also includ- will sail for the coast of
Spain immediately.
ed. Warren F. Kellogg, 5 Park Square,
Boston, Mass.
Fish and Game. Of the many halibut
which Capt. E. S. Gott of Gott’s Island
$100.
has caught this season, two of them
Dr. E. Detchon’s Anti Diuretic
weighed over 200 pounds each.The
if
U.
S. Fisheries Steamer Grampus, Capt.
be
worth
than
$100
to you more
May
you have a child who soils bedding from in- Hann, has collected eighteen million
continence of water during sleep. Cures lobster seeds and returned ten million to
old and young alike. It arrests the trouble the sea
between Portland and Mt. Desert.
at once, $1.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
They have freed one and one-half millions
Iy28
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
in St. Johns bay and one million near
Damariscove.The total ale wive catch
casto hia :
at Damariscotta this
year is 6,000 barrels
Bears the
>»Tlie Kind You Have Always Bought
including those sold for bait, etc. This
is next to the best year on record.
Newcastle and Nobleboro will receive about

had its messenger of
Alamo had none."

is
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I

the
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1

rWE

j

scription:
“Thermopyla-

The above

by

night

iiih:

•J.jili to proceed immediately to Cliickamauga to take command of the brigade.
He left Sunday. Saturday night a reception was given him at the hall of Bosworth Post, (t. A. 11., and lie was presented
with a sword and belt by bis comrades of
the 17th Maine regiment, in which he
served as colonel.
The presentation was
made by Maj. William II. Green, former
commander
of the Maine G.
department
A. K.
In behalf of many of Portland's
most prominent citizens. Mayor C.
II.
Randall presented Gen. Mattocks with a
horse and equipment.The Maine .State
Spiritualist Association held its annual
meetings at Lakewood June gatli and
-bth, a fail sized numbei being present.
The Madison .Spiritualistic
Association
was in charge of affairs,
and among the
speakers present were 'lest Medium
Kdgar W. Kmerson of Manchester, \. 11.,
and Miss Lizzie Harlow of Haydenville,
Mass., both eminent speakers and wellknown .spirit;: ilists.

big rush
ber, and

is expected in August and Septemmost packers are holding on for
The people permanently located in
aud
the several towns along the trail
Dyea
are mostly Western people trying to create
excitement by finding a new "trail or mine
and laying out new town sites. There are
many women going in. The most of them
wear knee skirts aud some of them dress
like men, with trousers aud rubber hoots.
The days are getting long. It is good daylight at 2 o’clock in the morning and at 10 at

WEEK.

Maine Matteks. After several months
of very slack times at the Linn woolen
mills, Hartland, a contract has been
awarded to this company by the United
States government for 17,000 shawls for
the Indians.
This, with the work that
the mill now has on hand, will be enough
to keep mills running on full time for four
officers of
or live months.The class
Bates, 1000, have been elected for next
year as follows: President, E. S. Enrick;
vice president. A. G. Cotheron; secretary,
Miss Pena Dresser: treasurer, A. W.
Eich: special Ivy day parts; orator. E. I.
Morse, poet. Miss Blanche Bears; odist,
Miss Mabel Morse: toast mister, G. G.
Giiffio; executive committee, B. E. Packp. Dennison. Ferris Bommerbell,
ard, (
Miss Eliza Avery.II. W. Jewell of
Farmington B issuing a book entitled the
Mr. Jewell has
Frauklin h,,unty Flora.
discovered! about --■> varieties of plants
in that county.The woolen department of Sanlord Mills is now busily
ei gaged in libing a
government order for
several thousand pairs <>f blankets.
Night
crews are employed in the worsted mill,
and the general e nditi n of business in
>; nf<'idi ih
bettei than for several years
pasi.Lieut. Peary of Arctic fame is
visiting his mother in Bethel. He expec ts
u
start north the hr.- of July-Mr.
Lew G foi merly an assistant at Matincus
id'ck. has been promoted to head keeper
"i the light at Beguiu.Gen. Adelbert
-Vines of Lowell. Mass., has been api'-'inu' Biigadier Genera in the U. B.
ii gular army and will soon be assigned to
a command in active soivice. Gen. Ames
is a l'Mtivi of Dockland
a
gvadaute of
B.-t Pei:;, and uiadn a distinguished
!‘oia
in the ci\d wm
He won great
iinf
at the
storming of Fort Fisher,
v. he ic he had command.
He was Governor
M N-Gsippi after the war and U. B. Bens'.
!’
in that >;aic.
He married the only
daiiLhret of Gm, TJ. V. Butler...... Isaiah
Blaise-IP one ut Ellsworth's oldest and
nest {imminent shi{> owners, died June
igfd
IP leaves two sons,
years.
l ied oi Ellsworth, and Walter of Bangor,
Walt ft is a government steamboat inand a skilled machinist.The
*pe<t<<
Democrats "1 the 1st Congressional disiriot. June g-'.d, nominated Lev. Luther F.
McKinney or Bridgton, as their candidate
Mr.
against speaker Peed
McKinney
returned to Bridgton about a year ago,
after an abseuce of S> years.
He was
congressman from New Hampshire in Ism;
and was re-elected in ls»
Previous
to entering politics he was a F'ni versa! is t
minister.Brig. Gen. Charles P. Mat-

many vicissitudes and discouraging experiences. Ihreetly opposed to this idea,
the paternalism of a strong imperial govlittle such
ernment ha- a temlencN to
self-reliance.
Many suggestions of a comparison between the two systems are afforded by
reading, in connection with Mr. Bonsai’s
b
u to the J ulv nui bei
of Harper's Moganine from the pen of
Charles M «reaa H uger. The latter paper
is emitted
1’lie Middle West's New Bra."
It < omprehensi vely .-ketches the business
of
t.hi*
portion of our country.
history
nays the many tendencies which now
point to permanent prosperity, and eonhuh a* follows: “The Wo*; is settling
down to make the moc ot the resources
which it possesses, and has ceased worrying about tic-■ which it possesses not. In
that lies the seciet of its future.'’

\v. C.

Protection of Birds.

memora-

j

j; ;.iAN

!

rivers at the head of the Yukon were
fast breaking up, and would be clear of ice
in ten days. There have been about 2,500
people over Chilkoot Pass since January,
hut they are coming very slowly now. A
great many returned to the United States
last month, and hundreds are on the pass
without money aud out of work.
Good
horses are selling now at 810 to 820 a head
that six we.ks ago were selling at $300.
A
and

delicate.

Glastonbury, Ct.

NEWS

ble remarks made about America by Mr.
Matthew Arnold were some pleasant observations on our newspapers, written in a
letter to his daughter when lie was sailing
for home.
He said: “The greatest relief
will be to cease seeiug American newspaTheir badness and ignorance are
pers.
beyond belief. They are the worst feature
of life in the United States.”
It is somewhat comforting to believe that Mr. Arnold’s sweeping and startling opinions
were warped occasionally by violent attacks of insular prejudice, but his views
deserve consideration, at least, and any
comments of such an eminent critic of life
and letters can hardly fail to be of some
The sentences above
suggestive value.
quoted were written ten years ago; what
should we say if asked whether, since
then. American newspapers have grown
better or worse? Has the iulluence of the
American press increased or decreased
during a period wlu n so many papers have
joined the class which we may justly call
sensational'.
Does their iulluence make
for the public good, and is it effective in
strengthening and unifying our complex
national lite? Such questions must suggest themselves to every thoughtful eiti-
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Soaps

T(,n

fry.

trout

Along Chilkoot Pass.

—

you the soap.

as

Sedalia, Mo., June 18 Ernest Floyd,
writing from Dyea, Alaska, under date of
May 20, says lie is engaged in packing on
Chilkoot Pass, but his employer is not making expenses, as the rate from Dyea to Lake
Lindemann is only Ge. a pound. The lakes

k he fame of \\ il-

age

liain.k

skin

15.000

the cake of White Glycerine
Toilet Soap found in each pack

this
and

high

S'When you Wash the Baby

fuse
J of Ivorine.

f

I

A

The stream has been sold
$3500.Last week, Supt. D.
E. Johnson, of the Caribou fish hatchery,
took 15,000 trout fry and 1,000 California
salmon fry to Nickerson lake, Houlton,
where they were liberated.
He also put
10.000 Penobscot river salmon fry and
1.000 California salmon fry into Meduxnekeag stream. Before returning home he
visited Munsungeu lake where he placed

JVORINE
POWDER

eyes open, aud his long training as a correspondent has enabled him to recount
graphically the significant and salient
features of this invasion of the Slays into
the East—an invasion peaceful enough
now, but with all the portentous possibil- j
ities within it of a mighty conflict, aud of
a forcible solution of the Eastern
Question. |
It will be of not a little interest to note j
the economical history of this new section
of the Kussiau Empire, and to compare i
it with the corresponding growth of new
lands under a settlement by Anglo-Saxons
The course of the development of the
States of our Mississippi valley, for instance, may be briefly described by a division into three periods—settlement, extravagance, and depression. Upon a fourth
era they are now entering, and the many

ist

|
j
'I

$3,000 apiece.

as

MRS. W. P.

CLARK)

Manufacturer of and dealer in

Hair Goods.
Mail orders receive prompt attention.
3m21 *
Office 400 Main St., (up stairs)
ROCKLAND, ME.
P. O. Rox 139.

'wiTliis.
have 8 good work horses which I will
Iin24
9ell cheap.
DR. L. W. WEST,
Office at Belfast Livery Co.

co.

iobbkks or

CRAIN,
FEED,
SEEDS and
GROCERIES.
Importers
Dealers In ttie finest

of

Suit.

quality of

Anthracite and

Blacksmith

*
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BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

33, 33, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me,
TELEPHONE 4-3.
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SEARSFORT

Hazeltine, Belfast.

LOCALS.,

Robert Hichborn returned to Boston MonAlien

is

at

home for

a

short

vaca-

tion.

Frank E. Kneeland spent the 4th with his
parents.
Maud B. Coleord returned from her visit
to Ellsworth

Saturday.

Clara Burleigh of North Berwick is
Miss Louise Leib.

Visa

visiting

Misses Dora, Rose and Hallie Roulston are
visiting their father. N. Roulston.
Henry B. Black of Everett, Mass., made a
short visit to

his mother this week.

Blanchard and Miss Inez
Dolliver returned from East Corinth SatE

k

1>.

G.

Jam

guest of

Dr

Clifton, Harold and Charles Woods of
a im's, Mrs.
i. hester, Mass., are at their
Webber's.
ived

Biather applied the match to a
display of lirewmks at lus father's
M> unlay eveiiing.

Fred .J
resident

Rev. R. G. Harbuit delivered

a

line

very

s.

s.;

over night,
returning to their
day....The school in this Dist

Pure

Hatch, c. f.;
and Haekett,

The day

ing of

eaunou

Patriotism

ot his disc

was

>

j

rousing r.-a.-piion ir, .air young people,
lias again arrived in town. am. it we are to

judge by

its patronage
abated.

has not

George

on

the 4lli

j

j

Hammons of the firm of Hinds!
Avenue, Boston, who ;
spent a few days in town this week, informs
us confident: a iiy that ne has not
passed so !
pleasant a h diday for long time.

vN

L

Coon,

Atlantic

Cl- G•

n• 1 on,

Cape.

hols, Joseph
Bweetser, Bert Co.cord and Frank Curtin

D

Amos Nic

to-day for a yacht cruise among the
They intend to reinaii about ten
days and anticipate a very plea.-cnt outing.
leave

1

islands.

Conspicuous
the

first

on

two

the Castine nil team for
last

innings

“Reddy" Fairbanks,
captained both the base bail
who

teams at

Monday was
successfully
ar.d

foot ball

Bowdoiu several times during

1

|

his !

course.

Capt. Amos Nichols -f Searsp >rt, who has
stopping at the Lake Hotel, Sebec,
uught live sain on Saturday night that
averaged 4 1-2 lbs. and Peter Mclutire,
Hartford, Conn., captured l’4 black bass
1

averaging 2 1-2 lbs. Mr. Mclutire received
a handsome row-boat
Saturday J'rom Massachusetts parties,
f Piscataquis Observer.
A

party of young people enjoyed a buckboard ride to Toddy Pond in Swanville,
Tins oond, which is about seven

miles from this

village,

becoming

is

a

very

popular picnic ground, the several islands
making a fine place for lunch and the black
bass offering a special inducement to lovers
of the rod and reel.
An

impromptu match

trotted

a

few

even-

ings since between several of the fast ones
of this section showed beyond doubt that
C. h. Treat’s Old Tom, W. Berry’s Dot,
Capt. C. C Park’s Rockland Boy and Mr.
James B. Treal's sorrel were not in it with
Castle Dare, owned by Mr. Jac.ison, who J
demonstrated the fact that he is >ne of the
horses that when called on can go to his
record at any and all times

Mrs. Webber have the heartfelt sympathy <>f their many friends here,
in their affliction.
Mrs. J. W. Walnutt and
Miss Angie Carver left Wednesday mornmgto attend the funeral which takes place 1
Thursday.
Mr. and

|

The school in district No. 2, taught by
Miss Marietta Nickerson, closed June 25th,
with

interesting patriotic

exercises.

The

Park,

Laura
Rufus

term

Mrs. Ghas.

W.Barnes celebrated the fifteenth

anniversary of their marriage June 28tli. A
large number were present, who left some
very valuable presents as reminders of their
visit... .Mr. and Mrs. E, G. Chase of Bangor

making a visit at Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
Chase’s-Haying is now in order and every
one in the country is very busy.
Help is

are

scarce.

was

Nickels,

Park,

Trundy, Etiie Curtis, Story Trundy,
Curtis, Lester Curtis. Elisha Treat,

Crawford

Treat and

Nehemiah

Roulston.

Those absent only on account of sickness
were Rebecca Ross, Henrietta Garey, Ruth
Trundy, Albert Nickels and Benson McClure.

Julia, wife of JoliirSullivan,
died July 1, 1898, aged 65 years. Mrs. Sullivan’s maiden name was Donovan. She was
Obituary.

Roscarbarry, County Cork, Ireland,
She
and came to this country in-.
lived several years in the family of C. B.

born in

the

she has
Her sister. Mrs. John

j

son

registered from 90 to 97 in
Ethel Maxtield has returned from York, where she has been tea* liing school-Sch. Copy of Bangor, which
w as towed here full of water several weeks
ago, lias been bought by Capt. Melvin Grant,
who bis beached her ind is ready tor reThe glorious Fourth was ushered
pairs.
iii with firing of guns, fire crackers and the
usual amount of noise, At this writing, 7 30
a. m. the horribles have just passed and
|
were too horrible to
describe. The hay wi.i j
be celebrated with a picnic ar. the alumni
j
It

season.

the shade.... Miss

gro\

parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Mason_Mr.
and Mrs. David Twitchell visited in Freedom last week.
While there they lost a
horse, which is a great loss to Mr. Twitchell.
-Olive Marden has returned to her home
in China... .Mrs. Sarah Sanford has her
barn nearly completed-Justin Jackson
spent Saturday and Sunday at home_
John Mason has been quite sick, but is convalescent ...J. B. Sylvester was in Oakland
last week, on business... .Richard Pearson
of Rockport visited his mother, last week.
J. L. Pearson is at home on a five weeks
vacation from Everett, Mass.
....

They Say,” by 1st Grade, Alpbonso Wagner, Stanley Partridge, Tillie Holt, Carrie
Holt, Bernice Partridge, Jennie Wagner,
Charlie Carr, Nita Page, and Harold Pag i;
I rec.,
“Only a Boy,” Elmer Eames;
j concert rec., Great Wide World, by
the school; Band of Mercy, song by school.

June 29.

Passed 5 p. m., sch Sarah

Patmer, Whittier,Baltimore for Key West.
Bath, June 29. Sld, sch Young Brothers,
Snow, Washington; July 1, sld, sch Methebesec, Snow, Richmond, Va.
Carrabelle, Fla, July 2. Cld, sch Henry
Clausen, Jr, Torrey, New York.
E

FOREIGN PORTS.

years

Holt, (» years old, and Charlie Carr, 5
old-The Centre base ball nine, as-

sisted by boys from the Clark neighborhood,
Prospect, and the Roberts boys, assisted by
some of the Red Seals from
the village,
played last Friday on the Centre ball ground.
The score was 12 to 5 in favor of the Roberts
nine at the end of the seventh inning, when
the game ended for some unknown reason.
The game was very interesting.. Among the
features was the batting by the Roberts
Dine and the excellent fielding of the Centre
nine. The Centre boys wish to thank the
Clark settlement boys for their very effective help and Lope to secure their services
again. The Roberts boys also express great
satisfaction with the playing of the Red
Seals.... Miss Jennie Crockett is visiting in
Belfast... .Miss Jessie Marden has been in
Prospect for the last week-Miss Rhodeharnel of Vinalhaven is visiting at Mrs.
Frank Marden’s-Miss Violet Berry closed a successful term of school at the Centre
last Friday. The closing exercises were
very

interesting and quite

present.

a

company

was

N

ORE3ATH8T

25 GT SHOW
ON EARTH.

’.ARCtR, GRANDER
AND BETTER THAN EVER.
GRAND FUZE STREET PARADE
AT NOON

ADMisSiOfi O.jLV

DIED.

WILL EXHIBIT
DAv ONLY AT

B"\vi>i;n. In Penobscot, June 22. Mrs. ( ->ra
Bowden, aged 18 years, l month and 12 days.
Carter.
I
Sedgwick, June 20, Charles A.
Can.
aged 2 months and In days.
Grinble.
In Brooklin, June 22, Nathaniel
Gnndle, aged 72 years, 1 month and 17 days.
Darby. In Rockland, June 20, on board schr.
Geo. B. KergnSon, Hiram Darby of Belfast, aged
57 years
It !'.*.ins. Iii Belfast, July 1, Irena \V. 11
gins,
agc-d 51 years, in months and 14 days.
H..\vari>.
i, Matinicus, June 22. Charles Howard. aged 72 years. 8 months and in days.
ki wis. In North Haven, June 24, Mrs. Rachel
C. l ewis, aged 74 years.
Obi:r. In Bucksport, June 21, Mrs. Ruth S.
Ol»er. aged 82 years. 0 months ami 1 day
Perkins. In Bluehill. June 21, Mrs.'Carrie 8.
Perki- s. aged 50 years, in months and 0 days.
1’i:!:ssey. In Dee*- Isle. June 10, Mrs. Harriet
L. Prossey. aged 85 year.-, 2 months and 2n days.
8n >\v
in Bucksport-, June 24. Mrs. Gertrude
E. Snow, age't 7n years ami 7 months.
Stover. In Rockland, June 25. Clarence, son
of Clarence 1.. and Maud E. Sn-ver.a nativ*- of
Belfast, aged 1 year. 7 months ami 2 'lays.
Wiley. In Rockland, June 25, William II.
Wiley, a iaii\e <J Ai pletjin, aged 7i years. 2
months a id 0 days. ’Dje rewiaiiis were taken to
Warren >r burial.

ONE

THE

BALL

R. H. COOMBS & SON
LEADERS IN LOW PRICES
j,

from New York for Yokohama, June 13, lat
7 S, Ion 28 W.
Ship Daniel Barnes, which was wrecked on
April 15 in Allass Straits, in the Malay
Archipelago, bound from New York for
Hong Kong, is reported as all brokeu up on
May 28
Charters. Ship Iroquois, New York to
San Francisco, general cargo, at or about $8.
Bark Addie Morrill, Portland to Rosario,
Br bark Adam W Spies (late
lumber, $12.
American) New York to Buenos Ayres, genBark Rose Inues, New
eral totrgo, 13 cents
York to Rio de Janeiro, general cargo, p t.
Sch Jas A Garfield, Jacksonville to Portland, lumber, p t. Sch R F Hart, Kennebec
to New York, ice, 50 cents. Sch Maggie Mulvey, Philadelphia to Boston, pipe, $1.75 and
Fernandina to
loaded. Sch Ed H
New York, lumber, p t. Sch Norombega,
Norfolk to Bridgeport, iron, $1 15
Sch Ella
M Storer, Jacksonville to Philadelphia, lumR
W
Sch
t.
t.
Coal
out, p
Hopkins,
ber, p
Baltimore to New Orleans, coal, p t. Sch
1
Henry R Tilton, Perth Amboy to Salem,
coal, 50 centsI

j

Blake,^

We wish to null attention to

;

Solid Oak Tab
shown by this picture.
"•ik, finely finished, ami
is

them for

I

_

City

Belfast.

bui .lings, km.'Vi

»

hamber

sliore road,
25 amount
live <•• nrs.
E"i 28. 1 >i\ 1. 52 acres, 'and and buildings
km*.vo as t lie stock farm, on Sear-p t shore road
next i\ of lane bet ween lot 2 1 and 25, am .anting
to bn.r 'loliars ami eighty-eight cents.
! t 0. Do 8, 7»> acres, land ami
N'. end
of lane between |< [- 24 ami 25. amounting to five
doila
ami eighty-live eents.
Amounting in all to one hundred ami iw > dob
lars ;■ ml thirty-eight cents, has not been \ aid and

requested.
for the

City

jiMJ.OO ipv.
and most eeomunii ai

;n»ni

0. HILL,
of Belfast.

in yreat

dred and ninety-seven, upon real estate described
f. Hows, vi/.: Lot 8S. Div 1. 18 acre, house and
lot on Bay View street, K. side, lltli 8. of Commercial street, amounting to one dollar and ninety five cents, has not been paid and immediate
M. C. HILL.
payment is requested.
Collector ol taxes for the City of Belfast.

as

__BEST

Maine Coast

j* IK8 Kind You Have

Always Bought

\'I> I

I

\V

Price

O'ltR ECTKO WF.KKLV

FiOi

1 uri
I'll

Pri<
Produce Mark*.
Apples, p bu. K.»«i Oo'Uay. p
4 a d Hide
dried, p it-.
1 d'»a 1 do Laud
Beans, pea.
medium, 1 dija 1 do L;nC >;
yel’w >\ se.1 7d itl! ('■1 Mutts
14a Id Oats. |
Butter, p tb.
d«d »*• tai
Beef, p It..
4i>a id Bonn
Barley, p bu,
I ,st raw
Cheese, p Its
Chicken, p tb,
l0al2,Turkc\
5"a 7d TaiO.u
Call Skins,
14c Id Veal, p
Peek, p lb.
12 Wool, e
EjJtfiS. p doz,
HaC'iW. •■!
Fowl, p It.
Ida Id W ood.
Geese, p Its
>

PORTLAND AND BANGOR.
Commencing Tuesday, June 28, 181)8,

Steamer SALACIA
leaves Franklin wharf. Portland,

Saturdays

at

0

a.

m.

Touching

Tuesdays and
at Squirrel

Island, Itorkland. < linden, North port. I»elfa.-'t ami P.ueksport. arri\ ing at Raugor ;ti 7
Returning—Leave Rangor Mondays and Thursdays at 5 a. m.. .nuking above landings. Arriving
at Portland at about 0 r. m.
Lands at Lewis wharf, Relfast, Tuesdays and
Saturdays at 3.3o p m. Mondays and Thursdays
at 8 a. m.
C'onma-tion- At Squirrel Island for Roothbay
Harbor, Heron Island, Christinas Cove and l’emaquid. At Rockland for Vinalliaven. North Haven
At Relfast with Maine Central
and Stoningtou
Railroad, and on Mondays ami Thursdays with
steamer for Islesboro and Castine.
FAHIN P1IOM POIl I I \M> TO
Squirrel Island..« .75. round trip SI.2"*
2.50
1.5o.
Rockland or Camden...
3.00
Relfast. 2.<_m),
4.50
2.5o,
Rangor.
Weather permitting.
• *
<>1.1 VEIL President.
20
(’HAS. R. I.LWIS. Treasurer.
••

(Tty of Belfast. Me., Julv *5, 1898.
TO MARTIN P. WHITE HEIRS
The tax duly assessed against you and commit
ed to me for collection for the \ear eighteen hundred and ninety seven, upon real estate described
Lot 3d, Div. 1, 1 *54 .o re. lot and
as follows, viz
store on S. side ot Main street, 1st E. of Federal
street, amounting to twenty one dollars and fortylive cents, has not been paid and immediate payM.C. MILL,
ment is requested.
Collector of taxes for the City of Belfast.

OA BTOnlA.

Be Ifast

Navigation Co.

..

the’

\

R.H. COOMBS & SON, 70 & 72 Ma

City ok Belfast, Me., July 0, 1898.
TO OTIS G. BOWEN
The tax duly assessed against you and committed to me for collection for the year eighteen hundred and ninety-seven, upon real estate described
as follows,
iz: Lot "2, Div. 1. 1-2 acre, home
stead on S side ot Patterson road, bounded E. by
Patterson’s, and W. by Shaw’s land, amounting to
one dollar and ninety-five cents, lias not been paid
and immediate payment is requested.
M. C. HILL.
Collector of taxes for the City of Belfast.

Bea«

(>r AIJTY

calls answered at my rooms, 4:1 Iliu'li Street.

(Tty of Belfast, Me., July <>. 1898.
TO ALBERT (J. JEWETT HEIRS:
The tax duly assessed against you and committed to me for collection for the year eighteen hundred and ninety seven, upon real estate described
as follows, viz: Lot 37, Div. 1. 1 18 acres, land
bounded by Congress and Main streets and LinColnviile avenue, amounting to nineteen dollars
and fifty cents, has not been paid and immediate
M C HILL.
payment is requested.
Collector of taxes for the City of Belfast.

J

variety, fi'"m fi-'i

and Burial Goods

Caskets, Robes

Cm of Bklfasi
Me. Julv t;, 1898.
T») HORATIO A HOARS
The tax duly assessed against you and committed to me for collection for the year eighteen hundred and ninety-seven, upon real estate described
as follows, viz: Lot 38. Div. 1, 1-8 acre, homestead on N. E. corner of Charles and Park streets,
amounting to twenty three dollarsand forty cents,
has not been paid and immediate payment is rem'. c. hill.
quested.
Collector of taxes for the City of Belfast.

City of Belfast, Me., July (5. 1898.
TO WM. F. SHAW
The taxes duly assessed against you and committed to me for collection for the year eighteen
hundred and ninety-seven, on real estate described as follows, viz: Lot 33, Div. 1, 14 acre, homestead on N. side Patterson road, amounting to
three dollars and forty-one cents, and Lot 32, Div.
1,10 acres, land on N. side Patterson road, amounting to four dollarsand eighty eight cents; amount
ing in all to eleven dollars and twenty-nine cents,
have not been paid and immediate payment is reM. C. HILL,
quested.
Collector of taxes for the City of Belfast.

n

tiie maikct.

White Iron Bet

City <*f Belfast, Me.. Julv t'J. 1808.
T<> 1. -WIS A. H RNER
The tax duly assessed again-t you and committed to me for ••ollection for the year eighteen hun-

Bklfasi-, Me., Julv <5, 1898
TO HANNAH E. BECKWITH:
The tax duly assessed against you and committed to me for collection for the year eighteen hundred and ninety-seven, upon real estate described
as follows, viz: Lot 42. Div. 3, 1 2 acre, homo
stead on S. side ot Gurney road, opposite school
house Dist. No. 9, amounting to three dollars and
ninety cents, has not been paid and immediate
M. C. HILL,
payment is requested.
Collector of taxes for the City of Belfast.

Suits,

Refrigerators
tors on

M.
taxes

one

1U pieces, in sold ash, !im
l.'S.OO.
only
>t\ ies l'i tii S* 1:5 to !*•»

the stock (arm. on
j rt
next E. ot lane between lots 24 and
ine to ninety one dollars and -i\tv

Collector of

35c- ap|,
before th»-\

sure

a-

immediate payment is

only

lie

to yet

I•
•>

Me., Julv 0, 1808.

GE« *!0.i: l> <>T1S;
The t ixes duly assessed against you and committed to me tor collect ion lor the year eighteen hundred ami ninety seven, upon real estate d> -cri -ed
as iollows, viz
la t 24. Div. 1 loo :eres, laud and
>

(Tty of

MARIN E M ISC ELL A N Y.

OR.OUNBS

Don’t forget the OR A XT) FREE EXHTBITIOX at 1 and
daily. Capt. Eeirce will make his wonderful high dire
dred feet in mid air into a net, FREE TO E TER Y BOD 1

•*

—

or riu Siikiiii i- oi Wvi.m> Cm n rv,)
».
n: m M aim:, \\ ai.i >* Cm n
r.Kl.l A'l. June *29, A. I>. 1SHS.
This is to give notice that, on the *29th day "f
June, A. I < 898, a W arrant in ins
issued by (ieo K. Johnson, Judge >1 tin* « oiirt
of Insolvencv for said Countv •*! Wald", against
the estate ..1 JOHN B. THUMBS ol Beitast..
in said County, adjudged to he an Insolvent
Debtor,on petition or said Debtor, which petition
was filed on
the ‘29th da\ of June, \ D. 1S9*.
to which date interest on claims is t.o be cmptiled ;
that the payment of any debt to orbs -ant Debt-

Ofkh’k

the'transfer ami deliverv "i any property
are forbidden by law; that
meeting "l
Creditors Of said Debtor to prove their debts
and in ease there are assets sufficient to authorize
the same to choose one or more assignees of his
estate will he held at a Court -d Insolvency to lie
holden at the Probate Office in said Belfast, on the
1st day of August, A. I). 1898, at two o’clock in
tlie afternoon.
(liven under mv hand the date tirst above writS. G. NORTON,
ten.
Sheriff,as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency
*2w27
for said County of Waldo.
or,

*•

••

il

/.'cu
ltetai' Price.
Beef, corneil. p Its 7aS Lime. |
Butter salt, 14tbliau, lS'Oat M*
47 Inions.
Corn, p bu.
47 oii.kco
Cracked Corn, p bu
F7 1
Corn Meal, p bu,
1 d Fork \
Cheese, p lb.
Cotton Seed, p cwt. 1 2d Blast m
d a
B\. Me
Codtiah. dry. p lb
Cranberries, p qt.
p
I'ljShort2
a
1
Su_.«
1
1
lb.
Clover Seed, p
Four, p bid, 5 f»o« d imijSait. *
H. G.Seed. bu, 1 75 a 2 Oi' Swect I
Bad Wheat M
Lard, p It

j

<

Foreclo

Notice of
U/III.KE

VS.

am:

r

it

vu

11

J

Si

and

by him

.<

the

Ship Bangalore (Br) Blanchard,

CTS.

TWO PcR, DRY A M C E S DAILY,
DOORS OPEN AT
.30 ix / P. IV

j

(Arg), Andrews, Boston.
Spoken.

TRAINED ANIMALS

Cm y of Belfast. Me., July 0, 1898.
tomary McDonald heirs
The tax duly assessed against you ami committed tome for collection for the year eighteen hundred and ninety sevei upon real estate described
iz: Lot 3d. Div. 1. l-ld acre, lot and
as follows,
house on S. sid> of Bridge street. next E. of Non h j
school
house, amounting to nine dolhus j
Primary
and seventy-five cents, has not been paid and imM C. HILL,
mediate payment is requesteu.
Collector of taxes toi the C ity ol Belfast.

Halifax,
S, June 28. Ar, sch Eliza J
The school house was decorated with everPendleton, Fletcher, New York.
aud
Howers
an
l
a
was
;
St Helena, June 3.
greens
large company
Passed, ship Sacheui,
present. Exhibits of vertical writing and j Singapore for Boston.
June
3.
Yokohama,
Ar, ship Win II
drawing by the 1st and 2d grades were Mary, New York.
shown. The pupils not absent one-half day
Montevideo, June 7.
Sld, bark Ethel,
for the term were Edwin Jacobs, Maud i Puerto Burglii.
bark
31.
Addie Morrill
Sid,
Rosario, May
Partridge, Lyman Partridge, Tillie Holt,
Carrie

MUSEUM AND

...

I'l

Jupiter,

this time

Bean-Wateuhoi-.se. Iu Centre Montville, .Tune
22. Walter Bean and Elnura G. Waterhouse.
Cross- ivkklock.
lu Searsniont, July 2, by
Rev. W. <
Baker, L. L. Cross and Mi>. Annie l".
Overlook, both of Searsniont.
Gregory Wooster.
In Rockland, June 28.
Wells Gregory and Eva Therese, daughter *>f Mrs.
Ada F. Wooster, both of Rockland.
Hui'KiNS-l’iNKHAM.
In Stonington, June )8,
Charies Cliil'ord Hopkins and Lydia May Pinkham. horn of Stonington.
Polled-Holbrook. In West Bowdoin, June
30, by Uev. H Small, William F. Policy of Litchfield and Miss Eva Holbrook of Webster.
Scragi e Snowman.
In Penobscot. June 16,
E. Arthur Sprague and Miss Nellie F. Snowman,
both of Penobscot.
Tehan-Gkimiell. In Islesboro, June 20. by
Rev. Geo. E Tufts, Edward M. Telian of Buffalo,
N. V., avid Mary Edith Grindell of Islesboro.

e.

>

quite remarkMontville.
Mabel Penticost closed a
able, fifteen of the number registered,
very successful term of school here, last
been
twenty-five, having
present every day
Friday. There was a concert at the church
during the term of ten weeks. Their names in the
evening, which gave great credit to
are as follows: Edna Rich,
Ethel Brown,
both teacher and scholars.... Mrs. Ada
Eliza Averill, Dellie Auspland, Beatrice
Rowe of Howard, R. I., is visiting her
Bernice
Elizabeth
attendance for the

a

Penobscot, where

Clarence, came with her
visit-Sunday was the hottest day of

Littlefield, and
for

to

MARRIED.

Ameiica.

Capt. J. W. Walnutt received a telegram
Tuesday announcing the death by drowning
of Miss Katherine, daughter of Henry A.
Waldo. Eph. Littlefield has gone to Masand Hannah Webber of Beverly, Mass., sachusetts, where he has a job on the railformerly of this town. Miss Webber was road-Mrs. R. E. Freeman is in Thorndike
one of victims cf the capsizing of the exeur- j for a two weeks’ visit-Miss Nan J. Griusion steamer “Surf City” on the trip from
dle, who has been teaching in town, left iast
Salem Willows to Beverly, Monday after- week for her home in Penobscot_Mr. and
noon.

from

.,

-t-n

«

Tuesday.

from

several weeks.

a

work. ..With

weather come our city friends,
who have long looked forward to visiting
again this quiet village by the sea. Among
late arrivals are Dr. Geo. F. Eames and
family, Prof. X. S. French and family, Mrs.
J. W. Richards and son, Mrs. X. X. Morin
and sou, Miss Hattie McKeag and friends.
Several lady teachers from Boston are occupying the alumni cottage for a vacation_!
The Hersey Retreat was opened last Fridav
with the same people in charge as last year,
j
The first party arrived July 5th_Mrs. I
Nellie Bunker and children of Brewer are ,-.t 1
Mrs. Robt. French's for two weeks. Mr.
Bunker spent Sunday with his family_
Capt. diaries Baldwin of the patrol boat
Delta has rented one of Capt. B. F. Rice's
new cottages-Mr. A. G. Black came from
Boston Saturday for a visit to his family.
-Clara Perkins, who has been with her
grandmother, Mrs. L. S. Perkins, several
weeks, returned Saturday to her home in
Bucksport. ...Mrs. Eliza Morin and Miss
Ca-llie Morin are visiting relatives and
friends here.
Mrs. Clara Erskine lately
returned

have

SAIiTELLE’S

BORN.

warm

been

rates

BELFAST/??;, JULY 13

Aciiokn. In Rm’klaml, June 3U, to Mr. and
\\ illiani t >. Acluun. a daughter.
('"NAM. Iii Camden. June 25, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Conant, a daughter.
Hamlin. In Belfast. July 0, to Mr. an
Mrs
Herbert Hamlin, a daughter".
Jackson. In Centre Montville, June 28, to Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Jackson, a son.
Mlrkill. In Rockland, June 28 to Mr. and
Mrs. F.dwin W. Merrill, a son.
Rno-aur. In Orlami, June 22, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Rideout, a daughter.
Snow
In Ihieksport. June 15, to Mr. and Mrs.
H. E. Snow, a son.

SHIP NEW*.
Mary Howard and daughter of Beifast
Giir Greeting,
Bertha Cleora Dove
have
been
visiting her father, Job C. Yose.
FORT OF BELFAST.
Rec., It 1 were you,
Tummy Cannon
-Mrs. Annie Bessey of Brooks was the
Sabo LI/./.,•• Maddueks
Lee., a Word,
ARRIVED.
HeH inuaii Jane.
Irena Emma Black guest
Suuday of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
July 1. Sclis. Sarah L. Davis, Pattershallj
Rec., i'!ic Written Name,
C. S. Vose.... Mrs. Cranial Murray of PittsSai m. Maria \\ ebster, Turner, Rockland.
Otis Alvin Ifustus i
Sch P M Bouuey, Burgess, YinalJuly
field was the guest of her brothers and
Singing, Summer Time.
haven.
Rec. The Psalm of Life,
sister last week, Job C. aud Cbas S. Vose i
SAILED.
Chestena Bessie Reed ! ami
Mrs. Jam s C. Bryant ..Samuel Bryant *
Rec A Littie Girds Experiences,
June 30. Sch. Annie R. Lewis, Glover,
of
Rockland
returned
home
last Thursday
Hattie Ellen Black j
New Vork via Bangor.
Lee., Wanted,
Howard Leslie Dre x after a visit to his brother and sister,
July 1. Sch. Fannie M Edith, Ryder,1
,
lit
Arthur George Nickersun.
Boston.
James C. Bryant ami Mrs. B. F. Stevens_
Pec., Something Left Undone,
AMERICAN PORTS.
Gussie Mae Green Most of the farmers began haying this week
New York. June 29.
Cld, sch S M Bird, |
Pee., The Best That I can.
and there promises to be a good crop....
Halifax, N S: sld, sclis Sadie Corey and Kir
Lois Aifreda Thayer j All the schools in town
closed July 1st....
Carson, Bangor, Maggie Muivey, Thiladel- j
Rec., The Tower Playmates,
Christine Lois Black Susie Yose has returned from Auburn, j phia ; 30,ar,sch Lizzie Lane, Perth Amboy for j
Bangor ;cld,sell F C Pendleton, Jacksonville ; |
Ellen May Dovve. where she has been dressmaking.... Miss
Rec.,
July 1, ar, bark Adam VV. Spies, Honolulu; |
Singing, America’s Beautiful Colors'.
Addle Wescott, who is a teacher in one of
ar m Hart Island Roads, sclis Izetta ami
The
Tree’s Rebellion.
Rec.,
the Hartford, Conn., schools, is spending
Mark Pendleton, Bangor; James A Parsons,
Etta May H ustus
Rec., Vacation Time,
Shirley Jane Do ve her vacation at home with her mother, Mrs. Gardiner: Abraham Richardson, Portland:
sch Edward Stewart, St Pierre and Fort !
cld,
Chester
Cleveland
Dowe.
Rec.,
H. W Wescott.
de France; 2, cld, sch James A Garfield,
Memory Gems.
Wood,
Jacksonville; 3, ar, sch A Nebinger,
North Stockton Springs.
The Roberts’
Song,
Gladys Mildred Carter.
Bangor; sld, sch Henry R TUtou, Amboy
.lAtji
me v/iidicuiti
taught by Miss Bertha Partridge, for
school,
Bangor; 4, ar, sch Susie P Oliver, BanEliza Winnifred Mathews
Eva Theodate Lowe closed last week. The closing exercises gor; ar, in Hart Island Roads, sell Charlotte
Rec., Farewell,
as
were
follows: Memory gems by the T Sibley, Norwich for Darien.
Singing, Heart’s Flowers.
Boston, July 1.
The Face Against the Pane,
Uhl, sch Mary A Hall,
school; number work and reading from the
Haskell, Jacksonville; 2, ar, sell Jose OlaCarrie Belle Stinson
1st
and
number
black-board,
Grade; reading
verri, Arey, Baltimore; chi, bark Thomas A
Too much praise cannot be given teacher
work with dominoes, 2nd Grade; topical re- Goddard, Rosario; 3, ar, sch Fannie & Edith,
and scholars lor the manner iu which this
Ryder, Belfast; sld, sch Mary A Hall, Jackview' in Physiology, 4th Grade; concert rec.,
sonville; 4, ar, sch Emma W Day, Winterprogram was carried out. Many of the par- 23d
Psalm,” by the school; song, “America,” port.
ents came iu, and it was something we feel
Philadelphia, July 28 Ar, sch E L Warby the school; rec., “Ice Bound,” by Edwin
proud of. There were scholars and gradJacobs; rec, “Lilacs,” Tillie Holt; rec., ren, Taintor, Frankfort; .‘30, ar, ship Tillie E
Starbuck, New York; July 1, ar, sch Maggie
uates from Castine present, aud they pro“Stockton Springs,” Clarice Partridge; rec.,
Mulvey, Dodge, New York.
nounced it nearly up to that school for “The
Elephant,” Lyman Partridge, Jr.;
Baltimore, July 1. Ar, sch Leander V
scholars of the same age. Singing "Marchrec., “How They Caught
the Panther,” Beebe. Daniels, Bath.
Portland, June 28 Ar, sch Hattie C Luce,
ing through Georgia” aud "America” made Maud
Partridge; rec.. “He Came to Town,” Heal, Brunswick, Ga; 2, sld, bark Grace
the heart of an old veteran thrill with pride.
Lester Holt; song, “Suwauee River,” Clarice Linwood, Kennebec.
We cannot praise any one personally, for and
Maud Partridge and Elmer Eames, with
Bangor, June 30. Ar, schs Hattie McG
all did their parts nobly. It is surprising
Buck. Chandler, New York; Isaac Oberton,
the teacher at the organ; rec., “Oldeu FlowTrim, Philadelphia; sld, sch Webster Barnto see the advancement made iu this disers,” Bessie Holt; rec., “Peanuts,” Stanley ard, Marshall, Bucksport; 2, sld,sch Lillian,
trict during the past two years.
We must
Partridge; rec., “Be Kind,” Emma Stairs; Hampden, to finish loading for Boston; 4,
thank the tax payers of our town for the
sld, sell P< st Boy, Bullock,
; NightenCharlie Carr;
rec., Isaac Gilkey,
rec.,
gale, Pinkham, Boston; 5, ar, schs Kit
liberal manner in which they voted money
Clifton
“George Washington,”
Ellis; rec., Carson and Lizzie Lade, New York; sld,
to build us a new school house, which
Electa Bailey,
“How to Make Bread,” Nita Page; rec., schs Charity, Gloucester,
brought us out of the woods and placed us
Gen Adalbert Ames, New
“Mary’s Mule,” Lyman Partridge, Jr.; song, Philadelphia;
York.
on a firm ground.
[No. 9.
“Dear Mother,” Emma Stairs, with organ
Charleston, S C, June 29. Ar, sch Star of
accompaniment by Clifton Ellis; rec., “Six- the Sea, Hopkins, Key West.
Port Royal, S C, June 29.
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
Ar, sch Olive
teen to One,” Carrie Hole; exercise, “What
T. Whittier, Whittier, Norfolk.

Singing,

j
r-Le interest j

the

returned
at

freely,

readily obtainable, though

more

relatives fur several weeks.Mrs. Fred
Shiite and son Ralph are visiting in Sears-

port-Chas. French has
Birckville,where he has been

more

COMINB|

there has been no important break in current
rates.
Coastwise lumber rates are now
back to the basis preceding tin- declaration
of war, but the demand for tonnage momentarily is very light. Coal'freights to the
East are slow, but the market is s.teady
upon the basis of recent quotations.

parents reside... .Mrs. Fisher lately returned from Massachusetts, where she visited

the chief

rather

THE BIB SHOW

easier tendency.
In the line of
West India freights there is very little doing,
this remark applying to both outward and
home voyage.
American tonnage is now

services were
largely attended.Mrs.
Carrie Smith and two children, who have
been visiting her sister, Inez Chase French,
left last week for Sidney, C. B., where her

was

and the

*ur*e

a

offered

slightly

Smith, Bessie Perkins, Martha Crocker,
Faustina Griffin, Nicholas Ginn, Leslie
Shannon, Damon Shannon. Those absent
only 1-2 day were Ralph Curtis, Susie Pattersou, Lucy Grant_Children’s day was observed here June 2dt.li, the previous Sunday
being stormy. Tie-pastor gave au interesting sermon in the morning and the young
people gave * concert in the evening. Both

The parade was the feature of the morning ride last Saturday.
exercises and started immediately upon the
subject
Thorndike The school at East Thornwith a large exdike, taught >y Miss Jennie Ware, closed
Mary Grinnell took advantage of the ex- arrival of steamer Oastine
last Friday
cursion from Camdei. Monday and visited cursion from Camden, Liueoluville and
Ruth Small was not absent a
Northport.witli the Lincolnville hand, whose day during the term and Miss Lela Higgins
her brother, W. E. Grinnell.
The but one
services were secured for the day.
day. Although Miss Ware is a
E. B. Billings of Lynn, Mass., came to
first section of the column was composed of young teacher she gave very good satisfacnative town, and
in
his
the
Fourth
spend
of
the
business
teams
the Baud,
tion and many would be glad for her to
representing
enjoy our little celebration.
w
.m
rarse, a. kj. ami Lj. m. oargeui, ana have the fall term..
H u vest Moon Grange
Mrs. M. V. Duugr and daughter. Mrs. F.
will have a two weeks vacation and their
N. C. Shute. The second section consisted
\Y
Nichols of Bucksport, are visiting the of the Drum
Corps, cadets, “Goddess of next meeting will be Saturday evening,
former's father, T. T. Merrill
Liberty” wagon, Dewey’s Olymphia and July lGtli-Mrs. Caroline Ward, who has
Mrs. A. H. Nichols, accompanied by her Shoddy Bro’s. in a tandem from the World’s been passing several weeks in Burnham, reto Fair. Section third was led by Thatcher turned to her home last
son Alexander, arrived home Sunday
Saturday_H. J.
anil Primrose’s string band and contained a Steveus of Bangor was the guest <»f Ross C.
occupy her house for the summer.
last Friday night_H. B. Rollins
Mrs. George Nickerson of Foxboro, Mass., boat representing the “Fisherman’s Dream,” Higgins
and daughter Ivy spent last Sunday with
after several weeks visit to her sister, Mrs. “Dr. Pillham,” The country doctor, “Lo,”
the poor Indian and Miss Hall, the new wo- Mr. and Mrs. V. N. Higgins_Mr. J. S.
Grinned, returned home Tuesday.
she appeared ascending the Chilkoot tiles ami wife visited Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Anuie Stevens, who has been attending man.as
Pass. Much ingenuity was manifested in Chase iu Unity July 1st_Mr. Benj. Ames
The New England Conservatory of Music m j
getting up the various boats. Credit is due and wife made a trip to Belfast last SatBoston, is at home i.»r the summer.
Maurice Dolliver for the artistic decoration urday-l>r. Kilgore of Brooks was iu town
Isaac Carver, who is second officer of a
of the Goddess of Liberty wagon. The boat last Saturday-Mrs. D. A. McManus resteamer
out of Boston, arrived home by
turned from Belfast July 2nd... Mr. Frank
race was won by Charles Closson and L. W.
steamer Penobscot Sunday morning.
Rich. The band concert and tire works oc- Walker i3 cutting the liay on the Allen
Fred \Y. Horsey, who is employed in the cupied the evening. The committee of ar- Cates farm in Unity-Alberts. Higgins
Union Station, Boston, accompanied by Ins rangements—Messrs. J. A. Clement, A. E. and son, R. S. Ward and A. H. Higgins
wife and son. were in town this week.
Tyundy, George A. Bowen and Charles A. were m Freedom last Thursday ami Friday
a barn for Mrs. Glidden_Mr.
I)r. G. H. hennison and friend, Mr. Pres- Rogers—are deserving of the thanks of the shingling
Fred Littlefield seems to be improving in
ton of Lowell, Mass., who have been spend- community for the able manner m which
health and strength... .Most of the farmers
ing few days in town, returned by steamer every detail of the exercises were looked
after and the program so successfully car- I are busy securing their hay crop.... Mr. and
Tuesday.
ried out. Capt. I. C. Park, as Marshal of the I Mrs. George Sherman of Burnham spent
Ralph Richardson, who recently graduated
was
superbly mounted on the burse July 4th with Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Cilley.
from Colby University, is making a visit to day,
Kn‘*x.
Sultan and made, a tine appearance. To
E. J. Yose, F. A. Kenney, J. II.
his grandfather, Cap*.
A. Carver, accom- Big
Ins care anil forethought is largely due
Newell White and G. E. Bryant atBrown,
his
sister
Elizabeth.
panied by
the success of the parade, without accident. tended
the Republican conventions in
El!
M
lUpkins was the erst in t >\vn The only accident of the day was caused by Augusta last week_Rev. Geo. R.
Berry of
bine to the war tax, having bought
a runaway horse, by which a child if J. W.
Hauiiiutou, N. V., preached at the chore 1.
to
tin
,i ernal
Sin rt was in in red.
last Sunday morning, and. Miss Millett of
r« vcum Tax of two ents was added.
Wayne in the afternoon-Rev. A. T. Dunn
north sfaksport items.
T K. Howe and wife >pened “Bay Side
of Wateredle has an appointment here for |
is
the
of
the
ex-wcisos
Following
program
n Monday
Inn
:.-I realized a goodly sum
at tin- close of the school in District No. 9, Suuday morning, July 10th....J. II. Foster,
from 1 iir- vending ct
dibles iu the form of
one. of our oldest citizens, has moved to i
in
Miss
’aught
Mary Stevens of Swanvdle:
clam i-aewder, sand v: -lies an 1 coffee.
Melrose, Mass., where he olans to live vritli
i mg .March and song,
The iia-riy-go-ii i.no. which met with such
Mumming Chrough Georgia,
By school Ins daughter, Mrs. A. B. Bryant.... Mrs I

Sunday.

Bermoii

next

taught by

Miss Addie Crockett, closed June 24tli with
picnic at the Alumni grove. The whole
number of pupils in attendance was 30; averThe pupils not absent 1-2 day were
age, 27.
Jennie Turner, Lottie Grant, Annie Grant,
Marie Graut, Josephine Harriman, Lida

ROVAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

McKinnon, 2b.; Fairbanks
1). Perkins, lb. The features of the

tion.

home

a

ushered in with the fir- 'This was her eighty-eighth birthday_
ringing of bells. Some Miss Stella Williams of Boston is at her
of our people complained the ushering in umde’s, Mr. L. O. Robinson’s_Miss Sadie
Ford, who has been ill fur nine years—five
was a little previous, but when it was explained the exercises were opened on “naval years unable to walk- has so far recovered
time” everybody said “that should be, rapid.” as to be about once more and took a short

Public Library.
very line

Perkins,

POWDER
Absolutely

—

.Jeannette ii. Rice, librarian, recently
<i number oi new volumes for the

iss

C.

«

convention closed with a consecration service. Several from other towns remained

|

are

the

>•

M

Searsport,

Monroe Centre. A birthday party was
Curtis, Young,
the pitching of I given Mrs. Wealthy Walker last Saturday at
Colcord, who struck out eighteen men out of the home of her daughter, Mrs. A. O. Bailey,
by her children, grand-children and greatthirty-four at. bat.
1
Score by inuings.
grant!-children. Other relatives present
1
2 8 4 5 0 7s
! were Mr. ami Mrs. R. T. Rankin of Belfast,
IS
Searsport._5 0 2 0 2 .'•15—
! Mr. ami Mrs. Charles Walker of Swanville
7
Castine.0 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 0
and Mrs. Albert Baker of Wiuterport.
A
The Fourth in Searsrokt. The Searsport ; very fine dinner was served, ami Mrs. Walcelebration passed off very pleasantly and ! ker was remembered with a present from
will rank well with any similar demonstra- j all. She is a smart old lady for her years.

summer

ree<

walk-over for

game, were, the batting of
R. Porter and Concord, and

Monday.

1

a

of

2b.;

MeLellan of Belfast was the
and Mrs. G. H Jennison on

Samuel i’lnilips and family of Boston
occupying the W A. Gray place for

in

score

Starbell,

urday.
M:ss

a

Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown
& Co., Now York, reports for the week ending July 2: Large tonnage for case oil to
China and Japan, and also for general cargo
to the Colonies, continues good demand, but
the offerings do not increase to any appreciable extent. Rates for the former appear tu
be fairly well sustained, though in one
instance 22 cents was accepted to Hong
Kong, autumn loading. To Sydney and Melbourne the basis for general cargo tonnage
is slightly easier, say 17 a 17-0
There appears less demand tor barrel petroleum
tonnage, but previous rates are sustained in
view of the searity of suitable vessels.
There continues a good inquiry for lumber
tonnage to the River Plate,* with rates
quoted $11 a $12 from the East and Provinces
to Buenos Ayres and Rosario, and $14 50
from the Gulf to Monteviedo and Buenos
Ayres; iu one instance $12 was paid from
Bridgewater to Buenos Ayres. Several
fixtures are reported of general cargo and
case oil tonnage to Montevidedo and Buenos
To Bahia Blanca $13 50 was paid
Ayres.
for white pine lumber. Other South American departments are quiet, and with tonnage j

puipit was au arch of evergreen, daisies and
dags, with palms, potted plants, flags and
bouquets everywhere. The effect was very
pretty and.was noticed by many. The several clergymen were very interesting and
were listened to with attention by all.
The

18 to 7. The nines were
made up as follows: Searsport—Curtis, s. s ;
Patterson, r. f.; G. Nichols, 1. f.; R. Porter,
c.; Colcord, p.; J. Nichols, lb.; E. Porter,
8b.; Young, 2b.; Delano, c. f. ; Oastine—H.
McKinnon, p.; McIntyre, 1. f.; Gray, r. f.;

House.
Mrs

resulted

with

Levensalcr of East Eddington
enjoyable week at the Searsport

an

wholesome and delicious.

The base ball game at Mosman Park Mon-

day

Mr. H. N.

spent

Sandypoint. The Waldo County C. E.
Union convention was held at the Congl.
churchj here Tuesday, June 21st. The day
began very stormy, thus keeping many away.
Delegates came from Brewer, Belfast,
Bucksport, Freedom, Frankfort and Searsport. A picnic dinner was held in the hall,
which was prettily decorated for the ocea
sion.The church was decorated for children’s
day and for the convention. In front of the

Royal makes the food pure,

surrounding herself with a large circle of
friends, many of whom attended the funeral
and in token of their esteem brought floral
offerings which were numerous and very
beautiful. Mrs. Sullivan was liberal to a
fault, often denying herself that she might
contribute to the relief of some friend. She
has several nieces in this country whom she
had assisted to come over. The funeral took
place from her late, residence and was conducted by Rev. Fr. ,1 E Keaiy of Belfast.

day.
Andrew

Marrying Mr. Sullivan
has since made her home in Searsport,

she

The building and land, No. Ill Phoenix Row
known as the Andrews store, in Belfast. Apply to
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Belfast, Me.,
Or JTJLIUS ANDREWS,
36 Otis Street, Boston, Mass.

19tf

FOR SALE.
Fine
#100 PC KIT AN WHEEL for #10.00.
H. L. WOODCOCK.
condition.
Apply at studio over Savings Bank, or at
M. P. WOODCOCK & SON’S.
27tf

-."s
Hoeils. i‘■■■■u 1 <«.
U'uh-rsigned. a riTtam bn or p n
»i. i! It- 1
si- uat ad m said Km\,
follows. lo w i;
Meg a i.ing
on the line of laud fm merlv
westt r!y •>;
I
I.
Walker
I nin-11\ id -aid \\ aiki-r. ahm
\
I
id: then. «• southerly m
heme was
line about 1 * rods
line about 28 road>, to land !
lin
o ennui Wentwort h
land formerly ot said \V»-i.i wal<
t lienee westerly a !>> -ut. 2«1
hem c mu inn
Her. so called
land formerly of on.- Douglas,
t ben.
one Brown, to a corner
II Inis’
to land oeetlpied by I
tbito
48’
rods
Foster’s
said
by
son’s cornel : tlienee easti-i ly h\
line about 140 rods to stake a
Ih1
of land occupied by «i
tlienee southerly by line l'«*i no
to the 1>. I,. Walker line formei iy
of beginning, being the home I
and .lane 1’. Batchelder, and be:on which said G. W. liateheldct
whereas the condition of said m
broken, now therefore, by reas«u
the condition thereof 1 claim a 1
mortgage and give this notict
foreclosing the same.
Dated this 5th dav of duly. \
ROSCOFD
3w 27
>>

1

W

FOR SALE
High street. 1 1-2
connected; cistern ai

At 188 north
and stable

water; 125 fruit trees, also sma
houses; 15 minutes walk to postA1TI.V
Belfast, June28, 1898.- 4w2b*

1

\

1

